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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
Water resources are irreplaceable resources for human survival and development, which is
the foundation for sustainable environmental, economic and social development. Currently,
global water resources are facing a huge crisis. Increasingly industrial and agricultural
production and human activities consume a large amount of water. Climatic factors and
geographic reasons lead to uneven space-time distribution of water resources. These issues
are of great concern for policymakers and researchers. This study discusses the current
existing water supply sources and proposes a coastal reservoir strategy to provide water for
people by storing water from runoff, which is otherwise going to the sea, to solve water
shortage crisis. Adelaide was taken as a case study. It is one of the driest state capital cities in
Australia, which receives 60%-70% of its water supply in normal years and 80%-90% of its
water supply in drought years from the Murray River. From 09/2001 until 2008, the MurrayDarling Basin experienced a severe rainfall deficiency, the second driest seven-year period in
its recorded history. This drought aggravated the water crisis in South Australia, especially in
the Adelaide area. The strategy of building a coastal reservoir in the Lower Lakes is to
alleviate Adelaide water shortage.

The Lower Lakes (Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert), located about 100 km south-east of
Adelaide, are a set of large, shallow, fluvial lakes at the downstream end of the MurrayDarling Basin, Australia. This research firstly investigates hydrodynamic and numerical
salinity simulations in the Lower Lakes through setting up 1D and 2D models by using MIKE
software. A 1D model is applied for five barrage structures while a 2D model was used to
reproduce the hydrodynamic processes and salinity changes in the Lower Lakes. The time
period from 08/12/2010 to 01/03/2011 (increasing inflow period) was chosen for model
calibration. The time period from 01/03/2011 to 21/05/2011 (decreasing inflow period) was
used for model performance assessment . The measured and simulated values (calibration
process and validation process) are compared and analysed. The collinearity for water level
and salinity between the measured and simulated values are separately above 94% and 83%,
which indicates the model is able to predict future changes in water level and salinity for
future conditions.

As the Lower Lakes are shallow lakes, wind plays an important role in hydrodynamic
processes and also affects salinity transport. The thesis uses the 2D model to simulate eight
iv
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different wind direction (from 0° to 360°) scenarios to study hydrodynamic mechanisms in
the Lower Lakes and the characteristics for the transmission between Lake Alexandrina and
Lake Albert. It is found that when wind direction was from the north (0°), northeast (45°),
east (90°) or southeast (135°), the main flow field in Lake Alexandrina was from northeast to
southwest. When wind direction came from the south (180°), southwest (225°), west (270°)
and northwest (315°) a sub-circulation pattern was found along the northern shoreline of
Lake Alexandrina that caused perturbation in the circulations of the lake. However, the
predominant circulation was still from northeast to southwest. For flows between Lake
Alexandrina and Lake Albert, when wind direction was north (0°), northeast (45°) or
northwest (315°), the water transportation was oriented from Lake Alexandrina to Lake
Albert. When wind direction came from the south (180°), southeast (135°) or southwest
(225°), flow was dominantly from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. When the wind
direction was from the east (90°) or west (270°), there were back and forth flows between the
two lakes. All of the above models reveal the hydrodynamic circulation rules in the Lower
Lakes, which also implicates salinity transport rules for the Lower Lakes. The hydrodynamic
cycles and salinity transport help to clarify the characteristics of the Lower Lakes and
provides the research basis for the coastal reservoir design.

Based on this study, two coastal reservoir designs are proposed. One is based on the
hydrodynamic characteristics of the Lower Lakes to set a coastal reservoir in the northeast
part of Lake Alexandrina. The other is to choose the middle of Lake Alexandrina, which is
the deepest part of Lake Alexandrina. Set up models for the two designs to simulate the
conditions without a coastal reservoir and with a coastal reservoir. According to historical
Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics, three typical years (extreme drought, 10thpercentile
condition, 50th percentile condition) are chosen to compare salinity changes before and after
building a coastal reservoir.

Details of the two designs of the coastal reservoir are discussed. If built, a coastal reservoir
could provide 150 GL/year water for Adelaide under three typical low to moderate flow
conditions. The salinity in the coastal reservoir can be kept at around 0.3 PSU. The average
salinity at sites outside the coastal reservoir in the Lower Lakes is a bit lower than that
without a coastal reservoir. For example, under extreme drought period (2007), without a
coastal reservoir, the average salinity is around 0.552 PSU. With a coastal reservoir, the
average salinity is calculated to 0.497 PSU; thus the average salinity with a coastal reservoir
v
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is lower than that without a coastal reservoir. Wind effects on the hydrodynamics of the
Lower Lakes after building a coastal reservoir has also been analysed in the thesis. Four main
wind directions (north, south, west, and east) under 4 kinds of gate operations are simulated.
It is found that after building the coastal reservoir, circulation currents are different to those
before building the coastal reservoir, especially for the middle part of Lake Alexandrina. For
the northeast and southeast parts of the lake, the trend is to form clockwise or anti-clockwise
gyres when the Murray River only flows into the coastal reservoir. For the middle part of
Lake Alexandrina, the currents are more active than those before building the coastal
reservoir due to much more water flow from the coastal reservoir when the gate which
connects the coastal reservoir to Lake Alexandrina is open. The circulation in the western
part of the lake still exists when wind direction is 180° (from the south) and 270° (from the
west) for both before and after building the coastal reservoir.

This strategy may provide a useful resource for solving water shortages in Adelaide by
providing 150 GL/year. Also, under extreme drought conditions, the reservoir could provide
315 GL/year water for Adelaide to them solve a water crisis.

vi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

While the world's population tripled in the 20th Century, the use of renewable water resources
has grown six-fold (WWC, 2012). It is estimated that the world population will enlarge by
another 40 to 50 % in the next fifty years. The demand for water will be increasing as a result
of the population growth combined with industrialisation and urbanisation, which will have
serious consequences on the environment. According to WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring
Programme (WHO/UNICEF, 2012), 780 million people lack access to clean water;
approximately one in nine people. By 2025 about 66% of the world population will be
confronted with water - shortage (Arnell, 2004). The water from aquifers, which provides
water for one-third of the world’s population, is being used faster than nature can replenish it
(Shah et al., 2006). Water scarcity is already a focus of attention all over the world (Fedoroff
et al., 2010). For example, the Southwest and Midwest areas of the USA and Australia are
vulnerable to water scarcity (Hanjra and Qureshi, 2010). Australia is one of the driest
countries in the world (ABM, 2014). During the past more than one hundred years, between
1895 and 2013, ten periods of serious drought have been experienced. These periods have
lasted for 2-8 years. In each case, drought was experienced in at least two states and on one
occasion (1918-20), all states were experiencing drought conditions. Overall, serious drought
has been experienced somewhere in Australia in 39 out of these 100years. From 2000 to 2013,
much of the central and southern mainland has experienced 7 years of severe drought, and
some places have experienced 10 years of drought; it is known as the Australian Millennium
Drought (ABM, 2014).

South Australia (SA) is the driest state in Australia. Adelaide is the capital city of South
Australia; it encompasses about 75% of the SA population. Adelaide is characterized by a
Mediterranean climate and is the driest Australian capital city (Tait et al. 2005), with an
average rainfall of 585 mm per annum between 1977 and 1997 (Crittenden, 1999). Adelaide's
water crisis follows similar problems to other cities around the world, as the combination of
growing population, increasing agricultural use, and global warming stretches resources to
the limit.
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The future of Adelaide's primary water supply has become a serious concern in recent years.
This thesis investigates a method of how to get more fresh water to solve the water crisis; this
could be applied not only in SA, but also in the other states in Australia or even elsewhere in
the world.

1.2

RESEARCH GAPS

The Murray-Darling Basin is an important water source for Australian agriculture, Adelaide
and Canberra. Three million Australians inside and outside the Murray-Darling Basin are
directly dependent on its water. About 85% of all irrigation in Australia takes place in the
Murray-Darling Basin, which supports an agricultural industry worth more than $9 billion per
annum. The runoff in the Murray River is about 5000 GL/year. But the current water use
from the Murray River for Adelaide is only 160 GL/year and in 2050 it may be 370 GL/year.
So for Adelaide’s water crisis, it is not a shortage of water, but a shortage of water storage.
The Murray-Darling river mouth drains into Lake Alexandrina (620 km2) with a mean water
depth of 2.86m. The river water passes through Lake Alexandrina to the sea. The lake
receives the majority of its fresh water from the Murray, with only minor additions from local
rainfall. In the 1930s, five barrages were built at the connection of Lake Alexandrina and the
Coorong to reduce salinity levels, tidal effects and saltwater intrusion in the lower lakes
during periods of low flow. The 5 barrages reduce the tidal flow through the Murray Mouth
by approximately 90% (Burge, 2010). This is a kind of “coastal reservoir”. The design for
setting up barrages at Lake Alexandrina formed a large lake, which has a total surface area
of800km2 (Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert) and a total storage capacity of about 2000GL.
But all the good quality and bad quality water from the Murray River flows into the lower
lakes. It can’t clarify and store good quality water, which is a big waste of good quality water
from the Murray River for use in Adelaide. This study aims to provide a possible solution to
use part of the lake as good quality water storage for Adelaide.

1.3

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
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This study will investigate building a “reservoir” in Lake Alexandrina to store good quality
water from the Murray River to alleviate the water crisis in Adelaide. To achieve this, it is
necessary to clearly define the water demand for Adelaide; and to understand the
hydrodynamic mechanisms operating in the Lower Lakes; then to design a coastal reservoir
in Lake Alexandrina.

The most important aim of this study is to investigate an alternative water storage facility for
providing sufficient clean water to Adelaide for its future requirements. The new facility must
be able to supply a sufficient quantity of clean low-salinity water, be environmentally
friendly (with low carbon emissions and minimal impacts on the lake), and be cost-effective.

To achieve these aims, the following objectives will be addressed.
[1]. Understand the current and future water demands through a comprehensive analysis of
information and data.
[2]. Understand the present hydrodynamic and salinity conditions and use DHI Mike software
to simulate the Lower Lakes’ conditions before building a coastal reservoir to find out the
hydrodynamic mechanisms operating in the Lower Lakes.
[3]. Investigate wind effects on flow circulation pattern of the lower lakes and also indicate
the water transmission rules between the two lakes under different wind directions.
[4]. Design two possible coastal reservoirs and to investigate the salinity change in different
historical-inflow-statistical years
[5]. Understand the change of the flow circulation pattern under different wind direction after
building a coastal reservoir.

1.4

DATA SOURCES AND RESEARCH SCOPE

Most statistical and quantitative data that are used in the study were obtained from the
Murray Darling Basin Authority and the Bureau of Meteorology as they have the most
comprehensive and accurate information on almost all aspects of the Murray Darling Basin.
Data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics were also used as they have information on the
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existing conditions in Australia and forecasts and predictions for the future of Australia.
Information on existing sustainable water practices was sourced from journals, articles,
conference papers and websites. The bathymetry data for the Lower Lakes is from
Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR), Government of South
Australia. Daily water level and salinity data are from Water Connect, Government of South
Australia.

The scope of research for this thesis is as follows.

[1]. The study area for this thesis is the Lower Lakes (Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert),
with the focus being on Lake Alexandrina. Previous studies on the Lower Lakes are listed
in the thesis. The different dimensional numerical modelling applications are scoped in
the thesis. Current water solutions are summarized, and the coastal reservoir strategy is
introduced. The research scope includes the description and discussion of coastal
reservoir’s definition, types, functions and case studies and their characteristic are
compared with other water solutions.

[2]. The data collection is completed be for setting up a numerical model. The different data
formats were transformed during setting-up the modelling process. The initial water level
and salinity are interpolated in the Lower Lakes model domain for input data needed by
the model. Details are provided on setting up numerical models using DHI MIKE
software to simulate water level and salinity in the Lower Lakes. Three ways used to
provide an accurate estimate of the flows over the barrages are reviewed. Calibration,
validation and error analysis are included in the research scope.

[3]. This thesis analyses water demand for Adelaide in 2050 and water quantity feasibility for
building a coastal reservoir in the Lower Lakes. Two design structures for a coastal
reservoir in the Lower Lakes are considered. This study runs the coastal reservoir model
under three different typical years (2007, 2002 and 1998, representing extreme drought,
10% flow and 50% flow, respectively, according to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow
statistics). An analysis was performed to test the advantages and disadvantages of the two
designs by comparing salinity changes before and after building a coastal reservoir. Then
the relatively better design is chosen. Wind effects after building a coastal reservoir are
also discussed in the thesis.
4
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[4]. Wind effect has an important impact on lake hydrodynamics and salinity transportation.
Historical wind speed and direction data are analysed. A total of sixteen models are set up
under the different directions of wind to simulate its effects on the lakes’ circulation
pattern before and after building a coastal reservoir. The characteristic transmission of
water between the two lakes is investigated in the study.

1.5

THESIS OUTLINE

This thesis contains eight chapters, and its structure diagram is shown in Figure 1.1. Chapter
1 introduces the background, research gaps and objectives of the study. Chapter 2 provides a
comprehensive literature review on water demand for Adelaide, the Lower Lakes, numerical
modelling, and coastal reservoir strategy. Chapter 3 introduces numerical model methodology
using DHI MIKE Software and sets up the Lower Lakes hydrodynamic and salinity model.
Chapter 4 is about model calibration, validation and error analysis. Chapter 5 focuses on wind
effects on the hydrodynamics of the Lower Lakes before building a coastal reservoir, which
helps to clarify the hydrodynamic mechanisms in the Lower Lakes. Chapter 6 applies coastal
reservoir strategy to Lake Alexandrina by proposing two designs for a coastal reservoir. It
compares the results between before and after building a coastal reservoir and compares the
effectiveness of the two designs. Chapter 7 investigates the wind effects after building a
coastal reservoir and compare the changes in flow patterns with those before building a
coastal reservoir. Chapter 8 is the conclusions and recommendations of this thesis.
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Figure 1.1. Structure diagram of the thesis
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

INTRODUCTION

In the literature review, the Lower Lakes are introduced, and previous studies on the lakes are
reviewed and analysed. Classification and characteristics of different models are discussed in
Section 2.3. The hydrodynamic modelling is overviewed. A coastal reservoir strategy is
proposed and elaborated upon including its definitions, existing cases studies, types, and
functions, environmental and social impact. Further, the thesis analyses water demand for
Adelaide by researching current water solutions, population, and water usage in Greater
Adelaide.

2.2

OVERVIEW OF THE LOWER LAKES

In this section, the Lower Lakes, including Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, are introduced.
Previous studies on the Lower Lakes are also discussed.

2.2.1

Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert

The Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) has an area of 1,042,730 km2 and includes parts of
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and the Australian Capital Territory
(Figure 2.1). The Murray River flows in a westerly direction from its headwaters in the Great
Dividing Range south of Khancoban. It is 2,375 km long, and the area in which the river
flows is called the Murray region (Figure 2.1). The region is located in the southern part of
New South Wales, the northern part of Victoria and the south-eastern part of South Australia,
which is along the Murray River and lower Darling River below Menindee and stretches
along the Murray River to the Southern Ocean (CSIRO, 2008). The population of about
310,000 is mainly gathered in the centres of Albury-Wodonga, Echuca, Swan Hill, Mildura,
Renmark, Murray Bridge and Goolwa (CSIRO, 2008).

The Murray and lower Darling River systems are highly regulated. The replenishment of the
river system is from water stored in the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Scheme, Menindee
1
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Lakes on the lower Darling River and Lake Victoria in south-western New South Wales. In
the upstream area the Hume Dam, which is located on the Murray River, and Dartmouth Dam
on the Mitta Mitta River are the major water storages for Murray Darling Basin. The Hume
Reservoir, generated by Hume Dam (Figure 2.2), is the major supply storage for the Murray
River system. It is situated at approximately 10 km east of Albury and around 300 km
downstream from where the Murray rises on the Great Dividing Range. The Hume Dam can
regulate flows from the upper Murray since the Dartmouth Reservoir on the Mitta Mitta
River, and other waters from the Snowy Scheme are introduced upstream of the Hume Dam.
To regulate and conserve water for both human consumption and the environment is the firstline function of the Hume Reservoir. The subordinate roles for the Hume Reservoir are
hydroelectric generation and mitigating flood effects (source from Murray Darling Basin
Authority).

Figure 2.1. Map of Murray-Darling Basin regions (source: MDBA, 2011)
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Figure 2.2. Location of Hume Dam (source
from https://bymapandcompass.com/2015/11/)

There are 10 locks on the Murray River. Locks 1-9 are controlled by SA, and lock 10 is
governed by NSW. In total, there are 26 man-made locks, weirs and barrages on the Murray
River. The distances between each of the locks and weirs range from 29 to 88 km (source
from http://www.lakesneedwater.org/home). Figure 2.3 shows the location of the locks and
weirs. Lock 1 at Blanchetown is 274 km from the Goolwa barrages.
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Figure 2.3. Murray River locks, weirs, dams and barrages (source
from http://www.murrayriver.com.au/about-the-murray/locks-weirs-dams-barrages/)

From Figure 2.3, it is obvious that the Murray River is narrow until it arrives at Wellington
where it meets Lake Alexandrina. Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert are located at the
terminus of Murray River (Figure 2.4). Lake Albert is a terminal lake connected to Lake
Alexandrina by a narrow channel. Lake Albert and Lake Alexandrina are often referred to as
the Lower Lakes.

Lake Alexandrina is a broad and shallow (mean depth 2.86 m, maximum depth 4.75 m), wellmixed, regulated water body, with a surface area of approximately 650 km2 and volume of
approximately 1,620 GL at + 0.7~0.75 m AHD (Australia Height Datum).Five barrages
separate Lake Alexandrina from the Coorong Lagoon and the Murray estuary, which are the
Goolwa, Mundoo, Boundary Creek, Ewe Island and Tauwitchere barrages. The barrages are
built on a natural sill of carbonate sediments (the remnants of the last interglacial shoreline),
which separates the Lower Lakes from the Murray estuary and the Coorong Lagoon (Gell and
Haynes, 2005). The aim of building these barrages was to prevent the ingress of seawater into
the Lower Lakes. Additionally, the Murray Mouth itself acts as a constriction reducing the
effect of local tides. Built by the Engineering and Water Supply Department of South
Australia for the River Murray Commission between 1930 and 1940, the barrages were
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constructed from reinforced concrete and had 593 independent operable gates (Phillips and
Muller, 2006).

SA Water operates the barrages for, and on behalf of, the governments of South Australia,
New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria and Australia, subject to funding and direction from
the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA). Water released from Lake Alexandrina
through the barrages exports salt, sediment, nutrients and organic matter to the Coorong
Lagoon and the Southern Ocean and facilitates the movement of fish species between the
basin and the ocean.

Figure 2.4. The Lower Lakes (source: Murray Darling Basin Authority 2011)
5
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The Coorong Lagoon and Lake Alexandrina are separated by the five barrages. The flow is
controlled individually by elevating or lowering gates, but for low flow periods, particularly
over summer when evaporation rates are high, there can be extended periods of zero
downstream flow over the barrages and occasionally seawater can leak through the barrages
or splash over them creating localised areas of salty water over short periods of time (Higham,
2012). Releases of water depend very much on flow conditions in the Murray River and since
2000, these flows have been reduced due to drought conditions. Most releases occur through
the three main barrages namely Goolwa, Ewe Island, and Tauwitchere (Webster, 2007).

Water levels in the Lower Lakes fluctuate seasonally. They are generally higher in late spring
and lower in late summer/autumn because of seasonal variability in the Murray River and
smaller local tributary inflows, as well as climatic factors such as evaporation (Phillips and
Muller, 2006). Under current conditions, long-term average annual outflows through the
Murray Mouth have been estimated to be around 5,100 GL/year (MDBA, 2010).

A number of tributaries from the eastern Mount Lofty Ranges (the main ones being the
Finniss River, Currency Creek and the Angas and Bremer Rivers) contribute inflows to Lake
Alexandrina. However, 95% or more of the inflow for the Lower Lakes is from the Murray
River (Mosley et al., 2013).

The level of Lake Alexandrina is highly regulated by the five barrages that separate the lake
from the Coorong Lagoon. Average water levels have historically been maintained at
between +0.60 and +0.85 m AHD (Figure 2.5). The lake levels vary seasonally with flooding
and drying events, and in the short-term with wind direction and strength that causes seiching.
Together, these processes expose and inundate the lake margin, on both a seasonal and a
short-term irregular basis. Water levels at any one time may vary across the lake by as much
as 0.6 m as a consequence of wind strength and seiching.
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Figure 2.5. Daily water level (mAHD) of Lake Alexandrina from 11/1962 to 11/2007
(source from MDBA)

Lake Albert is a terminal lake of the Murray River linked to Lake Alexandrina by a narrow
channel (the Narrung Narrows) between Point Malcolm and Narrung Peninsula, through
which it receives the majority of its inflows. The lake is broad and shallow, with a maximum
depth of 1.7 m and it covers an area of 168 km2. Like Lake Alexandrina, it is an open water
body that supports little or no aerophyte vegetation beyond a depth of approximately 0.5 m.

Water levels in Lake Albert are governed by the water levels in Lake Alexandrina and also by
other meteorological variables such as wind speed and evaporation. During the recent
extended period of low flow into the two lakes (spring 2006 to spring 2010), the lakes were
separated by a temporary bund (2008 to 2010), to allow control of water levels in Lake
Albert.

Lake Albert acts as a sink for salt and sediment from inflows through the Murray River and
groundwater (Phillips and Muller, 2006). As a terminal lake, it has no through-flow
mechanism and consequently is more saline than Lake Alexandrina (Heneker, 2010).
Salinities typically range between 5 to 11 PSU (Practical Salinity Unit), but can be higher
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especially during late summer. It is not practical to manage salinity levels within Lake Albert
independently of Lake Alexandrina (Heneker, 2010).

Another study funded by SA government investigated the flow and water levels with
different scenarios to sustain water quality and to keep the ecology healthy in Lake Albert
(DEWNR, 2014). Lake Albert is a water body which formed in the depression between two
coastal sand ridges (Ebsary, 1983). Ebsary also listed a gentle regional groundwater gradient
toward the sea, which resulted in a movement of groundwater toward Lake Albert from the
northeast. Lake Albert salinity has been measured at Meningie since 1969 (Ebsary, 1983).
Phillips and Muller (2006) explained that the groundwater is shallow and saline is under
much of Lake Albert’s floodplain. Therefore, groundwater discharge creates seasonal and
permanent salt-water marshes. After 1900, when significant water resource development had
happened in the Murray River system, saltwater intrusions into the lake environment became
more common (Phillips and Miles, 2009).

2.2.2

Previous Study in the Lower Lakes

Historically, the first recorded incidence in Australia where animals were poisoned from a
blue-green algal bloom was in Lake Alexandrina, which happened in the late 1800s. At that
time, cattle, horses, pigs, sheep and dogs died after drinking water covered by a scum of the
blue-green alga Nodularia spumigena. Since then, algal blooms have existed in the lake
mainly during summer time (Codd et al., 1994). Since settlement in the 1840s, the Murray
River basin has been significantly affected by changed flow regimes and increasing amounts
of salt and sediment (Gell et al., 2006). Pre-European sedimentation rates in the Lower Lakes
are typically about 0.1-1 mm year-1, while those in the period after European arrival are about
10 to 30-fold greater. Since the 1920s, after the locks and barrages were built along the
Murray River, sedimentation rates in some natural wetlands were reduced (Gell et al., 2006).
Fossil diatom assemblages show that, before settlement, saline episodes occurred in some
wetlands, whereas after settlement even in the 1880s other wetlands became saline too. After
regulation, the deposition and oxidation of sulphurous salts caused hyperacidity in many
wetlands (Gell et al., 2006).
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The range of salinity in Lake Alexandrina is usually between 0.19 - 0.75 PSU, which
represents a freshwater lake (Heneker, 2010). The freshwater flow into Lake Albert is mainly
from Lake Alexandrina. Lake Albert acts as salt and sediment trap for inflows from the
Murray River and local groundwater (Phillips and Muller, 2006). It is a terminal lake, and
there is no through-flow mechanism. Therefore, Lake Albert is more saline than Lake
Alexandrina, and the salinity ranges from 0.5 -1.2 PSU, sometimes it is even higher (Heneker,
2010).

The Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) form a terminal wetland system
between the area of the Murray River and the coast of South Australia, which is protected
under the Ramsar Convention. This wetland has been identified as a priority environmental
asset of the South Australian Murray River (Connor et al., 2015) because of its diverse range
of wetland ecosystems, habitats and bird, fish and plant species, some of which are threatened
or endangered.

Thiessen (2010) concluded the wetland habitat condition after the 2007 drought deteriorated
as “water regimes changed across the entire Lower Lakes system, and vegetation associations
were altered favouring the proliferation of weed communities” (Thiessen, 2010). O’Conner et
al. (2012) used bird data to detail and made a quantitative review of the Coorong and Lakes
Alexandrina and Albert Wetland of International Importance. The assessment was made as to
whether changes in bird communities using the sites have affected the site’s Ramsar status
during the years.

The flows from Murray River are the main driver of ecological conditions in the CLLMM
and the achievement of environmental outcomes for the Murray-Darling Basin Plan. There
were nine ecological objectives and 31 targets, which were defined in this area for a number
of biotic groups and processes (functions and vegetation, macroinvertebrates, fishes and
waterbirds) (Connor et al., 2015). The CLLMM region supports local communities which
depend on an economy based on tourism, recreation and primary industries. The numerous
surrounding towns include Goolwa, Clayton, Milang, Meningie, Wellington, Hindmarsh
Island, Narrung, Langhorne Creek, Raukkan and Salt Creek. The total population is about
30,000, of which more than 4,000 are Ngarrindjeri people who live and work on their
traditional lands. These latter people are primarily around Meningie, Raukkan and Narrung
(ABS, 2011). The CLLMM region contributes to tourism in the Fleurieu region, which
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generates approximately $326 million and attracts around 652,000 overnight visitors per year
(DEWNR, 2013).

Brookes et al. (2009) surveyed the limnology of the Lower Lakes for CLLMM. A
hydrodynamic model was set up to forecast changes in water level and salinity in the
Coorong and Murray Mouth at decadal scales or longer in response to manipulations of
barrage flows, flows from the Upper South-East Drainage scheme, climate change and
natural variability. Ecological models were set up to predict changes in the distribution of key
species, habitats, and ecosystem states with the changes in water level, salinity and other
factors. The results were as follows: the Lower Lakes are a significant modulator of water
flowing into the Coorong, but it increased the nitrogen to phosphorus ratio. Additionally,
inorganic nutrients were converted into organic matter in the Lower Lakes and therefore, this
increased productivity is likely to be initially observed in zooplankton or bacterial
communities. In this research, the role of the water level and salinity regimes were
highlighted as key ecosystem drivers for the Lower Lakes. Water level and salinity control
many important physical processes in the lakes, such as density stratification, the distribution
of sediments, the cycling of nutrients and the distribution of organisms.

The Murray-Darling Basin Authority estimated salt export from the Murray River to the
Southern Ocean. The studies for estimating Murray River flows over the barrages and to the
Southern Ocean and its salinity have been reviewed (MDBA, 2013). The key conclusions
from the MDBA are: (1) The TUFLOW-SWAN model can estimate salt export from the
Murray River system and Coorong to the Southern Ocean. However, the problem is that it is
not possible to quantify the accuracy of the estimated results. This is because it is not possible
to measure flows near the Murray Mouth as the geomorphology is continuously changing.
(2) The salt balance can be used with flow volume measurement data and salinity data at
different locations to calculate the salt export during the longer term (i.e. multiple years), as
well as it can be done by using TUFLOW-SWAN model. However, this method is limited
because the salt contribution from outside the system cannot be taken into account and
calculated. Salt export over the barrages in a short time frame could be accessed by using
appropriate weir formulae with observed water levels, barrage openings and salinity data.
There are three ways to calculate flow over the five barrages: the MDBA weir formula, the
BIGMOD water balance method and the weir formula used in the TUFLOW-SWAN model.
For the weir formula calibrated by MDBA (2012) and the BIGMOD water balance method,
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the MDBA weir formula is likely to provide better estimates; especially since the MDBA
used more observed data. But it would still need to be recalibrated when there are more gates,
stop log status and other better-quality data. The BIGMOD model carried out water balances
on the Lower Lakes and to estimate the barrage flows. The magnitudes and patterns for flow
over the five barrages that were calculated from the TUFLOW-SWAN model are similar to
the water balance method which is used by BIGMOD. In the future, to get more accurate to
estimates of flow over the barrages, the water levels, barrage openings, stop logs number and
additional flow gaugings (for example, flow from the eastern Mount Lofty Ranges) need be
monitored.

McJannet et al. (2008) developed a model to estimate the water evaporation in the MurrayDarling Basin and compared their results with earlier research. Wind effects can result in
localised water levels ±0.30 m different from the average for the Lower Lakes as a whole
(Webster et al. 1997). Aldridge et al. (2011) mainly used statistical analyses, which were
conducted using JMPIN and GraphPad to investigate the relationship between water level
drawdown and salinisation, dissolved oxygen, suspended solids, turbidity, light penetration
and sources of dissolved nutrients during droughts using data from 2007 to 2008.It seemed
that sediment resuspension impacted more on nutrient concentrations in open water areas of
Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, while in the relatively sheltered areas which are close to
the lake outlets, saline intrusions were more significant. The effect of hypersaline conditions
on the water chemistry of the Coorong Lagoon and the otolith chemistry of a common fish
within the system were explored by collecting water samples and fish from 10 sites along the
Coorong, where the salinity ranged from 5.8 to 123.4 ppt, on six occasions over 14 months
(Bronwyn and Munro, 2012).Reconstructing past salinities inhabited by the fish would
require the analysis of several elemental and isotopic ratios to determine whether the fish
have inhabited, or been exposed to, hypersaline environments. Webster (2010) provided a
one-dimensional hydrodynamic model which was used to simulate water motions and water
levels along the Coorong Lagoon from the Murray Mouth. The modelling, supported by
measurements, showed how the salinity regime in the Coorong Lagoon appears to have
responded to multi-year cycles of variation in the discharge of the Murray River over the last
50 years. Even before the last drought, which saw salinity in the South Lagoon exceed four
times that of seawater, the lagoon was dominantly hypersaline. The modelling suggested that
the signiﬁcant reductions in freshwater inﬂows to the Coorong Lagoon due to water resource
development along the Murray River would have caused the South Lagoon to evolve from a
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state of being usually brackish to marine into its present hypersaline state. Hipesy et al. (2011)
developed a model system by linking an existing 3-D lake hydrodynamic-water quality model
(ELCOM-CAEDYM, developed at the Centre for Water Research, University of Western
Australia) with a novel Acid Sulphate Soil (ASS) model to be able to resolve the basic
hydrology and biogeochemistry of the exposed soil material. Higham (2012) developed a
model based on BIGMOD that in a computer model can conceptualize and simulate the
Murray River system.

The Lower Lakes received record low inflows from the Murray-Darling Basin in 2007-09,
which caused the water level in Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert to recede. Large areas of
the marginal shoreline of the lakes were exposed, which is the first time for over 100 years
(Leyden et al., 2012). The exposure and drainage of lake shoreline sediments caused large
volumes of sulphide material (pyrite) to be oxidized and converted to sulphuric acid (pH<4)
(Fitzpatrick et al., 2010). In 2009, a project was set up by SA to provide a deep understanding
of acidity generation processes within exposed lake sediments and explore the potential for
acid transport (flux) to the lake water during re-wetting period causing rising lake
acidification. Four high-risk locations in the Lower Lakes were chosen to monitor lake water
levels, piezometric head data, groundwater chemistry and sediment water-content data for
over an 18-month period. The monitoring was stopped as water levels rose (EarthSystems,
2010; EPA, 2011). These data, together with data from measuring the physical and
geochemical sediments properties, were used to simulate acidity flux processes in both clay
and sand sediments upon rewetting (Cook et al., 2011). The results showed that acidity was
not related to lateral groundwater flow (Cook et al., 2011). More probably acidity flux to the
lower lakes was through diffusion, exhilaration and runoff which are in accordance with the
acidity always accumulating on the sediment surface to form “acidity hotspots”. Compared
with the sandy sediments, the mud cracked clay sediments not only enhanced the transport of
acidity during the rewetting process, but had a slower continuous release of acidity over time
to increase the long-term risk of clay sites the following rewetting. This provided new
understanding of the complex and dynamic acid transport processes which followed exposure
and rewetting of acid sulphate soils on lake margins. According to the study, the process of
initial rewetting of exposed sediments, particularly for clay sediments may cause the most
serious acidification (Leyden et al., 2012).
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The drought (1997-2010) in south-eastern Australia was unprecedented in recorded history,
and had an estimated return interval of 1 in 1,500 years (Gallant, 2011; Timbal, 2009). This
led to severe water shortages in the whole Murray Basin. The water level in Lake
Alexandrina was extremely reduced (Skinner, 2011a,b). The studies from this period have
concentrated upon water quality changes (Aldridge et al., 2011; Mosley et al., 2012), and
exposed pyritic sediments that acidified pore-waters of some fringing wetlands (Simpson et
al., 2010), which represented the management priorities. Skinner et al. (2014) collected data
from 22 sites in the lake before and after water levels declined to compare the integrated
limnological changes and characteristics of surface sediments in Lake Alexandrina. The
results indicated an increase in the proportion of organic particles in deeper water sediments,
as well as an increase of fine particles in peripheral sediments. A partial decrease in pore
water pH probably reflects increased mineralisation of organic matter. This probably caused
the loss of inorganic carbon and other nutrients from sandy sediments due to carbonate
dissolution (Skinner et al., 2014).

The drought from 2006 to 2010 caused the low levels in Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert.
Water quality in the Lower Lakes become worse during the drought process, and salt was
concentrated through evaporation (MDBA, 2011). The extremely low water levels in the
Lower Lakes caused acid sulphate soils to develop on the exposed lake margins, which had
the trend of generating acid in the wetting and drying cycle. The South Australia government
proposed the concept of introducing sea water into the Lower Lakes to manage the
acidification impacts. For the purposing of protecting urban water supplies to Adelaide and
the surrounding areas, SA proposed to construct a temporary weir near Pomanda Island. Also,
a “virtual weir” was proposed and considered by using freshwater flows into the lakes to
prevent the poor-quality water migrating upstream. SA commissioned WBM Pty Ltd (WBM)
to examine ways to best manage the Lower Lakes by assessing the possibility of setting up a
physical weir near Pomanda Island and considering the impact of introducing seawater to
maintain lake levels. TUFLOW (2D Model) and ELCOM (3D Model) were used to
investigate these Lower Lake management options. Modelling was undertaken specifically to
access any options related to the construction of the proposed virtual weir at Wellington. The
conclusions are as follows: a virtual weir is operable in the medium term while the flows are
at least 350 GL/y. The use of vertical mixing devices to mix salt slugs in the lower reaches of
the river downstream of Woods Point would improve the efficiency of the virtual weir, but
further investigation on the viability of this method is required. A virtual weir (maintained
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with 350 GL/y) would not be effective in the longer term if the salinity in the Lower Lakes
increases above about 25,000 EC (MDBA, 2011).

Aldridge et al. (2011) chose eighteen sites in the Lower Lakes, and each site was visited at
approximately 2 month intervals (9-11 Jan, 19-21 Mar, 21-23 May, 9-11 Jul, 2-4 Oct, and 2628 Nov in 2007; and 22-24 Jan and 31 Mar-2 Apr in 2008). Every site was sampled at
different times of the day because of the size of the Lower Lakes to assess water quality
change in the Lower Lakes during the drought period. The average flow from the Murray
River to the Lower Lakes was 1900ML/day during the study period (Murray Darling Basin
Authority, Feb 2010). From 1 January 2007 to 31 March 2008, water levels fell from +0.52 m
AHD (approximately mean sea level) to −0.54 m AHD, which was below the previous lowest
record of+0.1 m AHD (MDBC, 2008). From samples and analysis, the results show that it is
probable that the sediment resuspension had a greater impact on nutrient concentrations in
open water areas of Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, while saline intrusions took more
significant impact in relatively sheltered areas which were near to the lake outlets.

Mosley et al. (2012) compared the water quality at five sites in the Lower Lakes during the
extremely low flow period (March 2007- November 2009) and a preceding reference period
(March 2003 - November 2005) to investigate the impact of extremely low flows on the
water quality in the Lower Lakes and the lower Murray River. The results showed minor
salinity increases during the extremely low flow period. However, nutrient and turbidity
concentrations decreased, probably because the catchment inputs which contain nutrients and
turbidity were decreased together with the decreased inflow. In contrast, salinity increased
because of the influence of saline groundwater inputs and evaporation (Mosley et al.,
2012).From August 2008 - July 2010, 15 ambient sites were chosen by Mosley et al. (2013)
to investigate water quality through regular fortnightly to monthly monitoring. The
concentrations of dissolved and particulate material in the Lower Lakes are driven by
evaporation and the associated large reduction in water volume. Large salinity increases in
the southern regions which are closest to the barrages is because of leaked seawater into the
Lake Alexandrina. As a consequence of these salinity increases, major losses of freshwater
species occurred and the water became unsuitable for irrigation. No flushing of the lake
occurred, which resulted in very high concentrations of nutrients, algae, and an increasing
dominance of cyanobacteria. Turbidity also increased during the drought period (particularly
in Lake Albert) because the concentration of particulate material increased due to evaporation
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and resuspension of bottom sediment by wind effects (circulation and waves) (Mosley et al.,
2013).

During 2006, salinities were greater in Goolwa than in Lake Alexandrina (Aldridge et al.,
2011). Salinities rose rapidly at Goolwa between January and May 2007, when water levels
in the Lower Lakes fell lower than that in the Coorong. A large salinity gradient occurred in
Goolwa because that there was significant leaking of marine water through the barrage gates
as observed. To reduce the high-salinity risk, measures were taken to seal the barrages in
winter and spring 2007 (J. Eaton, South Australian Department for Water, Oct 2007, pers.
comm.). From May to October 2007, Murray River discharge increased, and salinity
decreased. However, after that, salinity increased steadily, because the salinity between the
Murray River and the barrages was different. The salinity increase in Lake Albert was greater
than that of Lake Alexandrina because of evaporation and the limited water exchange through
the narrow connection between the two lakes during the drought time (Aldridge et al., 2011).

While part of the salt was probable from groundwater, the proximity of salinity incursions
close to the barrages and field observations suggest that most of the increased salt load in the
Lower Lakes in 2007-2008 was from barrage leakage (Aldridge et al., 2011). Small volumes
of barrage leakage can clearly cause large increases in salinity because of the high salinity
levels in the Coorong. Barrage leakage was also a potential source of nutrients to the Lower
Lakes during this period, but the increase in salinity also had an effect on the cycling of
nutrients (Aldridge et al., 2011).

From the middle of 2010, above average rainfall fell throughout most of the upper-catchment
in the Murray Darling Basin and caused widespread flooding in the lower Murray River. In
February 2011, the river flow peaked at about 93,800 ML/Day (Ye, 2014). A collaborative
research project “The Murray Flood Ecology (MFE) project” was proposed and implemented
in response to the 2010/2011 overbank flood in the lower Murray River. This study aimed to
investigate key ecological responses to flooding after the extended drought in the lower
Murray River. The flooding in the lower Murray River led to an increase in nutrient
concentrations, related to increasing phytoplankton biomass. Phytoplankton varied from a
Cyanophyta controlled community when flow was <7,000 ML/day during the period from
June 2008 -August 2009 to a mixed community for high-flow periods like 2010/11 (Ye,
2014). The research also involved applying a high-flow/flood ecosystem model for the lower
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Murray River by using data based on the 2010/11 flooding event and some data from the
drought. It was concluded that for most ecological components, flooding had an overall
positive impact. Flood and increased within-channel flows had a positive effect on spawning
and recruitment of golden perch and some other species in the lower Murray River (Ye,
2014).

Research on the Murray River in South Australia has identified about 130 key environmental
assets, and a series of targets and environmental water requirements (EWRs) for the broader
floodplain and the Lower Lakes, Coorong and Murray Mouth (Wallace et al., 2014). MIKE
21 2D numerical hydrodynamic modelling was used to convert flow (discharge) in the river
to spatial distribution in water level and velocity. The model is based on a computational grid
that covers the 91 km Lock 3-4 reach (Wallace et al., 2014).In the mid-reaches of the Murray
River, the water releases for summer irrigation is managed to revise the seasonal pattern of
flow, which shifts high-flow events from a winter and spring to summer pattern. Although the
discharge in the mid-Murray is regulated by upstream storages, there are long, free-flowing
reaches between the weirs. Annual flows in the lower Murray are much reduced in volume. It
retained the seasonality of flows, with flows peaking in spring/summer; however, their
magnitude is less, which reduced the extent and frequency of floodplain inundation
(Maheshwari, 1995).

Mosley et al. (2013) investigated the integrated geochemistry of metals in acid sulphate soils
with the sulfuric material, groundwater, and drain and river water in the lower Murray River
over a two year period. It was found that mineral precipitation transferred a portion of the
dissolved acidity to the drain sediments. Upon discharge to, and dilution of, the acid drainage
in the river, pH neutralisation and rapid oxidation, hydrolysis, and precipitation of solid Al
and Fe phases occurred in a localized area near the drain (Mosley, 2013).

2.3

OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL MODELLING

Numerical models integrate various aspects of physical engineering and computer science,
which can simulate the physical movements of fluids based on conservation of mass and
momentum, backed by field and laboratory observations. Spatial and temporal scales, and
model processes must be carefully selected for a particular study to ensure that the model will
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solve the problem at hand and that computations can be carried out in the practical sense
(Teeter et al., 2001).

Numerical models can be classified as one dimensional (1D), two dimensional (2D) and three
dimensional (3D) according to the number of dimensions in which they represent the spatial
domain and flow processes. Table 2.1 summarises some popularly used hydrodynamic
models with different dimensions.

2.3.1

1D Numerical model

1D Numerical models may be the best candidates for canals, bayous, small ponds and lakes
(MNE, 2000). A 1D numerical model is the simplest option suitable for representing flows
within interconnected networks of channels. The channels are described by stream crosssections, and the model produces water surface elevations and average velocities at each
cross-section and time step. 1D numerical river models have been well developed since the
late 1970s (Cunge et al., 1980), and there are even well-known packages for 1D numerical
modelling(DHI, 2003; USACE, 1993).It can be seen from Table 2.1 that widely used 1D
models such as MIKE 11(DHI, 2003) and Hydrologic Engineering Centres River Analysis
System (HEC-RAS) have been used to study sediment transport, scour and deposition in
large and small rivers(USACE, 1993), particularly as affected by engineered channels and
structures. However, except for the drawbacks listed in Table 2.1 for the 1Dnumerical model,
all water flows are assumed to be in the longitudinal direction, the terrain is represented as a
sequence of cross-sections, and the average velocity and water depth at each cross-section are
estimated by the simulated flow (Samuels, 1990). Therefore, a 1D model does not provide
details of vertical and horizontal velocity distributions, or circulation within large water
bodies such as lakes.

2.3.2

2D Numerical model

Unlike 1D numerical models, 2D numerical models represent the terrain as a continuous
surface through a finite element mesh, and water is allowed to move both in the longitudinal
and lateral directions in large water bodies such as lakes or estuaries. Due to the continuous
representation of the terrain, 2D numerical models are able to characterize the lateral
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interaction of flow between the main channel and the floodplain. 2D numerical simulations
can provide abundant characteristics like flow velocity, water depth, flood extension,
inundation time, discharge distribution between a river and its foreland, retention effects, bed
shear stress, deposition of suspended sediment, and sediment transport. They are
computationally efficient for dealing with large and complex river/channel systems and
various hydraulic structures, which have frequently been applied to lakes, rivers and estuaries
to quantify hydrodynamics and sediment transport. As listed in Table 2.1, the CE-QUAL-W2
developed by USACE is a 2D laterally-averaged, hydrodynamic and water quality
model(Cole and Wells, 2003), which is capable of simulating hydrodynamics, water
temperature, and a number of other water quality constituents, including TDS and multiple
suspended sediment groups. Besides, there has been an increasing use of 2D numerical
models for the investigation of floods (Ghimire, 2013; Miyamoto et al., 2003; Komatsu et al.,
2000).

Many researchers have worked on the model governing equations of fluid flow (Abbott, 1979;
Abbott and Basco, 1989; LeVeque, 2002; Stelling, 1984). In total, there are three primary
approaches, which are the finite difference, finite element, and finite volume. For the finite
difference, nodal locations within the solution domain must be defined on a regular fixed grid
(in Cartesian or curvilinear space). The key distinctive mathematical element of finite
difference techniques is that single point values of the key variables are used to estimate the
gradient terms in the governing equations. This approach was used widely in the early
development of 2D flood models and is still used at present (DHI, 2005; McCowan et al.,
2000; Stelling et al., 1998; Syme, 2001). For the finite element method, the solution domain
is subdivided into an assembly of elemental areas or volumes. Finite element techniques yield
solutions that are smooth and continuous over each defined element. Solutions are obtained
by integrating particular forms of the governing equations over each element whilst ensuring
matching values at the interfacial nodes connecting each element. In the finite volume
technique, the solution domain is subdivided in a manner similar to finite element techniques.
However, each discretised volume is treated as a unique control volume (cell) represented by
volume-averaged values of the conserved variables. The finite volume methods are most
intuitively thought of as control-volume methods, due to their basis in the conservativeintegral form of the shallow water equations. For their flexible meshes, both finite element
and finite volume techniques can concentrate the computation onto particular areas. In the
early development, finite element techniques were mainly used (King and Roig, 1988),
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however because of potential mass conservation issues; recently the flexible mesh model has
frequently used finite volume techniques (Van Drie et al., 2008).

According to the outcomes from Australian Rainfall and Runoff Project 15, for the areas
where there are rapid changes of elevation, a higher resolution can be provided with small
elements. For some areas like open floodplains, larger elements can be generated to reduce
the number of computational elements, which reduces the model runtime (Babister, 2012).
The grid or mesh resolution has significant implications for the model stability, reliability and
accuracy. Also, contraction and expansion of flow and the resulting energy loss may be fully
or partially accounted for in the 2D model, which depends on the grid/mesh resolution. The
finer the resolution of the bathymetry, the more likely it is that the contraction and expansion
losses are accounted for within the 2D domain (Babister, 2012).

For structures applied to the model, generally, only weirs are implemented as 2D hydraulic
structures by replacing the momentum equation by a weir equation. Most of the hydraulic
structures like gates, culverts and dikes, can be implemented in 1D in most model packages.
While 1D structures can generally be easy to incorporate into a 2D domain, the most model
software allows 1D structures to link to the 2D domain based on water level and continuity
(Babister, 2012).

Table 2.1. Commonly used hydrodynamic (HD) models with different dimensions
HD
models

HECRAS
(USACE,
1993)

MIKE 11
(DHI,
2003)
TUFLOW

Description

Features

Comments

1D steady and
unsteady flow
model for a full
network of
channels.

Contains four river analysis
components: (1) steady flow
water surface profile
computations; (2) unsteady flow
simulation; (3) movable
boundary sediment transport
computations; and (4) water
quality analysis.

Has numerical
instability
problems during
unsteady analyses
and offers simple
and not quite
descriptive
graphs.

Has a package of simulating
hydrology, hydraulics, water
quality and sediment transport.

Cannot model
supercritical flow.

Excellent model stability and

Not satisfactory

1D unsteady
flow model for
rivers, estuaries,
floodplains,
irrigation canals,
reservoirs.
1D and 2D for
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(Ghimire,
2013)

determining
flow patterns in
coastal waters,
estuaries, rivers
and floodplains.

CE-QUA
L-W2
(Cole and
Wells,
2003)

2D for rivers,
estuaries, lakes,
reservoirs and
river basin
systems.

MIKE 21
(DHI,
2012)

EFDC
(Ji, 2008)

convergence, rapid wetting and
drying, powerful 1D and 2D
linking options, automatic flow
regime switching over levees
and embankments, 1D and 2D
supercritical flow.
Predicts water surface
elevations, velocities, and
temperatures; best suited for
long and narrow waterbodies
with longitudinal and vertical
water quality gradients.

for supercritical
flow through the
2D and 1D
domains.

Well-mixed in the
lateral direction,
but can be used in
the 3D model by
additional
branches.

2D unsteady
flow model for
coastal and sea,
lakes, reservoirs,
inland and
overland flows.

Has a package of simulating
hydrodynamics, sediment, water
quality and ecology, waves and
coastal flooding

Cannot model
complex flow
patterns within a
hydraulic jump.

3D for lakes,
rivers and
estuaries,
reservoirs,
wetlands, and
regions.

Special enhancements in
hydrodynamics include
vegetation resistance, wavecurrent boundary layer
interaction, controlled-flow
systems, and near-shore waveinduced currents and sediment
transport.

Can be
successfully
implemented at
contaminated
sediment sites.

The TUFLOW and MIKE FLOOD models are commonly used in Australia and were
developed by using identical data sets. The results for MIKE FLOOD and TUFLOW models
are within centimetres for the two models, and can match the recorded values (Babister,
2012). One of the differences between MIKE FLOOD and TUFLOW is the software code. In
MIKE FLOOD, the code involves selective ‘upwinding’ of the influence of convective
momentum terms locally in the solution scheme with increasing Froude number. For
TUFLOW, a test is included in the code to determine whether the flow in each grid square is
upstream or downstream controlled and also a check for Froude number (Babister, 2012).
The common point for MIKE FLOOD and TUFLOW is they both can adequately reproduce
supercritical flow phenomena for the conditions of standard tests, but for the conditions of
transition zones from supercritical to subcritical flow and vice versa, the results are
approximate (Babister, 2012). Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert are both shallow lakes, so
both TUFLOW and MIKE can be used in these areas. The TUFLOW model was applied to
simulate the hydrodynamic processes for the “Virtual Weir Modelling Project” (MDBA,
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2011). In this study, MIKE 11 and MIKE 21 (MIKE FLOOD) models are used to investigate
and simulate the hydrodynamic and salinity process of the Lower Lakes.

Numerical models are efficient tools to simulate the hydrodynamic and transport processes in
the Lower Lakes. For the Lower Lakes’ hydrodynamic and salinity simulation, 2D modelling
is suitable since they are large shallow freshwater lakes (average water depth is 2.5m), with
water columns that are homogenous in salinity and temperature. MIKE software, developed
by the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI, 2007), contains 1D and2D models which can
simulate many conditions. The MIKE model has already been successfully applied to a
number of cases, involving coastal oceans, reservoirs and lakes (Gayer et al., 2010; Misra et
al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012). The 1D model can be used in barrage operation simulations and
then it can be combined with the 2D model (1D-2D coupled model). Hence, MIKE software
can be used for simulating the hydrodynamic and salinity processes in the Lower Lakes.

Wind and river inflow are the influential mechanisms in shallow lakes (Douglas, 2000;
Kristensen, 1992; Luettich, 1990). Wind force is a critical factor which can determine lake
circulations, and it is a major energy source for horizontal motion and vertical mixing (Ji,
2008). For lake hydrodynamic models, Li et al. (2015) investigated the parametric
uncertainty and sensitivity (for example, wind drag coefficient, roughness height, eddy
viscosity coefficient, turbulent diffusion coefficient, and wind shelter coefficient). The results
showed parameters which are related to wind played the most important role in the spatial
distribution of lake hydrodynamic processes (e.g. circulation and water level), especially in
semi-closure bays and the lake regions that have complex topography. For the large shallow
lake that they studied, about 90% of the uncertainty in the results was caused by wind
parameters. Besides wind parameters, roughness causes about a 10% contribution to the
hydrodynamic process’s uncertainty. Viscosity coefficient and turbulent diffusion coefficient
in the lake hydrodynamic model have little effect on simulation results’ uncertainty (less
than1% contribution) (Li et al., 2015).
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2.4

COASTAL RESERVOIR

2.4.1

Definition of a Coastal Reservoir

A coastal reservoir is a freshwater reservoir that provides water for people by storing water
from the runoff which flows into the sea (Yang et al., 2004). The location of a coastal
reservoir can be inside, outside or beside a river mouth. The coastal reservoir could be made
by using concrete, earth or soft dam. The water in the coastal reservoir can then be used for
drinking, irrigation or industrial usage. All a coastal reservoir needs to be effective is an
impermeable barrier between the fresh river water and the salty sea water. Yang et al. (2004)
outlined three guidelines for the successful construction of a coastal reservoir. The first
guideline is separation, meaning the successful separation of clean water from polluted water
and salt water (Yang et al., 2004). Next is protection, meaning the protection of the collected
fresh river water against external pollution. The last is prevention, meaning the successful
prevention of saltwater intrusion into the stored fresh water; whether by permeability or large
tidal or storm events.

Compared with desalination, catchment runoff is a natural resource, which is cost-saving and
its water quality is similar to stormwater or dam water in on-land reservoirs. Different from
the on-land dams that are often in the upper parts of catchment areas, coastal reservoirs have
the potential to harvest the total catchment runoff into the sea. Coastal reservoirs are usually
at or below sea level while on-land reservoirs are above sea level. Existing freshwater lakes
or lagoons along the shore can be regarded as special or natural coastal reservoirs. The main
differences between coastal reservoirs and on-land reservoirs are summarized in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Differences between On-land Reservoirs and Coastal Reservoirs
Item
Dam-site
Water level
Pressure
Seepage
Pollutant
Land acquisition
Water supply

On-land Reservoir
Valley (limited area)
Above sea level
High pressure
By head difference
Land-based
High
By gravity
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Coastal Reservoir
Coast (inside/outside river mouth)
At sea level
Low pressure but with wave surge
By density difference
Land-based and seawater
Low
By pump
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2.4.2

Existing Coastal Reservoirs

Probably, the first coastal reservoir was built in Zuider Zee, Netherlands, in 1932, named
Ijsselmeer with a water area of 1240 km2. At that time, people mainly enclosed sea areas to
reclaim land while getting water as a fringe benefit. During the late 20thCentury and early
21stCentury, several man-made coastal reservoirs have been constructed with an accelerated
dilution of salt water to form viable storage and catchment of potable water.

The construction of these coastal reservoirs involves forming a dam wall, usually of solid
material across the point where a river or lake enters the ocean. As this reservoir is formed at
sea level, maximum river flow will be impounded to allow full use of the catchment inflows
from the river. Ordinary on-land reservoirs can only catch house water from part of the
catchment inflows as they are commonly located farther upstream, below which all water is
discharged into the ocean without being used. However, coastal reservoirs avoid this, like the
coastal reservoirs in Singapore, South Korea, Hong Kong, and China (as shown in Table2.3).
Table 2.3. Existing Coastal Reservoirs in the World
Name
Qingcaosha
Saemangeum
Sihwa
Marina Barrage
Chenhang
Yuhuan
Baogang
Plover Cove
West Sea
Barrage
2.4.3

Catchment
(km2)
66.26
56.5

Dam
length (m)
48786
33900
12400
350

1.4
2.1

1080

45.9

2000

Capacity
(M m3)
435
530
323
42.5
9.14
64.1
12
230

8000

Year
completed
2011
2010
1994
2008
1992
1998
1985
1968

China/Yangtze
South Korea
South Korea
Singapore
China/Shanghai
China/Zhejiang
China/Shanghai
Hong Kong

1986

North Korea

Country/river

Types and Functions of Coastal Reservoirs

As mentioned, coastal reservoirs can be classified into various categories, in terms of location,
barrage and water quality. According to its geographical location, it can be divided into an
estuary reservoir, intertidal reservoir, or gulf reservoir. According to the water quality, it can
be classified into drinking water reservoir with good quality, a freshwater reservoir for
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agricultural/industrial purposes with moderate quality, a sewage reservoir, and ballast water
reservoir (Yang et al., 2013). According to the dam body, it can be classified into a concrete
dam, earth dam or soft dam reservoir, and it also can be divided into a natural or artificial
reservoir, for example, the Saemangeum coastal reservoir in South Korea is an artificial
reservoir (Yang et al., 2013).

Figure 2.6. Baogang Reservoir (marked as 1) and Chenhang Reservoir (marked as 2) on
the Yangtze River estuary, China (Source from Google Earth)

Coastal reservoirs can be used to provide water for three main functions namely irrigation,
industrial and domestic water use. For example, the Chenhang Reservoir, which is located in
the Yangtze River estuary of China, mainly provides drinking water for northern Shanghai
(Figure 2.6). Baogang Reservoir, which is also located in the Yangtze River estuary of China,
plays an important role in providing industrial water to Baoshan Steel (Figure 2.6) (Liu et al.,
2013).

2.4.4

Case One: Plover Cove Reservoir in Hong Kong

Plover Cove Reservoir, located within Plover Cove Country Park, in the north-eastern New
Territories, is the largest reservoir in Hong Kong in terms of area, and the second-largest in
terms of volume. It was the first coastal reservoir in the world constructed for the purpose of
drinking water supply for a city. Its main dam was one of the largest in the world at the time
of its construction, disconnecting Plover Cove from the sea.
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The location of the reservoir was a former cove (bay, as the name suggests). Construction
work commenced in 1960 and was completed in 1968, providing a capacity of 170 GL. Work
on raising the height of the dams began in 1970. Upon completion in 1973, the reservoir
capacity was increased to 230 GL (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7. Plover Cove Reservoir in Hong Kong (Source from Google Map)

One main dam and three service dams between hills on the coastal peninsula were built to
shut the cove off from the sea. The cove was then drained and was converted into a
freshwater lake. The dam forming the reservoir is 28m tall and approximately 2 km long. The
sea water was siphoned out, and fresh water was pumped into the reservoir (Lonely Planet,
2012). As the first coastal reservoir built in the world, Plover Cove Reservoir has successfully
provided water for Hong Kong for more than 20 years (Chen, 2010).

2.4.5

Case Two: Coastal Reservoir in Singapore

Singapore is a tropical coastal city, between longitude 103o38’E and 104o05’E, and latitude
1o09’N and 1o29’N, with a population of4 million and an area of 680 km2. The mean annual
rainfall is 2.4m. The total evapotranspiration and infiltration loss is around 1.17 to 1.27 m per
year. At the end of 2000, the total volume of water consumed in Singapore was 455.4 million
m3/year. Half of Singapore’s water supply is imported from Malaysia across the Johor strait
through a causeway, and the other half of the water supply comes from its own reservoirs.
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Due to its rapid economic and population growth in the past decades, the demand for potable
water in Singapore increases steadily. The original water supply could not satisfy the need for
people’s living and production. To augment its water supply, Singapore built the Marina
Barrage to catch more of its rainfall (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8. Marina Barrage in Singapore (across Singapore River at Marina South)

Figure 2.9. Conceptual design of the Marina Barrage

The barrage (Figures 2.8, 2.9) comprises nine 26.8 m long hydraulically operated steel crest
gates, which are located across the channel (Source from “Construction of the Marina
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Barrage

(Project

Brief)

(Jan

2005

-

Dec

2007)

http://www.p3planningengineer.com/mb_open/mb%20brief.htm). Under normal conditions,
the steel gates remain closed to isolate the reservoir from the sea. During heavy rain, the steel
gates will be open as needed to release excess stormwater to the sea when the tide is low.
However, when it is not possible to do so during high tide, the Drainage Pumping Station,
capable of pumping up to 280 m3/s, will pump out the excess stormwater into the sea.

For water supply, the Marina Barrage has enhanced Singapore's water supply in line with
Singapore's Four National Taps water supply strategy to diversify its water sources. (The 4
National Taps are: local catchment, reclaimed water, desalted water and imported water). The
Marina Reservoir has the largest urban catchment of 10,000 ha among all the reservoirs. With
this project, about 60% of Singapore will become a catchment area. For flood control, the
Marina Barrage can drain or pump excess water from the reservoir into the sea (Figure 2.10).
With the barrage and other flood-alleviation projects, flood-prone areas in Singapore will be
further reduced from the current 150 ha to 85 ha, down from 3200 ha in the 1970s. For a
lifestyle attraction, the coastal reservoir is ideal for all kinds of recreational activities such as
boating, windsurfing, kayaking and dragon boating.

Figure 2.10. Working principle of the tidal gates in Marina Barrage
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2.4.6

Environmental Impact

A coastal reservoir is a freshwater reservoir in the sea at the mouth of a river with the
sustainable annual flow. For supplying water to large cities, there are at least three coastal
reservoirs in the world, such as Qingcaosha Reservoir in Shanghai, Marina Barrage in
Singapore and Plover Cove Reservoir in Hong Kong.
The Plover Cove Reservoir, located in the Pat Sin Leng and Plover Cove Country Park, is the
second largest reservoir in Hong Kong, which was also the first 'reservoir in the sea'
anywhere in the world (WDS, 2017). Tse et al. (2008) estimated that Plover Cove gets most
of its nutrient load from groundwater discharge. These results indicate that the nutrient
loading through this pathway is speculated to be an important factor controlling
eutrophication in Tolo Harbour, which is situated immediately downstream of the Plover
Cove reservoir. Current practice for managing algal blooms in Plover Cove near Hong Kong
should control groundwater contamination (Tse, 2008).

Qingcaosha Reservoir, which is the biggest river-embedded reservoir in China, has supplied
water since 2010 and is now the main drinking water source which provides water in
compliance with Class II of the Surface Water Quality Standard (GB3838-2002; Qiu et al.,
2008) for over 11 million people in Shanghai. Since the reservoir is constructed on the river
bank, no land was needed for construction purposes, which is very convenient for coastal
cities which have huge populations and less space. The Qingcaosha project does not affect
the traditional route of the fish since it only blocks part of the river. Compared to the original
situation, the width of North Channel adjacent to the Qingcaosha Project was slightly reduced,
but it now provides a deeper water depth and a higher velocity of water, which is favourable
for fish movement (Qiu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009). Huang et al. (2014) investigated
microbial communities and their changing positions are corresponding to different time
periods in Qingcaosha Reservoir. The results indicated that in some time periods, the
Qingcaosha Reservoir could decrease the TN and TP in its influent water and hence improve
the water quality. However, Qingcaosha Reservoir also faced the risk of potential
cyanobacteria blooms and eutrophication problems in some other time periods (Huang et al.
2014).
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Marina Barrage in Singapore can not only provide water for Singapore, but also help
Singapore fend off sea level rise due to climate change (NCCSPMO, 2011). It is a
recreational facility and also helps to improve the nation’s various water concerns, which is a
good way to form connections between people and nature (Silvia, 2012). Toh et al. (2017)
examined the diversity and abundance of fish species supported by recreational marinas in
Singapore. Their results supplemented ichthyological surveys carried out from 2004 to 2014,
and provided an updated list of over 105 species from 48 families inhabiting recreational
marinas around Singapore. These results indicate that marinas in Singapore have the ability to
support and sustain diverse fish assemblages, and can potentially play important roles in
marine conservation in human-modified coastal areas (Toh et al., 2017). However, it is still
difficult to predict many of the other environmental impacts of the Marina Reservoir (Silvia,
2012). The site needs to be frequently monitored to see how many changes will happen.

In summary, a coastal reservoir has the ability to provide quality water for a city, but it needs
to be managed well to keep it operating efficiently within the water quality specifications.
Coastal reservoirs have already been used around the world in Shanghai, Hong Kong and
Singapore and are currently being considered in other locations. They are operated well,
especially in places where there are no more opportunities to build inland reservoirs. Using a
coastal reservoir to solve the water storage problem in South Australia is discussed below.

2.5

WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND ANALYSIS FOR ADELAIDE

This section aims to show Adelaide’s current and future water needs, and then from these
values, the capacity of a coastal reservoir could be estimated. The target is to provide
sufficient water in 2050 to Adelaide without water restriction even when droughts as during
2001-2008 may occur.

2.5.1

Current Water Solutions in Greater Adelaide

This section shows other water supply methods used in the Greater Adelaide.
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2.5.1.1 Water Supply from Rivers, Reservoirs and Aquifers

Greater Adelaide has relatively little storage to carry over water from year to year. The region
relies on inflows into the Mount Lofty Ranges from the Murray River. The Mount Lofty
Ranges system does not provide a steady, predictable flow of water. In fact, the recorded data
show that inflows to these storages were highly variable. Figure 2.11 shows the inflows to the
Mount Lofty Ranges reservoirs for the period 1892-2006 and demonstrates this wide
variability. In the past 10 years, the average inflow into the Mount Lofty Ranges storages is
113 GL/year - approximately 36% less than the long-term average available water supply
from rivers, reservoirs and aquifers of 177 GL/year.

Figure 2.12 shows that the annual inflows into the Murray River system from 1892-2008.
This highly variable pattern of flows into the Murray River is similar to the pattern of inflows
in the Mount Lofty Ranges (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11. Annual inflows to the Mount Lofty Ranges reservoirs for the period 18922006 (source: Tonkin Consulting 05/2007; and MAWSS Stage 1 investigation, SA Water
2009)
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Figure 2.12. Inflow into the Murray River system from 1892-2008 (source: Water for
Good, Government of South Australia)

2.5.1.2 Port Stanvac Desalination Plant

Currently, in South Australia, the Port Stanvac Desalination plant has been built and can
provide up to 100 GL water per year to the residents of Adelaide since12/2012 (SA Water,
2015). Although the statement of ‘up to 100GL’ was made, during the next 40 years the plant
could be upgraded and maintained, which would have a large cost.

2.5.1.3 Wastewater plant

Currently, the wastewater recycling in Adelaide is better than in any other capital city in
Australia. Each year, 30% of the treated wastewater is recycled to irrigation, toilet flushing
and garden watering (DPTI, 2013). Currently, there are several water recycling initiatives, e.g.
“Water Proofing the South”, “Glenelg-Adelaide Parklands Recycled”, “Statewide Water
Recycling Project”, “Additional Bolivar Wastewater Treatment Plant Reuse” and “Aldinga
Wastewater Treatment Plant”. For example, Water Proofing the South was completed in 2011
and could provide around 4.4GL/year for agricultural, viticulture and urban wastewater reuse.
“Glenelg-Adelaide Parklands Recycled Water Project” was completed in 2010 and recycles
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1.3 GL/year for irrigated parklands. From 2006 to now, South Australia has captured an
average of 26.3 GL of wastewater annually (MDBA, 2010).

2.5.1.4 Stormwater harvesting

South Australia is a leader in recycling stormwater and leads the nation in rainwater tank
ownership. Current uses of recycled water include irrigation, industrial uses, some nondrinking residential uses (e.g. garden irrigation and toilet flushing), and groundwater
replenishment. Recent national guidelines, developed with South Australian assistance,
provide uniformity for public health and environmental risk assessments for some uses.
Existing stormwater harvesting schemes in Adelaide generate 6 GL/year, with currently
committed schemes expected to harvest an additional 12 GL/year. The key projects include:
(1) Water Proofing Northern Adelaide - more than 20 integrated harvesting schemes (Project
completion: 2010); (2) Metropolitan Adelaide Stormwater Reuse Project, about 800 ML a
year to replace natural groundwater use in three metropolitan golf courses (Project
completion: 2010); (3) Cheltenham Park - expected 1.2 GL/year harvesting capacity for
irrigation, suitable residential and potentially for industrial uses (Project completion: 2012);
(4) the Lochiel Park development aims to achieve 78 % savings in mains drinking water for
each household compared to the average Adelaide household. This will be achieved through
the use of approximately38 ML of recycled stormwater for toilet flushing, washing machine
cold tap connection and irrigation, and by using rainwater collected in tanks for all household
hot water. Approximately87 % of household and public space irrigation in Lochiel Park is
supplied from recycled water (Project completed: 2010).

2.5.2

Population of Adelaide

Figure 2.13 shows the projected population growth for Greater Adelaide to 2050 in the
Planning SA projection of 2008. Strong and well-managed population growth is a key driver
of prosperity and good economic performance. This number is updated. South Australia
Government predicted the state population might reach 2.5 million by 2050, including about
two million in Greater Adelaide in 2014 (ABS, 2014). Population growth means Adelaide
needs to not only deal with a challenging current situation but remain focused on longer-term
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goals of securing, protecting and diversifying its water sources while improving supply
infrastructure in a way that supports the economy, sustainability and prosperity.

Figure 2.13. Projected population growths for Greater Adelaide to 2050 (source from
Water for Good, Government of South Australia)

2.5.3

Water Usage in Greater Adelaide

Figure 2.14 shows the annual water consumption changes for Greater Adelaide from 1993 to
2007. Average water consumption for Greater Adelaide was around 180 GL/year. During
high rainfall years, the water consumption obviously decreases, like in 1986 and 1993 (shown
in Figure 2.14), since the high rainfall provided enough for stormwater harvesting and local
irrigation. But from 2001 until 2008, the Murray-Darling Basin experienced the second driest
seven-year period in its recorded history (MDBC 2008), and the annual water consumption
increased. Under the permanent water conservation measures and water restrictions, the water
consumption for greater Adelaide had plummeted, even reached approximately 160 GL in
2007.
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Figure 2.14. The annual water consumption for Greater Adelaide from 1983-2007
(source from Water for Good, Government of South Australia)

Figure 2.15 shows the water needs for Greater Adelaide in the future according to the
Government of South Australia. There were two conditions which included dry year
conditions and forecast demand. In 2050, about 430 GL of water will be needed for Greater
Adelaide in dry-year conditions. For forecast demand, 360 GL will be needed for Greater
Adelaide in average years. Thus 360-430 GL will be used as one of the bases for the coastal
reservoir design.
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Figure 2.15. Projected water needs for Greater Adelaide (source from Water for Good,
Government of South Australia)

Water source distribution for 2014, 2025 and 2050 are shown in Figure 2.16. In 2050, the
water sourced from the Murray River, local reservoirs and aquifers are basically the same as
now. The main differences were the increases from recycled stormwater and wastewater, and
saving water.
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Figure 2.16. Water sources for Greater Adelaide in the future (source from Water for
Good, Government of South Australia)

As the above list shows, the possible amount of water needed in 2050 will be 360-430
GL/year. In Greater Adelaide, the target for 2050 is to achieve the capacity to recycle at least
60 GL/year of stormwater for non-drinking purposes and a minimum of 75 GL/year of the
wastewater generated in South Australian urbanised areas to be recycled for non-drinking
purposes. Saving water by restricted use is projected to be around 50 GL/year. So the water
demand for a coastal reservoir can be based on these numbers (see Table 2.4). As stated in
Section 2.5.1, a total of 360-430 GL/year of water will be needed to ensure a sustainable
population water consumption rate. Therefore, estimated demand in 2050 for an average
rainfall year is 360 GL/year whereas the mean forecast demand for dry year conditions is 430
GL/year.
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Table 2.4. Measured and predicted water usage distribution in 2008, 2014, 2050

Method

Water supply
from rivers,
reservoirs and
aquifers
Recycled storm
water&
wastewater
Water restrictions

water
water in
provision
2008
in 2014
(GL/year)
(GL/year)

water
provision
in 2050
by Plan
(GL/year)

water
provision
with a
coastal
reservoir
(GL/year) average
year

water
provision
with coastal
reservoir
(GL/year)dry year

194

147

147

147

147

30

45

75+60

75+60

75+60

32

0

0

0

0

Saving water
Desalination

10
0

8
100

50
100

0
0

0
0

Water demand
Total

0
266

0
300

0
432

78
360

148
430

As the cost of desalination is very high, a coastal reservoir strategy is suggested to replace
desalination. For the “water provision with a coastal reservoir (GL/year) - average rainfall
year” and “water provision with a coastal reservoir (GL/year) -dry year”, there was no need
to save water to guarantee household water-consumption (Table 2.4). By 2050,
approximately 78-148 GL/year of additional water will be demanded for Adelaide through
other sustainable water methods. Therefore, the coastal reservoir should be able to store 78148 GL. In this study, it was taken as 150 GL/year for the coastal reservoir’s water supply for
Adelaide.

2.5.4

Summary of Water Demand

In this section, water demand was analysed in terms of the population increase in Adelaide,
current and future water usage, and current water solutions supplied. It can be concluded that
approximately 360-430 GL/year of water will be needed for Adelaide by 2050.
Approximately 78-148 GL/year of water will need to be provided to Adelaide through other
sustainable water methods if no water restriction or desalination is needed. Based on this, the
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estimated capacity of a coastal reservoir capable of providing 150 GL/year will be used in
this study.

2.6

SUMMARY

The Lower Lakes (Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert) which are located about 100 km
south-east of Australia, are a set of large, shallow, fluvial lakes at the downstream end of the
Murray-Darling Basin. The average water levels for Lake Alexandrina have historically been
maintained at between +0.60 and +0.85 mAHD. The previous studies related to Lake
Alexandrina and Lake Albert are reviewed and detailed in this chapter. From these, it is seen
that because of five barrages, Lake Alexandrina is a kind of “coastal reservoir”. But it cannot
keep the lake water always at a lower salinity. This study will fill the blank which designs an
alternative water storage facility for providing sufficient clean water to Adelaide for its future
requirements.

Numerical modelling is reviewed in this chapter. Different types of hydrodynamic models for
1D and 2D with different dimensions are summarised, and the features for each kind of
model are listed in this chapter. The different characteristics and applications of 1D and 2D
models have been detailed and discussed in the chapter. It can be seen from this study that a
2D model can be applied to the Lower Lakes, and a 1D model can be used to represent the
five barrages in the Lower Lakes. 1D coupled with the 2D model will be used in this study.

One of the purposes of this study is to provide a suitable alternative (the coastal reservoir
strategy) to solve water shortage crisis. The thesis detailed its definition, clarification and
cases in the world, which set up theories foundation for the thesis. As the thesis tried to solve
the water shortage problem in Adelaide, the water demand in Adelaide by 2050 is analysed in
this thesis. According to analysis, the Adelaide will need 360-430 GL/year of water. If water
restriction and desalination are not applied or used, approximately 78-148 GL/year of water
will be needed to provide to Adelaide through another sustainable water method. Therefore,
the estimated capacity of a coastal reservoir will be 150 GL/year. This water amount will
provide the basis and be used in the following chapters’ coastal reservoir application.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL MODEL METHODOLOGY
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The MIKE model is a series of software developed by the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI),
which include MIKE 11, MIKE21, MIKE3, MIKE Flood, MIKE Urban and some other
related modules. MIKE 11 and MIKE21 are mainly used in this study. MIKE 11 is a fully
dynamic, one-dimensional modelling tool for the detailed analysis, design, management and
operation of both simple and complex river and channel systems (DHI, 2003).MIKE11 can
simulate operational structures, for example, sluices, overflow, radial gates and pumps.
MIKE21 is a professional engineering software package (two-dimensional modelling), which
is mainly used to simulate rivers, lakes, estuaries, bays, coastal and ocean currents, waves and
sediment movement (DHI, 2011). It is a modelling system for 2D free-surface flows based on
a flexible mesh approach. The modelling system has been developed by DHI for application
in oceanographic, lake, coastal and estuarine environments (DHI, 2012). The models include
before and after processing modules, the hydrodynamic module, water quality module and
the sediment transport module. Currently, different kinds of modules in MIKE software
packages are used to model the problems that have occurred in many rivers and lakes in the
world. In this study, MIKE 21 is used to simulate and analyse the hydrodynamic conditions
and salinity variations in the Lower Lakes. This study used the MIKE 11 to simulate the
operation of the five barrages located in the Murray Mouth estuary. This fully approach
combined the advantages of the hydraulic structures simulated by MIKE 11 and the
hydrodynamic simulation made by MIKE 21, which provided technical support for the five
barrages both open and in operation in the Lower Lakes.

3.2

MIKE 11 MODEL

A 1D hydrodynamic model may be the best candidate for canals, bayous, small ponds and
lakes (MNE, 2000). The 1D hydrodynamic model is the simplest option that is suitable for
representing flows within interconnected networks of channels. The channels are described
by stream cross-sections, and the model produces water surface elevations and average
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velocities at each cross-section and time step. 1D hydrodynamic river models have been well
developed since the late 1970s (Cunge et al., 1980), and there are also other well-known
packages for 1D hydrodynamic modelling (DHI, 2003; USACE, 1993). MIKE 11 is a userfriendly, fully dynamic, one-dimensional modelling tool for the detailed analysis, design,
management and operation of both simple and complex river and channel systems. With its
exceptional flexibility, speed and user-friendly environment, MIKE 11 provides a complete
and effective design environment for engineering, water resources, water quality management
and planning applications.

3.2.1

1D Unsteady Flow Saint-Venant Equations

The Saint-Venant equations are defined below:
Continuity Equation (Conservation of Mass):
𝝏𝑨
𝝏𝒕

𝝏𝑸

+ 𝝏𝒙 = 𝒒

(3.1)

Momentum Equation (Conservation of Momentum):
𝝏𝑸
𝝏𝒕

where
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𝑸𝟐
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𝝏𝒉
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𝒈𝒏𝟐 𝑸|𝑸|
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𝑨𝑹 �𝟑

=𝟎

(3.2)

Q=discharge (m3/s)
A=flow area (m2)
q=lateral inflow (m2/s)
h=stage above datum (m)
n=Manning coefficient (m1/3/s)
R=hydraulic radius (m)
a =momentum distribution coefficient
t =time (s)
x=Cartesian coordinates
g=acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

For the hydraulic structure simulation in the 1D model, weirs, gates, culverts, can be defined
in MIKE 11, where complex scheduling rules can be set up according to water
level/discharge,

water

level

change/discharge,
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hydrodynamic equations are chosen to calculate flow regime, which was judged by upstream
and downstream hydrological conditions of the hydraulic structure in MIKE 11.

3.2.2

Numerical Solution for 1D Saint-Venant Equations

Abbott-Ionescu used six implicit finite difference schemes in equations for a numerical
solution (Figures 3.1-3.3). Water levels and discharges (h and Q) are calculated at alternating
points along the river branches as a function of time. It operates on basic information from
the river and floodplain topography to include man-made features and boundary conditions
(Kamel, 2008).

Figure 3.1. Implicit Abbot-lonescu 6-point scheme (DHI, 2013)

Figure 3.2. Finite difference Abbott-lonescu 6-point scheme (DHI, 2003)
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Figure 3.3. Details for Abbot-lonescu 6-point scheme (DHI, 2003)

3.3

MIKE 21 MODEL

The MIKE 21 Flow Model FM was applied to simulate hydrodynamic and salinity change in
the study. It is a modelling software for 2D free-surface flows which is based on a flexible
mesh approach (DHI, 2011). The modelling system has been developed by DHI for
application in oceanographic, lake, coastal and estuarine environments (DHI, 2012).

3.3.1

Hydrodynamic Module

The hydrodynamic module is the basic module in the MIKE 21 Flow Model FM (DHI, 2007).
It provides the hydrodynamic basis for the computations performed by the environmental
hydraulics modules. It simulates the water level variations and flows in response to a variety
of forcing functions on floodplains, and in lakes, estuaries and coastal areas.

The equations for numerical solution of the two-dimensional shallow water flows in MIKE
21 are the depth-integrated incompressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations 3.33.7 (DHI, 2007). It contains continuity, momentum, temperature, salinity and density
equations. A cell-centred finite volume method is used to perform the spatial discretisation of
the primitive equations. The spatial domain is discretised by subdivision of the continuum
into non-overlapping elements/cells.
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2D Governing Equations in Cartesian Co-ordinates (shallow water equations):

Integration of the horizontal momentum equations and the continuity equation over depth

h= η + d , the following two-dimensional shallow water equations are obtained in Cartesian
coordinates:
𝝏𝒉
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The overbar indicates a depth-averaged value. For example, 𝑢� and 𝑣̅ are the depth-averaged
velocities defined by:

𝜼

𝜼

� = ∫−𝒅 𝒖𝒅𝒛,𝒉𝒗
� = ∫−𝒅 𝒗𝒅𝒛
𝒉𝒖

(3.6)

The lateral stresses Tij include viscous friction, turbulent friction and differential advection.
They are estimated using an eddy viscosity formulation based on the depth-averaged velocity
gradients:
�
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�
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Table 3.1. Definitions of variables in the 2D shallow water equations
Variable/Symbol

Definition

t

Time (s)

x, y

Cartesian coordinates

S

Discharge (m3/s)

𝝆𝟎

Reference density of water (1 g/cm3)

𝑷𝒂

Atmospheric pressure (Pa)

𝝆

Density of water (g/cm3)

𝒔𝒙𝒙 , 𝒔𝒙𝒚 , 𝒔𝒚𝒙 , 𝒔𝒚𝒚

Components of radiation stress

h

Water depth (m)

g

Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

f

Coriolis parameter

�, 𝒗
�
𝒖

Depth-averaged velocity in the x and y directions (m/s)

𝝉𝒃𝒙 , 𝝉𝒃𝒚

Components of bottom stress

𝑻𝒙𝒙 , 𝑻𝒙𝒚 , 𝑻𝒚𝒙 , 𝑻𝒚𝒚

𝜼

𝝉𝒔𝒙, 𝝉𝒔𝒚
𝒖𝒔 , 𝒗𝒔,

Components of lateral stress

Water surface elevation (m)

Components of surface wind stress
Velocity by which water is discharged into ambient water (m/s)
Source: MIKE Zero User Manual

The Hydrodynamic Module (HD), Transport Module (TR), Ecology Module (ECO Lab), Oil
Spill Module (ELOS), Sand Transport Module (ST), Mud Transport Module (MT)and
Particle Tracking Module (PT) are incorporated in the Flow Model FM modules. The
Transport Module (TR) is used in this study to simulate the spreading and fate of dissolved
and suspended substances, e.g. salinity simulation (DHI, 2013).

3.3.2

Transport Module

The Transport Module simulates the spreading and fate of dissolved or suspended substances
in an aquatic environment under the influence of fluid transport and associated dispersion
processes. The substance can be of any kind, conservative or non-conservative, inorganic or
organic (DHI, 2012).
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The hydrodynamic basis for the Transport Module is calculated with the Hydrodynamic
Module. The hydrodynamic module can be applied to both bar trophic (constant density) and
bar clinic flows. The effect of variable density on the flow is included by solving the
transport equations for salt and temperature. The viscosities or diffusivities in the
hydrodynamic module are described either as simple, constant or calculated using state-ofthe-art turbulence models.

The Transport Module can be applied to a wide range of hydraulic and related phenomena.
The application areas are generally problems where flow and transport phenomena are
important with an emphasis on coastal and marine applications where the flexibility inherited
in the unstructured meshes can be utilized. Typical applications include flushing studies,
tracer simulations and simple water quality studies.

In MIKE 21andMIKE 3 Flow Model FM, the Transport Module is dynamically linked to the
Hydrodynamic Module. The modelling system is based on the numerical solution of the
two/three-dimensional incompressible Reynolds average Navier-Stokes equations, subject to
the assumptions of Boussines q and hydrostatic pressure. Thus the model consists of
continuity, momentum, temperature, salinity and density equations and it is closed by a
turbulent closure scheme. The density does not depend on the pressure, but only on the
temperature and the salinity.

The Transport Module can calculate the transport of a scalar quantity. The conservation
equation for a scalar quantity is given by:
𝝏𝑪
𝝏𝒕

+

𝝏𝒖𝑪
𝝏𝒙

+

𝝏𝒗𝑪
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𝝏𝒘𝑪
𝝏𝒛

The horizontal diffusion term is defined by:
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(3.8)

(3.9)

For 2D calculations, the conservation equation is integrated over depth and defined by:
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Table 3.2. Definitions of variables in Transport Module equations

3.4

Variable/Symbol

Definition

t

Time (s)

x, y, z

Cartesian coordinates

Dv

Vertical turbulent (eddy) diffusion coefficient

S

Magnitude of discharge due to point sources

Fc

Horizontal diffusion term

Dh

Horizontal diffusion coefficient

h

Depth (m)

�, 𝒗
�
𝒖

Depth-averaged velocity in the x and y directions (m/s)

Cs

Concentration of scalar quantity in source (m0.5/s)

C

Concentration of scalar quantity (m0.5/s)

𝒌𝒑

Linear decay rate of scalar quantity
Source: MIKE Zero User Manual

WATER LEVEL AND SALINITY DATA

In order to develop and calibrate a numerical model, a sufficient amount of data must be
available. The required data can be broken down into that used for model setup and that used
in calibration/verification.

Data used for model setup includes: bathymetry data; lock 1 inflow; rainfall-evaporation;
wind speed and direction; local catchment inflows; barrage operations; and spatial
distribution of salinity. Data used for model calibration/validation includes: water level timeseries (see below) and salinity time-series (see below).

A series of continuous water level and salinity records collected by the Department of
Environment, Water and Natural Resources, Government of South Australia, were available
for a number of locations in the Lower Lakes. These data were broken down to use for model
setup and model calibration and validation. The locations of the gauges used in the model
calibration are presented in Figure 3.4.
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Table 3.3. Available water and salinity data in the Lower Lakes
Site Number

Name

Type(WL for Water Level,
EC for Salinity)

Comment

A4260903

Lock 1(Figure 2.2)

Discharge, WL, EC

1949-2014

A4261159

2km downstream Wellington Ferry

WL,EC

2009-2014

A4261126

Wood Point Pontoon (AMTD 96 km)

EC

2007-2014

A4261156

3km west of Point McLeay

WL,EC

2009-2014

A4261158

4km west of Pomanda Point

WL,EC

2009-2014

A4260524

Milang

WL,EC

1982-2014

A4260574

near Mulgundawa

WL,EC

2003-2014

A4260575

Poltalloch Plains

WL,EC

2003-2014

A4261159

2km downstream Wellington Ferry

WL,EC

2009-2014

A4261155

2km north of Warringee

WL,EC

2009-2014

A4261153

Waltowa Swamp

WL,EC

2009-2014

A4260630

Meningie Sailing Club Jetty

WL,EC

2004-2014

A4261045

Boundary Creek Upstream

WL,EC

2002-2014

A4261047

Ewe Island Upstream

WL,EC

2003-2014

A4261034

Goolwa Upstream

WL,EC

2003-2014

A4261042

Mundoo Upstream

WL,EC

2003-2014

A4260527

Tauwitchere Upstream

WL,EC

2003-2014

Figure 3.4. Locations of monitoring stations for water level and salinity (map source
from Google earth)
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3.5

THE LOWER LAKES BATHYMETRY

Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert bathymetry are provided by Department of Environment,
Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR), South Australia, in the form of a 10m resolution
digital elevation model (DEM). This bathymetry data is spatial, and lake bed elevations are
based on Australian Height Datum (AHD) for Lake Alexandrina, Lake Albert and North
lagoon of Coorong. These data are divided into two data sources: (1) high-resolution LiDAR
data which was commissioned by DWLBC (Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity
Conservation). It was obtained by flying over the exposed shoreline of the Lower Lakes
water bodies from April 6 to April 10, 2008. (2a) Sonar bathymetry data for Lake
Alexandrina and Lake Albert were measured over a 6 week period around May 2004 by the
Hydrographic Services section of SA Water, Berri Office. (2b) Sonar bathymetry data
between Wellington ferry and Pomanda Island was surveyed in November 2006 with a Reson
8124 multibeam sounding system at 3200 soundings per second giving full-bottom coverage.
These data have been reduced to a 5 metre DTM (Data Tree Manager) with cube algorithm in
Hysweeo and Hypack software by DWLBC. These two data sources were seamlessly
combined by CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) and
output as a 2m grid cell resolution. DEH (Digital Encoder Handbook) mosaiced this output
and resampled using bilinear interpolation to a 10 m grid cell resolution. The position
provided for the bathymetry is raw data grid points. The accuracy is as follows: basically
LiDAR 2 m apart raw data grid points, Sonar 100 m apart in lakes, 50 m apart in Goolwa
channel and 5 m apart from Wellington to Pomanda. The vertical accuracy of the LiDAR raw
data is ±0.15 m. The vertical accuracy of the Sonar raw data collected by the echo sounder is
±0.1 m. Sonar data points in less than 1 m of water are synthetic due to access restrictions for
boat based sonar and have a stated accuracy of ±0.5 m AHD. Sonar was obtained at a time
when the lake levels were at 0.75 m AHD, giving an accuracy level of ±0.1m to level of
minus 0.25 m AHD. The LiDAR was flown at a time when water levels were less than minus
0.4 m AHD; hence the LiDAR more than covers the extent of less accurate Sonar data. As
such the combined bathymetry accuracy can be taken as ±0.15 m. The above bathymetry grid
is added to Mesh Generator Module in Mike 21. In MIKE 21, the Mesh generator under
MIKE Zero is used to generate a flexible mesh. Bathymetry generation is generally divided
into two phases: the generation of the grid/mesh and the interpolation of bathymetry values
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onto the grid/mesh. For grid generation, the limiting bathymetry value for a cell to be
recognized as a land cell is defined. This is based on an input data set that consists of any
number of land polygons. The mesh generator can construct meshes that consist of triangular
and quadrangular elements. After the generation of the mesh, it is prudent to smooth the mesh
to obtain a better applicability in a simulation. Smoothing a mesh is the effort to position the
nodes in a way such that angles in each and the element areas are as large as possible. The
mesh generator gives two possibilities with respect to interpolation for triangular elements.
The two possible interpolation routines are a natural neighbour and linear interpolation. The
interpolation requires values only at the mesh nodes and will base the interpolation solely on
the scatter of data. Then the bathymetry mesh is generated as follows:

Figure 3.5. Computing grid for the study area
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Figure 3.6. Model domain contours

Figure 3.7. Lake Alexandrina, Lake Albert and Coorong bathymetry map (source from
DEWNR, SA)

The Lower Lakes calculation mesh was established by Mesh Generator (Figure 3.5), and then
the topographic map was obtained through terrain interpolation (Figure 3.6). The bathymetry
mesh generated and used in Mike software closely resembles the Lower Lakes bathymetry
map which is published by DEWNR, SA (Figure 3.7). In the mesh, the domain of the region
was divided into 5896 elements. There are 3406 nodes in the domain.
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3.6

MODEL SETUP

Hydrodynamic models are particularly useful tools and employed worldwide for lakes to
forecast changes of hydrodynamic processes and to investigate this particular issue in
environmental management (USEPA, 2011). Until now, many models with hydrodynamic
components have been developed and studied, like MIKE (DHI, 2003), TUFLOW (Ghimire,
2013), River and Stream Water Quality Model (QUAL2K) (Chapra et al., 2007) and
Environmental Fluid Dynamic Code (EFDC) (Hamrick, 1994; Craig, 2011). Each model has
its particular features for describing different hydrodynamic processes and environmental
issues. Uncertainties exist for all models from various sources, including model input
uncertainty, measurement uncertainty, parametric uncertainty, and structure uncertainty
(Zhao et al., 2011).

The hydrodynamic model was set up using the MIKE 21 Flow Model FM. In the
hydrodynamic module, the parameters used include: the domain; solution technique; flood
and dry; eddy viscosity; bed resistance; Coriolis forcing; wind forcing; ice coverage; tidal
potential; precipitation/evaporation; wave radiation; sources; boundary conditions; and initial
conditions. The detailed meaning and effect of the parameter sets or choices are available in
the appropriate MIKE software manuals but are also summarized in Table 3.4 along with the
choices made.

Table 3.4. Model input for the 2Dhydrodynamic module
Domain
Module selection
Solution technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑻𝒙𝒙 , 𝑻𝒙𝒚 , 𝑻𝒚𝒙 , 𝑻𝒚𝒚 )
Bed Resistance

Bathymetry mesh for the Lower Lakes;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Barotropic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
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Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Initial Conditions
(𝜼)
Boundary
Conditions
• Inlets
• Outlet
• Land boundary
Outputs

Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Spatially varying surface elevation (𝜂)
Inlets: Lock 1 flow
Outlet: five barrages
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Land (zero normal velocity)
Discharge, water levels, velocities, currents, salinity.

(1) Flood and dry

Wetting and drying scheme (the drying water depth, the flooding water depth and the wetting
water depth) are adopted as a moving boundary approach. The elements are classified as dry,
partially dry, and wet based on three tolerance depths, hdry, hflood and hwet. The three tolerance
depths must satisfy the following relationship,
hdry<hflood<hwet

(3.11)

An element is considered dry if there are no flooded faces of the element and the water depth
in the element is less than hdry. An element is partially dry in one of two cases, when one
element face is flooded, and the water depth in the element is less than hdry, or when the water
depth in the element is greater than hdry but less than hwet. An element is wet if the water
depth is greater than hwet. When the element is wet, both the mass and momentum fluxes are
calculated. When an element is dry, and removed from the calculation, the small amount of
water that remains in the cell is removed from the computational domain. This water depth is
saved and reused when the element is put back into the calculation for the conservation of
mass (DHI, 2011).

In this study, the flooding and drying in the model should be included, because some areas in
the Lower Lakes will dry out during the simulation. If flooding and drying are not included in
the model, it will blow up in situations with dry areas. In this study, all values are default
with a drying depth of 0.01 m, a flooding depth of 0.05 m and a wetting depth of 0.1 m.

(2) Coefficients
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Two coefficients are of concern in this model: the eddy viscosity and the drag coefficient
(roughness). The concept of eddy viscosity is used to model the Reynolds shear stress in the
governing equations that result from turbulent fluctuations and non-resolved processes in
both space and time. There are three ways of dealing with the horizontal eddy viscosity in the
model, adopting no eddy viscosity, constant eddy viscosity, or using the Smagorinsky eddy
viscosity formulation. In this study, the Smagorinsky coefficient was used.

The Manning’s number (M; equivalent to the reciprocal of the Manning roughness coefficient,
n) was used for the roughness coefficient. The Manning’s M is the most important parameter
to be determined by the hydrodynamic module. For the lakes in 2D models, the values of M
are difficult to determine. In many floodplain and inland applications, an important part of the
calibration process is the development and application of a spatial roughness coefficient map
reflecting the surface characteristics of the floodplain, land use and vegetation coverage. As
the relative variation of vegetation and water depth is considerable in the Lower Lakes, one
constant value is generally not sufficient for accurate simulation of flow hydrodynamics in
the lakes. In this study, a spatial roughness coefficient map of Manning’s M was used.

(3) Initial conditions

An initial surface elevation should be chosen to closely match to the model at the start of the
simulation. It is necessary to obtain actual initial water level conditions in the Lower Lakes
for setting up a hydrodynamic model. In this study, the period from 12/2010 to 03/2011 was
chosen for model calibration, which is mainly because there are good quality data for this
period. Figure 3.8 shows initial condition for water lever distributions in the Lower Lakes on
01/12/2010.
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Figure 3.8. Water level distributions in the Lower Lakes on 01/12/2010

(4) Boundary conditions

There is one inlet (code 2) which is the flow of the Murray River (Lock 1), and five outlets
(code 3 - Tauwitchere, code 4 -Ewe Island, code 5 -Boundary Creek, code 6 -Mundoo, code 7
-Goolwa), plus the land/water interfaces (code 1, red colour in Figure 3.9). For the inlet
boundary, a specified discharge/specified water level can be set as an input file type with a
format of “Varying with time, constant along boundary”, and specified water level / specified
discharges can be set for the five outlets with a format of “Varying in time, constant along
boundary”. For the land boundary, a “zero normal velocity” is set as the boundary condition.
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Figure 3.9. Boundary conditions in the Lower Lakes

3.6.1

Inflow Conditions

Flows from Lock 1 (Figures3.10, 3.11) were applied as an inflow of the Murray River
flowing into Lake Alexandrina. Hudson (2011) examined flows at Lock 1 and water levels at
Wellington. He found that there was a minor malfunction between flows at Wellington and at
Lock 1 between late 12/2010 and late 01/2011 (Hudson, 2011). The flow data in this thesis is
the measurement data from Waterconnect, which is published by Department of Environment,
Water and Natural Resources, South Australia. From the data source, the accuracy is 0.01
ML/day for the average flow volume. BMT WBM Pty Ltd also used these flow data in
TUFLOW for government projects’ consulting (Modeling Investigation into the Wellington
‘Virtual Weir’ Concept) (MDBA, 2011). For input salinity, salinity data at 2 km downstream
from Wellington were used in the model, which are more accurate for the model simulation.
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Figure 3.10. Lock 1 discharge for model structure

Figure 3.11. Salinity time series for model calibration

3.6.2

Wind

The applied wind field is another key driver of hydrodynamics (water levels and currents)
within the study area. The wind field creates a shear stress on the surface of the water body
that pushes the water downwind, potentially causing wind setup (and set-down) and winddriven currents. The wind data from the Pelican Point automatic weather station (AWS) was
used as suitable wind speed and direction data for the model input. The gauge is located just
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to the east of Tauwitchere Barrage between the Coorong North Lagoon and the southern part
of Lake Alexandrina. A time-series of wind speed and direction applied during the calibration
period is presented in Figure3.12.The wind rose picture during the validation period is
presented in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.12. Measured wind speed and direction at Pelican Point on 12/2010-02/2011
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Figure 3.13. Pelican Point wind rose platform 01/12/2010 to 01/03/2011

3.6.3

Rainfall - Evaporation

Rainfall data used in the model (Figure 3.14) is from Mundoo (site number: A4261042). This
data source is from MDBA, with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

Evaporation rates vary with temperature, humidity, solar radiation and wind velocity.
Historically, pan evaporation has been used as a proxy for actual evaporation by applying a
coefficient of 0.75 when calculating for natural water bodies. Currently, more and more
computer models use relevant meteorological data to make the evaporation data more
accurate (Lowe et al., 2009).
CSIRO used the Penman-Monteith model to estimate evaporation rates for Lake Alexandrina
and Lake Albert and also combined this with observational data which was based on the
earlier studies (McJannet et al., 2008). Results from the CSIRO model and three earlier
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studies of evaporation on the Lower Lakes which used different techniques including pan
evaporation (Kotwicki, 1994; Raupach, 1976; Shepherd, 1971) indicates that evaporation
rates from the Lower Lakes are in the order of 1,171 to 1,445 mm per annum (Table 3.5).
This rate is converted to gigalitres per year by multiplying the rate by the surface area of both
lakes.

Table 3.5. Estimated evaporation rates on the Lower Lakes (Marohasy, 2015; Lowe,
2009)
Study Period

Study area

Evaporation
(mm)

GL
(/year)

Reference

1967/1968

Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert

1280/year

960

Shepherd, 1971

5 days in 1975

Lake Albert

3.21/day

878

Raupach, 1976

1990 to 1992

Lake Alexandrina

1445/year

1083

Kotwichi, 1994

Various between 1971
and 1993

Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert

1323/year

992

McJannet et al.,
2008

These published studies show annual volume evaporation for the Lower Lakes is between
878 and 1083 GL. The higher evaporation volumes, including 1,300 GL which is frequently
quoted, may be based on the simple multiplication of annual evaporation rates for the Lower
Lakes area. Marohasy (2015) multiplied the relevant coefficient for natural water bodies
(0.75), which gave an annual evaporation volume of 984 GL.

Evaporation rates in Lake Alexandrina differ greatly depending on the different seasons.
During the summer months, the significantly higher temperature and the lower levels of
precipitation lead to an increased evaporation figure. For the hydrodynamic modelling, as it is
set to simulate the conditions during different time periods, average monthly evaporation data
was applied and input. In this study, the average evaporation data, which were supplied by
the Department for Water, Adelaide, were applied in the hydrodynamic model. The model
result was calculated according to global loss. The average lake loss was calculated based on
a 75:25 weighting of the values separately for Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, as
provided by the Department for Water (Lamontagne, 2004). The average monthly
evaporation losses used in the model are shown in Table 3.6. The accuracy of every monthly
evaporation reading is 0.01 mm/day.
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Table 3.6. Average monthly evaporative loss (mm/day)
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lake Alexandrina
5.74
5.35
3.7
1.99
0.82
0.02
0.32
0.81
1.61
2.72
4.19
5.06

Lake Albert
5.66
5.27
3.65
1.98
0.83
0.03
0.33
0.8
1.6
2.69
4.13
4.97

Lake Average(75%:25% split)
5.72
5.33
3.68
1.99
0.82
0.02
0.32
0.8
1.61
2.71
4.18
5.04

Figure 3.14. Measured rainfall at Mundoo from 12/2010 to 04/2011 (site number:
A4261042)
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Figure 3.15. Simplified daily evaporation rate from 12/2010 to 03/2011
BMT WBM Pty Ltd, as government’s consulting authority, also set up the hydrodynamic
model in the lower lakes by using TUFLOW on government’s virtual weir project. The
rainfall and evaporation data which were used in their modelling construction is shown in
Figure 3.16. The rainfall and evaporation data which were used is in this thesis’s modelling
construction is shown in Figure 3.17. From these two figures, it indicates that they are
basically coincident. The minor difference didn’t have much effect on the simulation process.
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Figure 3.16. Lower Lakes Rainfall and Evaporation Time Series (applied in TUFLOW)
(source from CLLMM Forecast Model Development- Model Calibration Report)

Figure 3.17. Lower Lakes Rainfall and Evaporation Time Series (applied in MIKE)

3.6.4

Salinity Unit Conversion

In MIKE 21, the salinity unit is PSU. PSU (Practical salinity units) defines salinity in terms
of the conductivity ratio of a sample to that of a solution of 32.4356 g of KCl at 15°C in a 1
kg solution. A sample of seawater at 15°C with conductivity equal to this KCl solution has a
salinity of exactly 35 practical salinity units (Plaschke, 1999). PSU is approximately the same
as parts per thousand (ppt) or grams per kilogram (g/kg). A typical seawater salinity is around
35-38 PSU.

For fresher water, salinities have conventionally been expressed in EC (electrical
conductivity) units of µS/cm, which is the salinity unit of the data resource. The conversion
from PSU to EC varies depending on ionic concentrations, temperature and other factors, but
normally involves multiplying the PSU value by 1600-1800. For the ranges of salinity (7001500 EC) in the Lower Lakes (Heneker, 2012), a multiplier of 1670 is reasonable.
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According to UNESCO (1981), following the principles of the 1978 Practical Salinity Scale,
a simplified general equation for salinity described by Lewis (1982) can be used for the case
of a single temperature (250C) and atmospheric pressure (760 mm).
𝑺𝑪

𝑺𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒚 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟐 + �−𝟐𝟏𝟕𝟒 ∗ �𝟓𝟑𝟎𝟖𝟕��
𝑺𝑪

𝟏.𝟓

�𝟓𝟑𝟎𝟖𝟕��

𝟎.𝟓

𝑺𝑪

𝟏

+ �𝟐𝟓. 𝟑𝟐𝟖𝟑 ∗ �𝟓𝟑𝟎𝟖𝟕�� + �𝟏𝟑. 𝟕𝟕𝟏𝟒 ∗
𝑺𝑪

𝟐

𝑺𝑪

+ �−𝟔. 𝟒𝟕𝟖𝟖 ∗ �𝟓𝟑𝟎𝟖𝟕�� + �𝟐. 𝟓𝟖𝟒𝟐 ∗ �𝟓𝟑𝟎𝟖𝟕��

𝟐.𝟓

(3.12)

where SC means special electrical conductivity (µS/cm).

3.6.5

Output Data

A variety of options exist for the output of the MIKE21Flow Model FM modelling system.
For example, the post-processor allows the selection of any x-y data point in the mesh,
resulting in a depth-averaged output of the u-velocity, v-velocity, current speed, and current
direction (Figure 3.18). Also, there is a mass budget output, which uses the entire mesh, and a
discharge output where the user selects a line (for example, across a channel) where the
discharge value is wanted, which can be used to get the discharge from the five
barrages(Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.18. Example of output in MIKE21 FM
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Figure 3.19. Outputs for Goolwa Barrage discharge

3.7

BARRAGE REPRESENTATION, OPERATIONS AND OPENINGS

There are five barrages separating the Lower Lakes from the sea, and the nature of control
structures on these barrages are summarised in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7. Basic hydraulic information for the barrages
Barrage

Full Opening Width

Goolwa

485.4 m (128 gates)

Mundoo
Boundary Creek
Ewe Island
Tauwitchere

90 m (26 gates)
21.5 m (6 gates)
431.35 m (121 gates)
1251.3 m (322 gates)

Sill Level
two logs removed = 0.45 mAHD
fully open = -2.5 mAHD
-1 mAHD
-1.12 mAHD
-0.05 mAHD
-0.05 mAHD

The barrage typical operation rule is that each gate discharges between 300 and 500 ML/day
(BMT-WBM, 2011). This rule of thumb is an approximate estimate based on the available
information. The BMT-WBM (2011) study found there were three main methods that could
be used to provide a more accurate estimate of the barrage flows. These three methods are: (1)
observed data; (2) BIGMOD model for Lower Murray; (3) TUFLOW Model (2D
hydrodynamic model).
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3.7.1

Observed data:

The barrage flows could be estimated by using weir formulae with observed data for water
levels upstream and downstream from the barrages, gate opening and sill levels. However,
the disadvantage is that discharge coefficients in the weir formulae need to be
calibrated/derived using some observed data/gauging. For the time during high flows the
barrages would drown out, and calculations would be less accurate.

The details of results are discussed in WDS (Water Data Services). It seems that all gaugings
were under the conditions of downstream water level being lower than the sill level of the
gate opening (i.e. not submerged conditions). These sites were undertaken over a range of
upstream and downstream water levels and flow measurements for one gate out of a number
of gates that were open at the time. However, velocity checks were carried out for a number
of open gates to see if they exhibit similar hydrological characteristics. The weir formulas
derived for the Goolwa and Tauwitchere Barrages were:

For Goolwa with one stop log removed (0.2 <H1<0.8):
Q=3.2× N× H10.5

(3.13)

For Goolwa with two stop logs removed (0.3 <H1<0.8):
Q=10.8× N× H10.6

(3.14)

For Tauwitchere radial gates (0.5 < H1):
Q=8.7× N× H10.4

(3.15)

where
Q= discharge through barrage (m3/s)
N= number of gates open
H1= depth of upstream water level above sill level (m)
The study found that the external variations such as wind, marine plant growth and tidal
currents caused variations in gate characteristics that resulted in different flows occurring in
gates across the barrage (MDBA, 2013).For more accurate ratings for each barrage and each
gate many more stream flow gaugings would be needed at a number of locations. Despite
such further gauging, it would be possible to improve the accuracy of estimates only up to a
point, as it would not be possible to account for the effects of external variations in the weir
formulae.
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3.7.2

BIGMOD model for Lower Murray:

BIGMOD is a daily flow and salinity routing model for the Murray River and Lower Darling
system. This model could be used to predict flow over the barrages, and the combination of
this modelled flow and the observed average salinity for Lake Alexandrina could be used for
estimating salt export to the sea. The calibrated weir formulae derived by the MDBA for the
barrage flows are:

For Goolwa, Mundoo and Boundary Creek:
Q=1.63× L× N× H11.5

(3.16)

For Tauwitchere and Ewe Island:
Q=1.23× L× N× H11.5

(3.17)

Under submerged conditions, the derived equations are:

For Goolwa, Mundoo and Boundary Creek:
Q=1.63× L× N× H11.5×[(1−( H2/ H1)1.5]0.385

(3.18)

For Tauwitchere and Ewe Island:
Q=1.23× L× N× H11.5×[(1−( H2/ H1)1.5]0.385

(3.19)

where
Q= discharge through barrage (m3/s)
L= width of gate (m)
N= number of gates open
H1= depth of upstream water level above crest level (m)
H2= depth of downstream water level above crest level (m)

3.7.3

TUFLOW Model (2D hydrodynamic model)

BMT WBM has developed a 2D hydrodynamic model for the Coorong Lagoon, Lower Lakes
and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) area for the South Australian Department of Environment and
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Natural Resources (DENR). This model has been used to undertake a range of studies to
improve the understanding of key environmental and hydraulic processes in the CLLMM
area. This model estimates both flows over the barrages as well as the exchange of flow and
salt between the Southern Ocean and Coorong Lagoon.

During the simulation, the important parameter directly impacted upon by increasing sea
level is the barrage outflow rate. The increased downstream water level reduces the available
head difference, thus decreasing flow rates. The determination of outflows was achieved
through the coupling of daily data for barrage gate operation with a calibrated broad-crest
weir equation used in previous modelling (BMT-WBM, 2011). The equation (Bos, 1989) is
dependent upon both upstream and downstream water levels, which is ideal for the modelling
of this system with reference to sea level rise. The barrage opening data were provided as a
courtesy by Water-Connect SA, with water level figures coming from their online resources.
The broad crested weir formula used is displayed in Equation 3.21:
𝑸 = 𝑾𝑭𝑪 ∗ 𝑺𝑫 ∗ 𝟏. 𝟕𝟎𝟓 ∗ 𝑾𝑾 ∗ (𝑼𝑺𝑾𝑫)𝑾𝑭𝑬

(3.21)

where Q is total flow across weir (m3/s), WFC is weir flow coefficient (dimensionless),
which is equal to 1.0, WW is width of opened gates (m; see Table 3.5), and USWD is
upstream water depth (m), which is equal to upstream water level-sill level (see Table 3.5).
WFE is weir flow exponent (dimensionless), which is equal to 1.5.

And the expression for the unknown SD (submerged discharge ratio) is derived from the
Villemonte Equation. The equation is:

𝑺𝑫 =

𝑸𝒔
𝑸

𝑫𝑺𝑾𝑫 𝑾𝑭𝑬 𝟎.𝟑𝟖𝟓

= [𝟏 − �𝑼𝑺𝑾𝑫�

]

(3.22)

where Qs is submerged discharge; Q is free flow discharge; DSWD (downstream water depth)
is equal to downstream water level-sill level; USWD (upstream water depth) is equal to
upstream water level-sill level.

The above equations were coded into an Excel spreadsheet to generate a matrix of structure
flow for a given upstream and downstream water level. The equation means that the flow
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across the structure is based on the upstream and downstream water levels either side of the
structure such that:
If upstream = downstream water level (WL); flow across the structure = 0 m3/s
If upstream WL> downstream WL; flow is positive (i.e. flows from Lake Alexandrina
into the Coorong Lagoon).
If downstream WL> upstream WL; flow is negative (i.e. flows from the Coorong
Lagoon into Lake Alexandrina).

The submerged discharge ratio means that if both the upstream WL and downstream WL are
significantly above the sill level, the discharge across the structure is not as efficient (as free
surface discharge) so the discharge is scaled back proportional to the level of submergence.

3.8

BARRAGEOPERATION APPLICATION IN THIS STUDY

In this study, the 1D channel models are used to calculate the flow through the five barrages
(Figures 3.18 and 3.19). In the 1D model, the inner portion of the 1D model is based on the
upstream water level before each barrage; these data can be obtained from Water Connect,
South Australia. The outer portion of the 1D model is based on the outside water level of
each barrage (Figures 3.19 and 3.20).

Figure 3.20. 1Dstructure (red dots) locations in the Lower Lakes
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Figure 3.21. Five barrage structures built in the model

Figure 3.22. Details for a barrage in 1D structure

The sill level and weir coefficient were applied in MIKE11, with the coefficient values being
the same as in TUFLOW model (Figure 3.21).
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Figure 3.23. Parameters of five barrages in the MIKE model

In the above methods, for Method 1, there are only weir formulas for Goolwa and
Tauwitchere radial gates. Formulas for other barrages (like Ewe Island, Mundoo and
Boundary Creek) cannot be found. And there are no data for the number of stop logs. The
results of the other three methods are as follows:
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Figure 3.24. Simulated flows at Ewe Island by using BIGMOD, TUFLOW and MIKE

Figure 3.25. Simulated flows at Boundary Creek by using BIGMOD, TUFLOW and
MIKE
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Figure 3.26. Simulated flows at Mundoo by using BIGMOD, TUFLOW and MIKE

Figure 3.27. Simulated flows at Goolwa by using BIGMOD, TUFLOW and MIKE
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Figure 3.28. Simulated flows at Tauwitchere by using BIGMOD, TUFLOW and MIKE

Figures 3.22-3.26 show that estimated barrage flows from the hydrodynamic model using the
BIGMOD, TUFLOW and MIKE methods are agreeable even though flows from the
BIGMOD method exhibit more pronounced lower values in some barrages. Over the 5 month
period, the flows at Boundary Creek, Mundoo, Goolwa using the BIGMOD method and Mike
model are basically very similar. The flow calculated by the MIKE model at Ewe Island and
Tauwitchere are on average 20 m3/s and 40 m3/s larger than those calculated using the
BIGMOD method. This is because Ewe Island and Tauwitchere are long barrages -431.35 m
(121 gates) and 1251.3 m (322 gates), respectively - and the weir formulae are different for
TUFLOW and MIKE. The discharges calculated using the TUFLOW model and the MIKE
model are roughly consistent.

All the above three methods used to estimate the barrage flows using weir formula show
significant variation in estimates of the discharge coefficients. However, the results are
basically accepted and are of similar magnitude, especially the flows estimated by TUFLOW
and MIKE software that are very similar since their weir formula and coefficients are nearly
the same. By using appropriate weir formula and observed records for upstream and
downstream water levels, and for the number of open gates, an operational estimate of
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barrage flows can be made in a short period of time and typically within one or two months.

For the BIGMOD method, the key strengths are: the model reproduces the historical
behaviour of the Lower Lakes well, and a robust approach has been adopted to estimate
evaporation losses. Consequently, confidence in barrage flow estimates should be high.
However, BIGMOD works on a daily time step and cannot take into account the impact of
wind on the lake level, thus on a day to day basis, the model predicted barrage flows could
vary by becoming negative or positive due to variations in levels caused by the wind.
Therefore, recalibration of the BIGMOD results should be undertaken once the wind data
become available. This should improve the model’s predictive capacity further.

For the TUFLOW method, it is possible to use the weir formulae to compute flow over the
barrages. Alternatively, the results of modelled barrage flows can be used for flow estimates.
The strength of this method compared with the BIGMOD method is it can accurately estimate
flow and salt export over the barrages and Murray Mouth when considering many conditions
like wind, and not only at a daily time step. The limitations of this method are: (1) it requires
a large amount of data to set up initial conditions for the model; (2) computation time is
likely to be too long to run the hydrodynamic models for a one year period from Lock 1 to
the Southern Ocean, including the Northern and Southern Coorong Lagoon, unless the spatial
grid sizes are increased. But if the spatial grid sizes are increased, it would possibly reduce
the accuracy of the predictions.

The MIKE method uses the same weir formulae and coefficient as that used in the TUFLOW
model. Thus, it produced similar results. It also required large amounts of data to set up the
initial conditions for the model, such as upstream water level and downstream water level at
each barrage. For this study, its research scope is only within the Lower Lakes and does not
include the Murray Mouth system and the Southern Ocean, so the computation time is shorter
than the model whose scope is the whole area (including the Southern Ocean).Hence it can
keep the spatial grid size, which can guarantee the accuracy of the simulations.

3.9

SUMMARY
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This chapter introduced and explained the numeral models (MIKE 11 and MIKE 21). Data
resources details such bathymetry were introduced and analysed. The Lower Lake
bathymetry mesh was generated. A one-dimension model using MIKE 11 was set up for
barrage representation, operations and opening. A two-dimension model using MIKE 21 was
set up which included a description of the model components and their interactions, which
laid the foundation for calibration and validation. The input details like inflow, outflow, wind,
rainfall, evaporation and salinity are detailed.

For the five barrages flow, this chapter reviewed the past three methods used for estimating
flow over the barrages. For the three methods to estimate the flow over the five barrages, it
was analysed as follows: the BIGMOD model can be used to carry out the water balances on
the Lower Lakes and to estimate the barrage flows. But it works on a daily time step and
cannot take into account the impact of wind on the lake level. The TUFLOW model and
MIKE model, which were also used to calculate flow over the barrages, produced similar
magnitudes and patterns to the BIGMOD model that used the water balance method. This
study used Mike 11 to set up 1D model to simulate the flow through the five barrages.
Figures 3.22-3.26 show that over the 5 month period, estimated barrage flows from the
hydrodynamic model using the BIGMOD, TUFLOW and MIKE methods are agreeable,
which these three methods are compared in the thesis. In the future, the monitoring programs
for water levels, barrage openings and the number of stop logs could improve the accuracy of
barrage flow calculations. Increasing flow gaugings and recording the daily sill elevations of
each gate could also improve the accuracy of estimates of flow over the barrages.

Totally, this chapter introduces the principal and the process about how to set up
hydrodynamic model, which can be used in the construction of hydrodynamic models for any
other shallow lakes or enclosed estuarine water body. Also, using1D-2D coupled model to
simulate the barrage flow can predict water level and salinity changes accurately, which can
be applied to possible management implications of the river-lake system.
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CHAPTER 4
CALIBRATION, VALIDATION AND ERROR ANALYSIS
4.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter contained sensitivity analysis, model calibration process. Recorded data and
model simulation results for water levels and salinity at a number of locations in the Lower
Lakes are compared. The comparison between TUFLOW simulation results and MIKE
simulation results were assessed. The model performance assessment was then carried out.

4.2

CALIBRATION PROCESS

Model calibration was undertaken to configure the model so that it is able to reproduce
observed conditions within the model domain, given known conditions at the model
boundaries. For a successful calibration, it is important to have good data sets both for
model’s input parameters and for comparison to predictions within the model domain.
Calibration consists of iterative adjustments of model parameters until the model results agree
as closely as possible with the measured data.

The model calibration period in this study covers a three-month period from 08/12/2010 to
01/03/2011 as the selection of a suitable calibration period. This is because boundary
condition data, which drives the model through the simulation, initial conditions data which
are used to specify the starting water levels and salinity are all available. Also, the quality of
the water level and salinity data for calibration are continuous and reliable. The start date was
chosen as 08/12/2010 based on the availability of spatially varying salinity data for Lake
Alexandrina. Given the above objectives, the approach to model calibration included:
•

Ensuring that the model can simulate the hydrodynamic conditions in the Lower
Lakes (especially for Lake Alexandrina), which is shown by water levels;

•

Ensuring that the model can simulate salinity change, which requires the Transport
Module to run well and is shown by salinity curves.

4.2.1

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
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Uncertainty is a pervasive, common aspect of experience that a review of its implications for
water quality modelling might seem redundant or a statement of the obvious (O'Neill, 1973).
Each model has its features for describing different hydrodynamic processes and
environmental issues. Uncertainties exist for all models from various sources, including
model input uncertainty, measurement uncertainty, parametric uncertainty, and structure
uncertainty (Zhao et al., 2011). For Lake hydrodynamic model, the parameter uncertainty is
calculated from all the input and output source uncertainties such as the uncertainty in the
input rainfall data, the evaporation data, inflow data, outflow data and wind data, parameters,
and other observed data.

For this comment, as there is a lack of data on uncertainties range for the input items (like
flow and wind) of the model, it is hard to analysis at this stage. It is necessary to do the
uncertainty analysis in the future, which has been included in my Recommendations (Chapter
8).

For Sensitivity Analysis, Li (2014) indicated that in the large shallow lakes, the temperature
could be treated as constant due to its minimal effect on the results of hydrodynamic
processes. Alternatively, viscosity coefficient and turbulent diffusion coefficient in the lake
hydrodynamic model had an insignificant effect on the uncertainty of simulation results (less
than 1% contribution). The parameters distributions functions (e.g. uniform, normal,
lognormal and triangular) have a minor impact on the uncertainty and sensitivity of
hydrodynamic processes, too (Li, 2014). Large shallow lake is wind-driven current. One of
the main impacts on the uncertainty of hydrodynamic process for this large shallow lake is
roughness. Manning’s number is used as the roughness parameter.

Manning number M used in Mike is the reciprocal value of the Manning´s n. A lower value is
used to indicate a rougher surface which is associated with a higher water level gradient to
convey a given flow. A low Manning’s “M” will also act to reduce water velocity which can
help to reduce erosion in active morphodynamic areas. Roughness values were varied within
acceptable ranges so that the model was able to best reproduce the observed water level
changes over the calibration period.

Here Manning number M 20, 28, 32, 36, 50, 54 were chosen to analyse the different Manning
value’s effect on the simulation performances. The 4 km west of Pomanda, Mulgundawa,
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Poltalloch and Milang data sites were chosen for Lake Alexandrina. Waltowa and Meningie
were chosen for Lake Albert (Figure 4.1). These sites have good data sets, which are
important for model’s calibration and validation.

Figure 4.1. Site locations used in the model calibration and validation

The results are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Water Levels Comparison under Different Manning Numbers

From the above Figure 4.2, it is seen that under the different Manning number values, the
simulation results are different. For the main part of the lower lakes, when Manning number
is 50, the simulation results at Site 4 km West Pomanda (near to lake centre), Mulgundawa
(lake east), Milang (lake west) are closest to the recorded data among the six Manning
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numbers. For Site Woltawa, manning number 28 is much closer to the recorded data.
Woltawa (in Lake Albert) is near to Nurrang, near the connection between the two lakes.
4.2.2

Error Analysis

How well the model simulation results fit the observed data (referred to as model evaluation,
or sometimes as model performance assessment) is usually determined by pairwise
comparisons of model-simulated (or model-predicted) values with observations. Quantitative
assessments where the model simulations match the observations are used to provide an
evaluation of the model's predictive abilities (Legates, 1999). In this section, correlation
coefficients R2 and Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients are calculated to assess the
predictive accuracy of the model.

4.2.2.1 The coefficient of correlation (R2)

The correlation coefficient describes the degree of collinearity between simulated and
measured data. It ranges from 0 to 1, and is an index of the degree of linear relationship
between observed and simulated data (Santhi, 2001). If R2 = 0, no linear relationship exists. If
R2 =1, a perfect positive or negative linear relationship exists. The equation is expressed as:
𝟐
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𝟐

(4.1)

where 𝒀𝒊 is the 𝑖th observation for the constituent being evaluated, 𝒀𝒔𝒊 is the 𝑖th simulated
value for the constituent being evaluated, 𝒀�𝒊 is the mean of observed data for the constituent
being evaluated, and n is the total number of observations.

4.2.2.2 The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE)

The NSE (ENS) is used to assess the predictive power of models (Nash, 1970). It is a
normalized statistic that determines the relative magnitude of the residual variance (“noise”)
compared to the measured data variance and indicates how well the plot of observed versus
simulated data fits the 1:1 line. It is defined as:
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(4.2)

The values of NSE can range from -∞ to 1. An efficiency of 1 (NSE = 1) corresponds to a
perfect match of the simulation to the observed data. An efficiency of 0 (NSE = 0) indicates
that the model predictions are as accurate as the mean of the observed data, whereas an
efficiency less than zero (NSE< 0) occurs when the observed mean a better predictor than the
model or, in other words, when the residual variance (described by the numerator in the
expression above), is larger than the data variance (described by the denominator).
Essentially, the closer the model efficiency is to 1, the more accurate the model is.
For R2, the higher values indicated less error variance, and values greater than 0.5 are
typically considered acceptable (Santhi et al., 2001, Van Liew et al., 2003). For NSE, in
general, model simulation can be judged as satisfactory if NSE > 0.50 (Moriasi et al., 2007).

The Errol analysis of the model performances for the six different Manning values is as
follows (Table 4.1):

Table 4.1. Errol Analysis of Model performance for Different Manning numbers
R2

R2

R2

R2

R2

R2

(M 20)

(M 28)

(M 32)

(M 36)

(M 50)

(M 54)

4 km west of Pomanda

0.871

0.913

0.921

0.924

0.925

0.924

Mulgundawa

0.845

0.891

0.898

0.901

0.902

0.901

Poltalloch

0.872

0.906

0.911

0.912

0.914

0.912

Milang

0.84

0.924

0.801

0.808

0.969

0.823

Near Waltowa

0.685

0.751

0.781

0.805

0.878

0.867

Site

From Table 4.1, it is shown that when the Manning number is 50, R2 values for the five sites
in the lower lakes are 0.925, 0.902, 0.914, 0.969, and 0.878, which are the highest values for
the six different Manning numbers. So for this area’s Manning number, it is around smaller
than 50. Hence, the distribution of adopted roughness for the model in this study is presented
in Figure 4.3. The reason why the Manning value for the area near to the five barrages is
above 64 is because of the geography conditions. Also, Manning values for this area and the
Nurrang area (the connection between the two lakes) have been calibrated by simulations.
These Manning domains are also used in TUFLOW.
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Figure 4.3. Manning’s M distribution used in this study

4.3

MODEL CALIBRATION

The same six sites (the 4 km west of Pomanda, Mulgundawa, Poltalloch and Milang data
sites for Lake Alexandrina. Waltowa and Meningie for Lake Albert) are chosen (Figure 4.1)
for model’s calibration and validation. Based on the Manning number Domain, the model has
been operated and gotten the results as follows in Figures 4.4 - 4.9.

4.3.1

Water Level Calibration

4.3.1.1 Water Level Calibration in Lake Alexandrina

Figures 4.4 to 4.9 show the comparisons between measured and modelled water surface
elevation at each site around the Lower Lakes during 08/12/2010- 01/03/2011. It can be seen
that the simulated values fit well with the measured values at the 4 km west of Pomanda,
Mulgundawa and Milang sites during the whole calibration period. This model captures the
variations of actual water surface elevation well except for some small differences.
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Figure 4.4. Recorded and modelled water levels from 4 km west of Pomanda

Figure 4.5. Recorded and modelled water levels at Mulgundawa

Figure 4.6. Recorded and modelled water levels at Poltalloch

Figure 4.7. Recorded and modelled water levels at Milang

4.3.1.2 Water Level Calibration for Lake Albert
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The Waltowa and Meningie sites are located in Lake Albert, and were chosen for the model
calibration of Lake Alert. The results are as follows:

Figure 4.8. Recorded and modelled water levels near Waltowa

Figure 4.9. Recorded and modelled water levels at Meningie

From Figures 4.4 to 4.9, it can be seen that the model is able to reproduce the observed water
levels within Lakes Alexandrina and Albert. In Figure 4.4, 4 km west of Pomanda Point, is
broadly representative of water levels within Lake Alexandrina, since the calibrated curve
was able to reproduce the measured water levels closely. The Mulgundawa, Poltalloch and
Milan sites are located in different areas around Lake Alexandrina and therefore represent the
whole hydrodynamic situation in Lake Alexandrina. It is interesting to note that, while the
water level in Lake Albert generally follows the trend of Lake Alexandrina (Figures 4.8 and
4.9), the constriction along the Narrung Narrows means that there is generally a lag between
water level changes in the two lake systems, and that wind events can cause significant shortterm water level differences, i.e., seiches. The differences between observed and modelled
water levels may be due to: (1) overbank losses, which may occur easily during periods of
high discharge (Hudson, 2011); (2) errors in the data for barrage/gate closures and openings;
and (3) some of the measurements of Lock 1 discharge could be inaccurate. The reason for
the calibration difference between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert may be related to the
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combined effect of inflow from Murray River, and the wind is much more significant in Lake
Alexandrina compared to those effects of on Lake Albert.
4.3.2

Salinity Calibration

Ensuring that the model can simulate recorded salinity change is important as salinity is the
main reason for the development of the model. Many factors influence the ability of the
model to reproduce observed salinity changes. The key impactor is the hydrodynamics of
water within the system, like the water level and flow velocity field which has been calibrated
and presented. One of the most important ways to make sure the model can correctly
reproduce the system hydrodynamics is to ensure correct water level calibration. The salinity
unit in the data resource is electrical conductivity (EC in µS/cm), which needed to be
converted to PSU in MIKE 21 by using the equation which is presented in Section 3.6.4.

In the database, there are salinity measurement data at the stations 4 km west of Pomanda,
Mulgundawa, Poltalloch, Milang, Waltowa and Meningie on 01/12/2011. By interpolating
the salinity measured value into the model domain, the initial salinity domain was obtained
using the salinity simulation (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10. Initial salinity for model calibration
A discussion of the achieved salinity calibration for Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert is
provided below.
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4.3.2.1 Salinity Calibration in Lake Alexandrina

Figure 4.11. Recorded and modelled salinity at 4 km west of Pomanda

Figure 4.12. Recorded and modelled salinity at Mulgundawa

Figure 4.13. Recorded and modelled salinity at Poltalloch
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Figure 4.14. Recorded and modelled salinity at Milang

4.3.2.2 Salinity Calibration in Lake Albert

Salinity calibration results in Lake Albert are as follows:

Figure 4.15. Recorded and modelled salinity near Waltowa

Figure 4.16. Recorded and modelled salinity at Meningie

Simulated salinity during the calibration period in Lake Alexandrina is presented in Figure
4.11 (4 km west of Pomanda), Figure 4.12 (Mulgundawa), Figure 4.13 (Poltalloch) and
Figure 4.14 (Milang). It can be seen that the model is able to model the salinity for most of
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the stations in Lake Alexandrina. The model appears to slightly over-predict the salinity at
Mulgundawa and Milang (Figures4.12, 4.15) which may be due to inaccurate initial
conditions. At 4 km west of Pomanda (Figure 4.11) the model significantly over-predicts the
observed salinity in December. This is most likely related to the initial conditions, but may
also be influenced by inaccurate inflow salinity data. For the Poltalloch site, there are major
discontinuities in the measured salinity, which is mainly due to the rainfall at the end of
January and the first of February 2011, which increased regional inflow and rapidly raised the
lake levels. For Poltalloch, the water level was nearly up to 1 m (Figure 4.13), which may
reflect a marine inundation that led to a significant salinity recovery and discontinuities in the
measured salinity data.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show that the model can reproduce the salinity over most of the time in
Lake Albert. For Waltowa, the curve of the simulated salinity result was less than the
observed salinity due to lower initial salinity conditions. The spatially varying initial data in
Lake Albert is lacking, which caused the simulation results not to match the observed salinity
values at some places, especially at the start of the simulation. However, the results belong to
the range that can be accepted (see Section 4.5.1). Thus the model is able to predict changes
in salinity within Lake Albert.

4.3.3

Error Analysis for Calibration

The calculated values of the coefficient of correlation (R2) and the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient (NSE) are listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 to quantitatively describe the accuracy of
model outputs for water surface elevation at the seven gauging stations. It can be seen that for
water level simulation, all values of R2 and NSE at all stations are over 0.9, which indicates
that the computed results agree closely with the observations. For salinity simulation, all
values of R2 and NSE at all seven sites are over 0.80, which is acceptable for salinity. Thus
acceptable simulation results have been achieved.

Table 4.2. Model performance for water level in the calibration period
Site

R2

NSE

4km west of Pomanda

0.954

0.947

Mulgundawa

0.947

0.943
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Poltalloch

0.952

0.939

Milang

0.962

0.957

Near Waltowa

0.963

0.962

Meningie

0.962

0.961

Table 4.3. Model performance for salinity in the calibration period

4.4

Site

R2

NSE

4km west of Pomanda

0.833

0.813

Mulgundawa

0.916

0.903

Poltalloch

0.928

0.919

Milang

0.902

0.897

Near Waltowa

0.847

0.822

Meningie

0.913

0.892

COMPARISON OF TUFLOW AND MIKE MODEL RESULTS

BMT WBM Pty Ltd used TUFLOW to simulate the hydrodynamic and salinity process in the
Lower Lakes. Their water level simulation results are as follows (Figures 4.17-4.19):

Figure 4.17. Water level calibration results using TUFLOW west of Pomanda Point
(Hudson, 2011)
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Figure 4.18. Water level calibration results using TUFLOW at Meningie (Hudson, 2011)

Figure 4.19. Water level calibration results using TUFLOW at Waltowa (Hudson, 2011)

From the above three water level calibration results for west of Pomanda (Lake Alexandrina),
Meningie (Lake Albert) and Waltowa (Lake Albert), it is seen that for some points, the range
between the simulation result and the observed value is > 0.2 m. It is normal that there is a
range between simulation result and the measured value, which also happened in the
simulation in this study (Figures 4.4-4.9, 4.23-4.28).
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Figure 4.20. Salinity calibration results using TUFLOW west of Pomanda (Hudson,
2011)

Figure 4.21. Salinity calibration results using TUFLOW at Mulgudawa (Hudson, 2011)
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Figure 4.22. Salinity calibration results using TUFLOW at Meningie (Hudson, 2011)

Figure 4.23. Salinity calibration results using TUFLOW at Waltowa (Hudson, 2011)

Figure 4.20 to Figure 4.23 show the salinity calibration results set up using TUFLOW.
Pomanda (Figure 4.20) and Mulgudawa (Figure 4.21) are located in Lake Alexandrina,
whereas Meningie (Figure 4.22) and Waltowa (Figure 4.23) are sited in Lake Albert. It is
seen that for the salinity simulation using TUFLOW, the simulation trend is basically
consistent with the measured data. At some points for some cases, the range between
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simulated result and measured data is quite larger, a feature that also exists in MIKE 21
model results.

Based on the above discussion, the simulation results made using MIKE software is basically
consistent with model results using TUFLOW, which is acceptable.

4.5

MODEL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Model performance assessment is typically carried out after model calibration for a different
period. Model performance assessment is usually undertaken to ensure that a model has been
appropriately calibrated and that it can produce reasonable predictions using different
boundary conditions. For a successful model performance assessment, it is important to have
good data sets for both boundary and initial conditions, and for comparison to predictions
(namely water level and salinity) in the model domain. In this study, 01/03/2011 to
21/05/2011was selected as the model performance assessment period.
4.5.1

Inflow Conditions

In model performance assessment, Lock 1 inflows were applied in the model as there are no
available data at the Wellington site and the transmission time between Lock 1 and
Wellington is likely to be insignificant during periods of high flows (MDBA, 2013). The
inflow is shown in Figure 4.24. The salinity at 2 km downstream from Wellington was also
used in the model (Figure 4.25).

Figure 4.24. Lock 1 discharge for model performance assessment
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Figure 4.25. Salinity time series for model performance assessment

4.5.2

Wind

For model calibration, the wind friction coefficient was set to 0.001255, which can closely
reproduce the observed variations in water levels. For this model performance assessment,
the same wind friction coefficient value was used. Figure 4.26 shows the wind data which are
used in the model performance assessment.

Figure 4.26. Windrose plot for model performance assessment
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4.5.3

Rainfall - Evaporation

For model performance assessment, the rainfall data were also from the Mount Pleasant
Rainfall Station (site number: A5040512), and are shown in Figure 4.27. Figure 4.28 shows
the evaporation data for the same period.

Figure 4.27. Rainfall data for model performance assessment

Figure 4.28. Evaporation data for model performance assessment period
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4.5.4

Initial Water Level and Salinity

Initial measured water level and salinity measured data are interpolated in the model domain,
which are shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30.

Figure 4.29. Initial water level (mAHD) for model performance assessment

Figure 4.30. Initial salinity (PSU) for model performance assessment
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4.5.5

Water Level Performance Assessment

To validate a model is the most important process prior to its application and prediction.
Water level validation results are shown in Figures 4.31-4.36

Figure 4.31. Recorded and modelled water levels at 4km west of Pomanda

Figure 4.32. Recorded and modelled water levels at Mulgundawa

Figure 4.33. Recorded and modelled water levels at Poltalloch
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Figure 4.34. Recorded and modelled water levels at Milang

Figure 4.35. Recorded and modelled water levels near Waltowa

Figure 4.36. Recorded and modelled water levels at Meningie

Figures 4.31-4.36 show that the model is able to simulate the recorded water levels within
Lake Alexandrina. The station 4 km west of Pomanda (Figure 4.31) is broadly representative
of water levels within Lake Alexandrina. From Figures 4.32 and 4.36, it can be seen that the
change in the trend of water level is coincident, but the extent and frequency are different.
Poltalloch is close to the inflow of Lake Alexandrina, and may be easily affected by inflow.
Thus the water level at Poltalloch is a bit higher than at Mulgundawa (Figures 4.32, 4.33).
Figures4.35 and 4.36 show the water level at Waltowa and Meningie. It seems the
constriction along Narrung Narrows has had an effect on the water level changes between the
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two lakes, and that wind can cause significant short-term water level changes in the Lower
Lakes.

4.5.6

Salinity Performance Assessment

Ensuring that the model can replicate observed salinity change is important. In order to have
confidence in future model predictions/forecasts, it is important that the model can replicate
observed salinity changes. The salinity validation results (from 01/03/2011 to 01/05/2011) are
as follows:

Figure 4.37. Recorded and modelled salinity at 4 km west of Pomanda

Figure 4.38. Recorded and modelled salinity at Poltalloch

Figure 4.39. Recorded and modelled salinity at Mulgundawa
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Figure 4.40. Recorded and modelled salinity at Milang

Figure 4.41. Recorded and modelled salinity near Waltowa

Figure 4.42. Recorded and modelled salinity at Meningie

At 4 km west of Pomanda (Figure 4.37), the salinity values are broadly representative of
salinity within Lake Alexandrina. Likewise, near Waltowa (Figure 4.41) salinity values can
partly reflect salinity within Lake Albert. The simulated salinity at Poltalloch is basically
consistent with the measured salinity. The salinity at Poltalloch on the first days of March is
higher than the measured salinity value, which is mainly caused by the excessive initial
salinity. For the three other sites, Mulgundawa, Milang in Lake Alexandrina and Waltowa in
Lake Albert, the simulated salinity change trends are consistent with the measured salinity
change trend. The figures show that the model is recalibrated and is able to simulate the
magnitude and general timing of observed salinity changes.
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4.5.7

Error Analysis for Model Performance Assessment

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the error analysis of model performance for water level and salinity
in the validation period.

Table 4.4. Model performance for water level in the validation period
R2

NSE

4 km west of Pomanda

0.950

0.940

Mulgundawa

0.941

0.932

Poltalloch

0.946

0.930

Milang

0.940

0.932

Near Waltowa

0.958

0.947

Meningie

0.957

0.945

Site

Table 4.5. Model performance for salinity in the validation period
R2

NSE

4 km west of Pomanda

0.948

0.937

Mulgundawa

0.913

0.903

Poltalloch

0.940

0.930

Milang

0.918

0.903

Near Waltowa

0.876

0.861

Meningie

0.852

0.845

Site

From the above analysis, it is seen that water level calibration and validation are much better
than salinity results. As flow measurement data are absent, water level calibration is the only
way to judge whether the model is suitable. All R2 for water level calibration results are
above 0.94, and values for R2 greater than 0.5 are typically considered acceptable (Santhi et
al., 2001, Van Liew et al., 2003). This shows the model can reproduce the lake system
hydrodynamically (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.5)
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The initial salinity conditions need to be correctly specified because it is important to have a
good estimate of the total mass and distribution of salt within the system. The second main
factor is the need to specify the amount of evaporation correctly. It is important to use the
single-month estimates of evaporation, and it is also important to reduce the rate of
evaporation at high salinity levels. As the lake is shallow and it is exposed to a high degree of
wind mixing, vertical mixing is not very significant or impacted. Salinity wedges are also an
important aspect that is present upstream of the river mouth into Lake Alexandrina. In high
flows, this can have an influence on the salinity distribution. The model calculates salt
concentration which then has to be converted back to an approximate electrical conductivity
in μS/cm using the equation presented in Section 3.6.4. There remains some uncertainty
regarding this conversion at high salt concentrations, which may have added to the variation
between measurement data and simulated data. The greatest error variation for water level is
0.940 (R2) and 0.930 for NSE, and for salinity, it is 0.852 R2 and 0.845 for NSE, indicating
that the model is suitable for predicting changes in salinity within Lake Alexandrina and Lake
Albert and it can be used in optimizing the formulation of lake management options.

4.6

SUMMARY

In the last chapter, the model was set up using MIKE by DHI. This chapter considers the
model sensitivity analysis, calibration and model performance assessment.

For the sensitivity analysis, as the lower lakes is a large shallow lake, Manning numbers of M
20, 28, 32, 36, 50, 54 were chosen to analyse the different Manning value’s effect on the
simulation performances. This thesis used R2 and NSE to analyse water levels and salinity
agreements between the modelled and measured values. It is found that when the Manning
number is 50, R2 values for the five sites in the lower lakes are 0.925, 0.902, 0.914, 0.969 and
0.878, which are the highest values among the six different Manning numbers. Then this
suitable value was taken for the model construction (Section 4.2.1).

The numerical model for the Lower Lakes has been developed and calibrated for the period
01/12/2010 to 01/03/2011. According to the calculation, the R2 for water level and salinity
during the calibration period are above 0.94 and 0.83, while NSE for water level and salinity
during the calibration period are above 0.93 and 0.81, respectively. This shows the model can
reproduce the lake system hydrodynamically (Section 4.3.5).
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This chapter compared the TUFLOW results and MIKE results, and has shown that the
simulation results made using MIKE software are basically consistent with model results
using TUFLOW, which is acceptable.

The model performance process (validation) has been done for the period 01/03/2011 to
01/05/2011. R2 for water level and salinity during the validation period are above 0.94 and
0.85, and NSE for water level and salinity during the validation period are above 0.93 and
0.84. This also shows the model can reproduce the lake system hydrodynamically (Section
4.5.7).
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CHAPTER 5
WIND EFFECTS ON THE LAKE HYDRODYNAMIC SYSTEM
5.1

INTRODUCTION

Wind effect is a very important mechanism in shallow lakes (Douglas, 2000; Kristensen,
1992; Luettich, 1990). When the wind blows across a lake, it exerts a shear stress on the
water surface, resulting in momentum transfer from the air into the water, and causes the
surface water to move in the direction of the wind. Surface waves transport and dissipate a
portion of wind energy, whereas the remaining energy forms large-scale currents, with typical
surface water speeds of about 1.5-3% of the wind velocity" (Ji, 2008).Wind effects can result
in localised water levels ± 0.30 m different from the average for the Lower Lakes as a whole
(Webster et al., 1997).
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the flow field characteristics for winds with different
directions and flow characteristics in the Lower Lakes. The analysis results were to be used to
provide the research basis for the coastal reservoir design.

5.2

WIND DATA ANALYSIS

Wind blowing over water produces a wind stress on the water surface in the direction of the
wind, and the shear stress is proportional to the square of the wind speed. In this section,
comparative analysis of wind speed and direction at Pelican Point will be carried out to
investigate the influence of wind on the characteristics of the flow field.

5.2.1

Location of Wind Stations

Time series of wind data at Pelican Point (A4260603) was used in the model, as this station is
closest to the Lower Lakes (Figure 5.1) and has a long wind data record (from 1998 to 2014).
Pelican Point is located at Easting 321239, Northing 6058914 (UTM Zone 54); Latitude
35°:35’:50.3” S, Longitude 139°:01’:36.1” E (position datum: GDA94, geodetic datum of
Australia 1994), and the data custodian is MDBA (Murray Darling Basin Authority). The
accuracy of wind measurements is 0.01 m/s.
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Figure 5.1. Wind data site locations in the Lower Lakes

In Figure 5.2, another wind point was chosen to do the validation of wind velocity and
direction at Pelican Point. This wind point is Goolwa A4261123 (Beacon 23), which is
located at Easting 299235, Northing 6068389 (UTM Zone 54); Latitude 35°:30’:27.6” S,
Longitude 138°:47’:10.7” E (position datum: GDA94 geodetic datum of Australia 1994), and
is at an elevation of 0.75 mAHD (Figure 5.1). As there is not as much wind data at Goolwa as
that at Pelican Point, one whole year (2010) of wind data for direction and velocity was used
to compare and validate. In Figure 5.2a, the black line and blue arrow stand for wind velocity
and direction at Goolwa A4261123 (Beacon 23) while the green line and light blue arrow
stand for wind velocity and direction at Pelican Point. It shows that the wind direction and
velocity at Goolwa A4261123 (Beacon 23) are basically consistent with Pelican Point wind.
This is also verified in Figure 5.2b. As wind data at Pelican is from 1998 to now, which is the
longest time compared to other wind points, wind data at Pelican Point is used in the
following model structures. The wind speed accuracy figure of 0.03 m/s
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a

b

Figure 5.2. a, Wind velocity and direction validation for Pelican Point; b, Wind speed
verification at Pelican Point and Goolwa

5.2.2

General Trends for Wind in the Lower Lakes

Figure 5.3 lists the wind directions from 1999 to 2014 and shows the general trends at Pelican
Point. In autumn or winter, the wind speeds are gentle while the peak velocities appear in the
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summer months. The wind direction figure also indicates that for the summer months, wind is
predominantly from the south; then for the autumn, the winds are also dominated by
southerlies but tended to be bidirectional; for the winter months, wind direction shifts to the
north, which is predominantly north-westerlies and north-easterlies; finally, for the spring,
wind direction shifts back to the southerlies with northeast winds occasionally.
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Figure 5.3. Wind directions from 1999 to 2014

In Figure 5.3, there is a step-change from pre-2007 to post-2010 as this period of data is
missing. Some periods of wind data in 2010 are also missing. The period data from
06/01/2010 to 20/01/2010 are missing because the wind sensor failed and the battery was not
charging resulting in a loss of telemetry communication. The period of data from 01/10/2010
to 28/10/2010 is missing because communication with the site failed. All the above is from
Water Connect, South Australia.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the mean wind speed for each month during the period of 1999 to
2014.
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Table 5.1. Mean wind speed (m/s) for each month from 1999 to 2014 (1)
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

January

February

4.16
4.25
4.31
4.84
4.30
4.54
4.46
5.27
4.89
5.85
5.27
5.42

4.16
4.46
4.53
4.13
4.77
4.37
4.34
5.35
5.18
5.39
4.87
5.21

March
3.85
3.96
3.82
4.07
3.87
3.72
4.25
4.24
5.35
4.75
4.33
4.30

April
3.51
3.21
3.19
2.83
2.79
3.01
3.37
3.80
2.96
3.67
3.78
3.77
3.56
4.17

May
3.57
3.91
2.41
2.37
2.99
2.55
2.70
3.54
3.64
3.95
3.73
3.50
5.09

June
3.77
3.19
2.32
3.43
3.64
4.28
3.09
1.87
3.14
3.55
4.16
3.71
3.44

Table 5.2. Mean wind speed (m/s) for each month from 1999 to 2014 (2)
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

July
3.41
3.48
3.59
3.11
3.86
2.84
3.38
4.02
3.17
4.16
3.73
4.03

August
3.57
3.12
4.14
3.22
3.93
4.51
3.78
2.69
3.67
5.35
3.99
4.75
5.03

September
3.84
4.27
3.30
4.37
5.06
3.88
3.69
4.06
4.46
4.71
5.80
4.76
4.29

October
4.06
4.24
4.33
4.66
4.76
3.93
4.02
4.38
4.31
4.60
5.12
4.52
5.48

November December
4.29
4.49
4.35
4.39
4.41
4.49
4.05
4.63
3.87
4.26
4.48
4.64
4.22
4.62
4.77
4.67
4.22
4.86
5.30
5.14
5.08
4.70
5.08
5.74
4.88

From Tables 5.1 and 5.2, it is shown that wind speed is relatively larger in November,
December and January; from February to June wind speed gradually decreases; and the
minimum wind speed is in July, which is winter. In spring, wind speed increases. It is also
seen that from 1999 to 2014, the wind speed is slowly increasing. From 1999 to 2014, for
January, the minimum monthly wind speed is 4.16 m/s (2011) while the maximum monthly
wind speed is 5.85 m/s (2012); for February, the minimum monthly wind speed is 4.13 m/s
(2004) while the maximum monthly wind speed is 5.39 m/s (2012); for March, the minimum
monthly wind speed is 3.72 m/s (2006) while the maximum monthly wind speed is 5.35 m/s
(2011); for April, the minimum monthly wind speed is 2.79 m/s (2003) while the maximum
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monthly wind speed is 4.17 m/s (2014); for May, the minimum monthly wind speed is 2.37
m/s (2003) while the maximum monthly wind speed is 5.09 m/s (2014); for June, the
minimum monthly wind speed is 1.87 m/s (2006) while the maximum monthly wind speed is
3.77 m/s (1999); for July, the minimum monthly wind speed is 2.84 m/s (2005) while the
maximum monthly wind speed is 4.16 m/s (2011); for August, the minimum monthly wind
speed is 2.69 m/s (2006) while the maximum monthly wind speed is 5.35 m/s (2010); for
September, the minimum monthly wind speed is 3.30 m/s (2001) while the maximum
monthly wind speed is 5.80 m/s (2011); for October, the minimum monthly wind speed is
3.93 m/s (2004) while the maximum monthly wind speed is 5.48 m/s (2013); for November,
the minimum monthly wind speed is 3.87 m/s (2003) while the maximum monthly wind
speed is 5.74 m/s (2013); and for December, the minimum monthly wind speed is 4.26 m/s
(2003) while the maximum monthly wind speed is 5.30 m/s (2010). Since 2010, the wind
speed has increased, and the mean wind speed is now around 5 m/s, which is chosen for use
in the following section.

In Section 5.3, a number of scenarios are modelled with different wind directions for the
Lower Lakes. Eight model scenarios investigated water flow field change characteristics
under different wind directions in the Lower Lakes. The eight different wind conditions were
with wind directions of 0° (north), 45° (northeast), 90° (east), 135° (southeast), 180° (south),
225° (southwest), 270° (west) and 315° (northwest) using the same assumed the wind speed
(5 m/s; see Table 5.3). The purpose is to investigate the impact of wind-induced currents in
the Lower Lakes.

Table 5.3. Summary of different wind scenarios
Name
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6
Scenario 7
Scenario 8

Wind direction (degrees)
0
45
90
135
180
225
270
315
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wind velocity (m/s)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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5.3

WIND EFFECTS IN THE LOWER LAKES

The model consists of the hydrodynamic module, which was calibrated in Chapter 4. Under
the different scenarios, the results were as follows.

5.3.1

Scenario 1: Wind Direction 000° - Before Coastal Reservoir

(1) Figure 5.4 shows the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was
000° (north direction). The figure indicates flow circulations near Mulgundawa. As the
northerly wind blows across the lake, it exerted a shear stress on the water surface,
resulting in momentum transfer from the air into the water that causes the surface water to
move southwards, which is also reflected by the water level change (for the Lower Lakes,
water level increased from north to south). A weak clockwise gyre is set up in the
northeastern part of the lake, and the main transport direction is around the margins of the
lake towards the ocean. For the transport between Lake Alexandrina and Albert, flow was
mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert at this time. Salinity is also transported
from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert by following the flows. As salinity in Lake
Alexandrina is lower than that in Lake Albert, this wind direction helps to alleviate
salinity in Lake Albert. Two circulations occurred in Lake Albert, with water moving
southwards along the coasts and returning northwards in the centre of the lake (Figure
5.4). In the figures, the black arrows and corresponding length scale are related to flow
velocity. But they are not easy to see or read. So red arrows, which are easy to see in the
figures, are used to show the flow circulation rules through analysing the black arrows’
direction.
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Figure 5.4. Flow field distribution under wind from north

5.3.2

Scenario 2: Wind Direction 045° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.5 shows the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was from
045° (northeast direction). It was different from scenario 1. Circulation in the lakes was
weaker with a weak broader clockwise gyre in Lake Alexandrina. The predominant flow
trend was from Wellington to the five barrages. When the flow went near Narrung which
connects Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, some water flowed into Lake Albert. This
decreased the flow velocity and caused a change in the flow direction (Figure 5.5). In this
scenario, the flow transport was mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert, which
resulted in decreased salinity in Lake Albert, especially in the channel connecting the two
lakes. Also, the two circulations reoccurred in Lake Albert, as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Flow field distribution under wind from northeast

5.3.3

Scenario 3: Wind Direction 090° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.6 shows the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was from
090° (east direction). The figure indicates there was an anticlockwise flow circulation near
Mulgundawa in the north-eastern area of Lake Alexandrina. When the east wind blows across
the lake, the water surface moves in a western direction in the lake. It was particularly
obvious where the Murray River entered into Lake Alexandrina and caused stronger flow
velocities (roughly 0.3m/s) near 4 km west of Pomanda. It also caused water setup and
generated the flow circulation in the northwestern area of Lake Alexandrina. In this scenario,
flow transport was mainly from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. As salinity in Lake Albert
is higher than that in Lake Alexandrina, salinity from Lake Albert will transport to Lake
Alexandrina by following the flows, which increases the salinity of Lake Alexandrina,
especially for the area around Narrung. The east wind disturbed the former circulation
patterns from scenarios 1 and 2 in Lake Albert. They were replaced by one main
anticlockwise circulation in Lake Albert. Another small circulation occurred in Lake Albert,
which was mainly due to a topography factor.
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Figure 5.6. Flow field distribution under wind from east

5.3.4

Scenario 4: Wind Direction 135° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.7 shows the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was
from135° (southeast direction). One main westward coastal circulation was set up along the
northern margin of Lake Alexandrina. A weak anticlockwise gyre was set up in the
northeastern part of the lake. This is a similar gyre as the one in scenario 3. The southeasterly
wind caused a double recirculation flow in Lake Albert but in the opposite direction to that
inscenarios1 and 2 (Figures 5.5-5.7). The transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake
Albert under this scenario was predominantly from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina, when
salinity in Lake Albert can be transported into Lake Alexandrina. It aggravated the salinity in
Lake Alexandrina.
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Figure 5.7. Flow field distribution under wind from southeast

5.3.5

Scenario 5: Wind Direction 180° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.8 shows the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was 180°
(south direction). The southern winds blowing across the lake resulted in momentum transfer
from the air into the water and caused the shallow coastal surface water to move northwards
and exerted an influence on the inflow from the Murray River. This resulted in a strong
current flowing from northeast to southwest across the centre of the lake. A weak clockwise
circulation occurred near the northwest corner of Lake Alexandrina. In contrast, two
anticlockwise circulations developed in the southeastern lee of the lake to compensate for the
northward deflection of the Murray River flow. Between the lakes, the flow was mainly from
Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina at this time. The transported salinity of Lake Albert will
combine with the salinity in Lake Alexandrina and flow through the Murray River Mouth
into the ocean. Two circulations occurred in Lake Albert (Figure 5.8) that were very similar
to those in scenario 4 with the southeast wind.
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Figure 5.8. Flow field distribution under wind from south

5.3.6

Scenario 6: Wind Direction 225° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.9 shows the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was 225°
(southwest direction). A clockwise circulation resulting from wind shear stress occurred
along the northern shoreline of Lake Alexandrina, causing a westward return flow to develop
through the centre of the lake. The basic flow field trend in the lakes was from Wellington to
Tauwitchere (one of the five barrages) via the centre of the lake. The inflow from Wellington
combined with the transportation from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina created the
anticlockwise circulation near Narrung (Figure 5.9). Under this wind direction, salinity
mainly accompanied the flow from Lake Albert into Lake Alexandrina, which increases the
salinity around Narrung. The same two circulation patterns occurred in Lake Albert (Figure
5.9) as in scenarios 4 and 5.
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Figure 5.9. Flow field distribution under wind from southwest

5.3.7

Scenario 7: Wind Direction 270° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.10 indicates the flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was
270° (west direction). The flow pattern in Lake Alexandrina was essentially the same as in
scenario 6 with the main westward flow through the centre of the lake. Clockwise circulation
occurred along the northern shoreline of Lake Alexandrina and an anticlockwise circulation
developed near Narrung. The main difference between scenarios 6 and 7 was the flow field
distribution in Lake Albert. Under the west wind force, a single clockwise circulation
developed in Lake Albert. This was the opposite circulation to that developed under the east
wind. In addition, water mainly flowed from Lake Alexandrina into Lake Albert, and salinity
transportation followed the flows.
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Figure 5.10. Flow field distribution under wind from west

5.3.8

Scenario 8: Wind Direction 315° - Before Coastal Reservoir

Figure 5.11indicatesthe flow field change in the Lower Lakes when the wind direction was
from 315° (northwest direction). The clockwise circulation still occurred along the northern
shoreline of Lake Alexandrina. There was also little circulation near to Mulgundawa, which
combined with the inflow from the Murray River and wind shear stress together produced a
broad westward flow through the centre of the lake. Weak gyres were set up near Narrung
(anticlockwise) and in the northeastern portion of the lake (clockwise).In this scenario, the
flow was mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert caused by the influence of the
northwest wind force, and salinity was also transported by following the flows. As salinity in
Lake Alexandrina is lower than that in Lake Albert, salinity in Lake Albert, especially at the
entrance of Lake Albert, decreased by the exchange of less saline water from Lake
Alexandrina to Lake Albert. Two circulations again existed in Lake Albert with coastal
waters moving southwards as in scenario 1.
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Figure 5.11. Flow field distribution under wind from northwest

5.4

SUMMARY

This chapter investigated the wind direction features for the region where the Lower Lakes
are located and identified the flow field characteristics under eight different wind directions.
Among the four seasons, wind speed reaches a climax in summer. For wind direction, south
winds were dominant in summer; winds were also dominantly from the south but tended to
be bidirectional in autumn; wind direction shifted to be predominately northwest to the
northeast in winter; then wind direction turned back to the south with occasional northeast
winds in spring. As the entrance from the Murray River to Lake Alexandrina faced southwest,
when wind direction was from north, northeast, east or southeast, the main flow field in Lake
Alexandrina was from northeast to southwest, which followed the inflow and flowed towards
the Murray Mouth. When the wind direction came from south, southwest, west or northwest,
there was a sub-circulation pattern along the northern shoreline of Lake Alexandrina. This
caused a perturbation in the circulation of the lake but the inflow trend played a leading role,
and the dominant circulation was still from northeast to southwest. For flows between Lake
Alexandrina and Lake Albert, when the wind direction was from the north, northeast or
northwest transportation was oriented from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. When the wind
direction came from the south, southeast or southwest the flow was dominantly from Lake
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Albert to Lake Alexandrina. When wind direction was east or west, there were back and forth
flows between the two lakes. The salinity transport characteristics also followed these rules.

Another conclusion from the above eight scenarios’ simulations is that for the northwest part
of Lake Alexandrina, half of the eight scenarios have closed circulation patterns there, that is
scenario 1 (wind direction 000°), scenario 3 (wind direction 090°), scenario 4 (wind direction
135°) and scenario 8 (wind direction 315°). While in the northeast part of Lake Alexandrina,
only the wind direction from 180° produces closed circulation. All of these imply that the
northeast part of Lake Alexandrina has a better fluidity than northwest part of the lake, which
may mean it would be more suitable to build a coastal reservoir in the northeastern part of
Lake Alexandrina.

In general, there are two ways in which wind may act towards promoting water movement in
the Lower Lakes: wind set-up and wind stress. Wind set-up can promote water level changes
which in turn can promote a return flow. As the flow from the Murray River to Lake
Alexandrina was from northeast to southwest, wind stress can promote mixing of the water
column and aid in the exchange of waters. It was found that wind played a large role in water
circulation, especially in the shallow lakes. Under different directions of wind, there were
different circulation patterns in Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert. The northeast part of
Lake Alexandrina has a better fluidity than northwest part of the lake.
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CHAPTER 6
APPLYING COASTAL RESERVOIR STRATEGY IN LAKE
ALEXANDRINA
6.1

INTRODUCTION

The Murray-Darling Basin experienced a severe drought period from 2001 to 2008, which
was the second driest seven-year period in its recorded history (MDBC, 2008). The Murray
River system inflows in 2006 were roughly half the previous minimum (MDBA, 2011b). The
water crisis became more and more serious in Adelaide. This study makes an attempt to apply
the coastal reservoir strategy to quench the water crisis for Adelaide.

In this chapter, coastal reservoir size is discussed in Section 6.2.1and then two kinds of
coastal reservoir design are proposed in Section 6.2.2. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 apply these two
designs in Lake Alexandrina. Based on historical Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics, three
conditions (extreme drought, 10% and 50% flows) are chosen to set up a model to simulate
and then compare water levels and salinity changes before and after building a coastal
reservoir. The simulation results for the two designs are discussed and compared in Section
6.5 to analyse the different characteristics of each design and determine which design is
better.

6.2

COASTAL RESERVOIR SIZE AND DESIGN

6.2.1

Coastal Reservoir Size

Many ways can be used to calculate a reservoir size. As the aim of this thesis is to propose
the concepts for applying a coastal reservoir strategy, two main critical factors are considered
when determining the coastal reservoir size -water demand for Adelaide and evaporation loss.
Evaporation rates in Lake Alexandrina differ greatly depending on the time of year. In the
calculation of coastal reservoir size, the average annual evaporation was assumed to be 3.6
mm/day (McJannet et al., 2008). Given that the coastal reservoir area is 1/5~1/4 of Lake
Alexandrina, the evaporation loss would be around 120-150 GL/year. According to Section
2.5, 150 GL/year would be sufficient for Adelaide water demand in 2050 (given it is a normal
year, and the recycled stormwater and wastewater take effect). Therefore, the coastal
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reservoir needs to have a capacity of at least 270-300 GL. During the extreme Millennium
Drought period, the lowest water level was recorded in 117 years’ records, and the recorded
annual discharge at Lock 1 was 1283 GL, 579 GL, 535 GL and 500 GL for 2006, 2007, 2008
and 2009, respectively. The 500 GL in 2009 is the smallest volume discharged at Lock 1, but
500 GL is also greater than the 300 GL that would be needed to satisfy the water demand for
Adelaide. According to Water For Good 2050 (SA, 2010), Adelaide will need to take
measures to increase recycled stormwater and wastewater and also take action on saving
water, which would deliver around 150 GL of water. During the extreme drought condition,
stormwater is very limited. And recycled stormwater and wastewater will cost the
government a lot. Assuming this part of the water is also provided by a coastal reservoir, then
the capacity of the coastal reservoir will need to be 450 (300+150) GL. Adding the dead
reservoir storage, which is around 30-50 GL, the final storage for a coastal reservoir would
need to be around 500 GL.
6.2.2

Coastal Reservoir Design

Two kinds of coastal reservoir design are presented in the following sections.

6.2.2.1 Coastal Reservoir Design 1

As flow from the Murray River enters Lake Alexandrina, it firstly arrives in the southeast part
of the lake, which has better quality water than other places. So the location for a coastal
reservoir could be sited in the southeastern part of Lake Alexandrina close to the fluvial
entrance to the lake, as shown in Figure 6.1.

The reservoir separation dike is shown as the blue line in Figure 6.1, and the purple part
represents the coastal reservoir. The depth of the coastal reservoir is increased by dredging to
-6 mAHD, which mainly depends on the required coastal reservoir volume. According to a
mesh calculation (Figure 6.2), the area that would be required for the coastal reservoir is
86.5 km2. As the average depth of the coastal reservoir is dredged to -6 m, the coastal
reservoir storage would be 519 GL for Lake Alexandrina. In comparison, the average depth
(2.8 m) and storage for the whole of Lake Alexandrina is 1775 GL. Thus the storage in the
coastal reservoir would take up 29.23% (about 1/3) of Lake Alexandrina by volume.
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Figure 6.1. Schematic diagram for coastal reservoir - Design 1

Three gates (Gate A, Gate Band Gate C) would need to be built for the coastal reservoir in
Lake Alexandrina (Figure 6.1). Gate A would control the flow from upstream into the coastal
reservoir while Gate B would connect the coastal reservoir to the Lower Lakes. Gate C is the
entrance for direct inflow from upstream into Lake Alexandrina. Opening and closing Gates
A and C in combination would control the flow from upstream to the coastal reservoir and/or
Lake Alexandrina.

Figure 6.2. Mesh for coastal reservoir - Design 1
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6.2.2.2 Coastal Reservoir Design 2

Coastal reservoir design 2 is shown in Figure 6.3. This coastal reservoir is located in the
middle of Lake Alexandrina where it occupies the deepest portion of Lake Alexandrina. This
design would not need to dredge the lake. Four gates would be needed for coastal reservoir
design 2. Gate 1 and Gate 2 would allow the water to flow into Lake Alexandrina. Gate 3
would direct the water into the coastal reservoir while Gate 4 would allow the water to flow
from the coastal reservoir into Lake Alexandrina.

Figure 6.3. Schematic diagram for coastal reservoir - Design 2

According to calculations (Figure 6.4), the area needed for the coastal reservoir would be
149.5 km2，and since the area for Lake Alexandrina is 634.1 km2，the reservoirs would
occupy between 1/5-1/4 of Lake Alexandrina. The average depth of the proposed coastal
reservoir is 3.5 m giving a coastal reservoir storage of 523 GL. Since the average depth of
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Lake Alexandrina is 2.8 m, and the storage for Lake Alexandrina is 1775 GL, the coastal
reservoir would take up about 29.48% (1/3) of the lake volume.

Figure 6.4. Mesh for coastal reservoir - Design 2

6.3

APPLYING A COASTAL RESERVOIR STRATEGY IN LAKE

ALEXANDRINA WITH DESIGN 1
Heneker (2010) researched the characteristics of historical Lake Alexandrina inflows and
barrage outflows (Table 6.1). This shows that according to historical Lake Alexandrina
inflow statistics, the 10th percentile annual lake inflow is 1110 GL (based on 1891/922007/08 historical records) and 920 GL (based on 1975/76-2007/08 records). The median
value for annual lake inflow is 3920 GL (based on 1891/92-2007/08 historical records) and
4230 GL (based on 1975/76-2007/08). The mean value for annual lake inflow is 5780 GL
(based on 1891/92-2007/08) and 4960 GL (based on 1975/76-2007/08). Surveying flow data
for the Murray River (data source from MDBA) shows that 2002 with an annual inflow of
1122 GL is close to the 10th percentile lake inflow. 1998 with an annual inflow of 5036 GL is
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nearest to the 50th percentile annual lake inflow. Therefore, for this study 2002 and 1998 are
chosen as typical years for verifying the coastal reservoir’s operation. Also, 2007 is chosen to
verify extreme drought conditions. These three typical years are also applied in Design 2.

Table 6.1. Historical Lake Alexandrina Inflow Statistics
Statistics
Mean
Median
Minimum
Maximum
10th Percentile
90th Percentile

6.3.1

Annual Lake Inflow (GL)
1891/92-2007/08
1975/76-2007/08
5780
4960
3920
4230
195
195
45790
14900
1110
920
12075
10245

Extreme Drought Condition (2007) For 150 GL/year - Design 1

6.3.1.1 Before Building the Coastal Reservoir (2007)

The model configuration for 2007 is shown in Table 6.2
Table 6.2. Model input before the coastal reservoir for 2007
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions

Bathymetry mesh for the model;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Initial water level: 0.7 m; initial salinity: 0.5 PSU
Inlets: upstream flow, salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
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Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity (at Wellington), evaporation, precipitation and wind for the
model are as follows (Figures 6.5-6.9).The average lake salinity (0.5 PSU) is used as the
initial salinity of the lake (Figure 6.15).

Figure 6.5. Input flow for model structure (2007)

Figure 6.6. Input salinity for model structure (2007)

Figure 6.7. Evaporation for model structure (2007)
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Figure 6.8. Precipitation for model structure (2007)

Figure 6.9. Windrose for model structure (2007)

The results of the model are as follows.
Most sites lack data for this period. Only Milang water level has recorded data, and the
simulation result and recorded data are compared in Figure 6.10. It is shown that the model
simulation can basically reproduce the hydrodynamic process.
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Figure 6.10. Recorded and simulated water level comparison at Milang

Figure 6.11. Site locations for model results

Six sites were chosen for comparison of results and are shown in Figure 6.11. Points 1, 2, 4
and 5 represent the southeast, northeast, northwest and southwest - four different directions in
Lake Alexandrina. Point 3 is in the middle of Lake Alexandrina, and is also sited within the
coastal reservoir (Design 2). Point 6 is a site in Lake Albert. Also, the six sites have already
been monitored in the Lower Lakes, which makes it easy to get past hydrologic data and also
will be convenient for monitoring data in the future. The salinity results are as shown in
Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12. Salinity changes before the coastal reservoir in 2007

From Figure 6.12, it is seen that the salinity increased gradually from January to December
due to the decreasing input and the evaporation, together with a change in input salinity. The
increasing range of salinity in Lake Albert was larger as it was an extreme drought year and
there was nearly no water flowing from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert.

6.3.1.2 After Building the Coastal Reservoir (2007) - Design 1

The model configuration after building coastal reservoir is as follows:
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Table 6.3. Model input after the coastal reservoir for 2007 - Design 1
Domain

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM

Module selection

Hydrodynamic, Transport module

Solution

Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;

technique

Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8

Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Sources
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
-4.75 m3/s
Initial water level: 0.7 m; initial salinity: 0.3 PSU for coastal
reservoir, 0.5 PSU for the Lower Lakes
Inlets: Upstream flow, salinity
Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity, evaporation and precipitation for the coastal reservoir model
are the same as those in the model before the coastal reservoir. Extractions from the
reservoirs have been accounted for in the model set-up and simulation process. As the unit
which is recognized and used in Mike (by DHI) is m3/s, converting water withdrawal of 150
GL/year to m3/s gives around 4.76 m3/s. In every coastal reservoir module simulation, in
order to facilitate the calculation, the source is set -4.75 m3/s in the MIKE model for water
withdrawal to Adelaide. The initial salinity in the coastal reservoir would be as shown in
Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13. Initial salinity of coastal reservoir model - Design 1

0.3 PSU is used as the initial salinity in the coastal reservoir, which is achieved by lots of
flushing. The reason for using an initial salinity of 0.3 PSU in the coastal reservoir was based
on nearly 30 years’ average annual inflow salinity values from 1983 to 2011 (Figure 6.14).
The average salinity value for Lake Alexandrina during 2003-2006 was 0.5 PSU (Figure 6.15)
based on data sourced from SA. This is taken as the initial salinity in Lake Alexandrina
(outside of the coastal reservoir).
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Figure 6.14. Lock 1 salinity change from 1983 to 2011

Figure 6.15. Average salinity in Lake Alexandrina from 2003 to 2006

During coastal reservoir (Design 1 2007) model progress, the gate operation conditions are
shown in Figure 6.16. 1 stands for gate open, 0 stands for gate closed. From the figure, Gate
A, which connects the upstream river and coastal reservoir, is open from January to August.
This is because inflow salinity was under 0.3 PSU from January to August in 2007. For the
connection between the coastal reservoir and Lake Alexandrina, Gate B is open from January
to June. This is to let upstream inflow enter and flush the coastal reservoir. Gate B is closed
from July to store water in the coastal reservoir. The reason is that the coastal reservoir can
store enough water in the following two months, when the water level in the coastal reservoir
rises up to 0.75 mAHD. Then close Gate A and open Gate C to let Murray River water flow
into Lake Alexandrina.
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Figure 6.16. Gate operations for Design 1- 2007

The salinity simulation results are shown in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.17. Salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 2007 with Design 1

Salinity at the six points changes after building the coastal reservoir (Figure 6.17). Salinity at
Point 1 is basically around 0.3 PSU, which but shows an increase for the whole year. This is
mainly because of evaporation. When Gate A is closed, no high salinity water will enter into
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the coastal reservoir in the last few months for 2007. For Points 2, 3, 4 and 5, salinity also
gradually increases from 0.5 PSU. Yet, from the middle of September, the salinity of these
four points decreased. This is mainly because Gate A is closed to prevent upstream flow into
the coastal reservoir, which means there will be more water flow into Lake Alexandrina.
Salinity at Point 6 (Lake Albert) is still highest in the Lower Lakes, which is due to
evaporation and less input flow.

6.3.1.3 Comparison Between Before and After the Coastal Reservoir (2007) with Design 1

This section compares salinity changes between before building the coastal reservoir and
after building a coastal reservoir (Design 1). Figures 6.18-6.23 show the salinity comparison
results for each point.

Figure 6.18. Salinity comparison at Point 1 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 1) 2007

Figure 6.19. Salinity comparison at Point 2 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 1) 2007
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Figure 6.20. Salinity comparison at Point 3 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 1) 2007

Figure 6.21. Salinity comparison at Point 4 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 1) 2007

Figure 6.22. Salinity comparison at Point 5 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 1) 2007
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Figure 6.23. Salinity comparison at Point 6 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 1) 2007

The red line in Figure 6.18 is 0.4 PSU, which is the standard for Australian usable water
(Yang, 2010). For Point 1, which is in the proposed coastal reservoir, its salinity is around 0.3
PSU, which is usable for Adelaide. For Points 2 and 3 salinity increases from January to
August and decreases from September to December, which is because Gate A is open and
Gate C is closed, and upstream water flows into the coastal reservoir instead of into Lake
Alexandrina. For Point 4, salinity after building coastal reservoir is a little bit lower than that
before building the coastal reservoir from January to May. This is because although Gate C is
closed, Gate B is open, and there is fresh water flowing out from Gate B, which decreases the
salinity in the southern part of Lake Alexandrina. From June to August, salinity at Point 4
increases up to salinity before building the coastal reservoir. This is because Gate B is closed
after June. From September, salinity at Point 4 decreased. This is due to Gate C being opened,
and all inflow from the Murray River enters Lake Alexandrina (except the coastal reservoir).
At Point 5, salinity after building the coastal reservoir is basically consistent with that before
building a coastal reservoir. Yet, after September, Gate C is open, and all Murray River water
flows into Lake Alexandrina, and salinity becomes lower than before building the coastal
reservoir. In Lake Albert salinity is slightly lower than before building the coastal reservoir.
The main reason is initially salinity at the narrow is lower than before which flow flushes the
coastal reservoir through Gate B, which followed by normal evaporation. After September,
the salinity didn't decrease like salinity at other sites in Lake Alexandrina. The reasons are as
following: firstly, salinity in Lake Albert is mainly affected by salinity in the Lake
Alexandrina, especially near the connection. Secondly, as the connection between Lake
Alexandrina and Lake Albert is narrow, the main trend of salinity change follows that in Lake
Alexandrina, yet, the range is not as obvious as that in Lake Alexandrina.
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6.3.2

10th percentile Condition (Historical Lake Alexandrina Inflow Statistics) (2002) -

Design 1

According to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics, this thesis takes the year 2002 as
representing the 10th percentile condition. Sections 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2 simulate the situations
before and after building a coastal reservoir in the Lower Lakes. After simulations, the results
are compared in Section 6.3.2.3.
6.3.2.1 Before Building the Coastal Reservoir (2002)
The model configuration for 2002 is shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4. Model input before the coastal reservoir for 2002
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Initial water level: 0.6 m; initial salinity: 0.5 PSU
Inlets: Lake input flow, salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity.

The input flow, input salinity (at Wellington), evaporation, precipitation and wind for the
model are shown in Figures 6.24-6.29.
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Figure 6.24. Lock 1 flow for model structure (2002)

Figure 6.25. Lock 1 salinity for model structure (2002)

Figure 6.26. Evaporation for model structure (2002)
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Figure 6.27. Precipitation for model structure (2002)

Figure 6.28. Windrose for model structure (2002)

The results of the model are as follows.

Most sites lack data for this period. Only water level at Milang has recorded data, and the
simulation result and recorded data are compared in Figure 6.29. It is shown that the model
simulation can basically reproduce the hydrodynamic process.
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Figure 6.29. Recorded and simulated water level comparison at Milang

The same six sites in Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert (Figure 6.10) were chosen for
comparison of results. The salinity results are shown in Figure 6.30.

Figure 6.30. Salinity changes before the coastal reservoir in 2002

Figure 6.30 shows that before building the coastal reservoir the salinity in the Lower Lakes is
around 0.5 PSU and it slowly increases during the year. The salinity at Point 6 (in Lake
Albert) is again the highest.
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6.3.2.2 After Building the Coastal Reservoir (2002) - Design 1

The configuration for the model after building the coastal reservoir is as follows:

Table 6.5. Model input after the coastal reservoir for 2002 - Design 1
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Source
Structure
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Discharge: -4.75 m3/s
Four gates rules
Initial water level: 0.6 m; initial salinity: 0.5 PSU for the Lower
Lakes, 0.3 PSU for coastal reservoir
Inlets: upstream flow, inflow salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity, evaporation and precipitation for the coastal reservoir model
are the same as those in the model before the coastal reservoir. The initial salinity in the
coastal reservoir is also 0.3 PSU for the coastal reservoir and 0.5 PSU for the Lower Lakes,
which is the lake area except for the coastal reservoir (Figure 6.13).
The rules for the four gates are shown in Figure 6.31.
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Figure 6.31. Gates open and closed for the coastal reservoir 2002

The gates can operate in a number of ways and Figure 6.31 shows one of them. The general
gates’ operation rules need lots of calculations and analyses, which can be studied in the
future. In Figure 6.31, Gate A would be open from January to May, when the inflow salinity
is about 0.3 PSU. During these months there are large volumes of inflow water, which can
flush the coastal reservoir and store enough water for the coastal reservoir. Gate Awould be
closed from June to August which is because inflow salinity is relatively high during this
period. When inflow salinity is low, Gate A would be opened from September to December
to flush the coastal reservoir and store good quality water. Gate B on the other side of the
reservoir would be open from January to February to let large volumes of inflow flush the
coastal reservoir. Then Gate B would be closed from March to September to store water for
the coastal reservoir and to prevent high salinity water entering the coastal reservoir.
FromOctober, Gate B would be open. Since Gate A has already been opened, there is enough
water for the coastal reservoir. On the other side of the reservoir, as the inflow salinity is low,
Gate B would be opened to let the inflow flush the coastal reservoir to keep the water in the
reservoir of good quality. Gate C would be closed from January to February to let water
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accumulate in the coastal reservoir. From March to October, the Murray River water flows
into the Lower Lakes, and especially during June and July, the whole flow from the Murray
River enters the Lower Lakes (except the coastal reservoir).

The salinity simulation results are shown in Figure 6.32.

Figure 6.32. Salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 2002 with Design 1

The change in salinity at the six points after building the coastal reservoir is shown in Figure
6.32. Salinity at Point 1 is basically around 0.3 PSU. This is mainly because Gates A and C
are opened and closed to let the lower salinity water flow into the coastal reservoir. For
Points 2, 3, 4 and 5, salinity again gradually increases above 0.5 PSU. For Point 3, salinity in
June and July decreased a lot. This is because during these two months, Gate A is closed, and
Gate C is open with the whole inflow from the Murray River entering the Lower Lakes;
salinity at Point 3 is the most obviously affected. Other sites are also affected but not as
obviously as Point 3 because of their different locations. Salinity at Point 6 (Lake Albert) is
still highest in the Lower Lakes.
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6.3.2.3 Comparison between Before and After the Coastal Reservoir (2002) with Design 1

Salinity change between before and after building the coastal reservoir (Design 1) is
compared in section. Figures 6.33-6.38 show the salinity comparison results for each point.

Figure 6.33. Point 1 salinity comparisons in2002 - Design 1

Figure 6.34. Point 2 salinity comparisons in 2002 - Design 1

Figure 6.35. Point 3 salinity comparisons in 2002 - Design 1
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Figure 6.36. Point 4 salinity comparisons in 2002 - Design 1

Figure 6.37. Point 5 salinity comparisons in 2002 - Design 1

Figure 6.38. Point 6 salinity comparisons in 2002 - Design 1

For Point 1, the salinity after building the coastal reservoir can be kept around 0.3 PSU,
which is under 0.4 PSU and thus the coastal reservoir can contain and provide good quality
water. For Point 2, which is located in the northeast part of Lake Alexandrina, from January
to March, salinity after building the coastal reservoir is higher than before building the
coastal reservoir, while from March to December; salinity after building the coastal reservoir
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is lower than before the coastal reservoir. This is because Gate C would be closed in January
and February and opened in March with large quantities of fresh Murray water entering Lake
Alexandrina. For Point 3, salinity after building the coastal reservoir is higher than before
building the coastal reservoir from January to March and obviously lower than before
building the coastal reservoir during both June and July. During these periods, Gate A is
closed from June to July while Gate C is open and the whole Murray River water enters Lake
Alexandrina. As Point 3 is nearly in the middle of Lake Alexandrina, salinity after building
the coastal reservoir is much more affected than other points and is obviously lower than
before building the coastal reservoir. For Point 4, which is sited in the western part of Lake
Alexandrina, salinity after building the coastal reservoir is lower than before building the
coastal reservoir. Salinity at Point 5 and 6 after building the coastal reservoir are lower than
before building the coastal reservoir. All of these salinity variations are because the initial
salinity in the coastal reservoir is lower than before, which is after lots of flushing and proper
gate operations.

6.3.3

50th percentile Condition (Historical Lake Alexandrina Inflow Statistics) (1998) -

Design 1

According to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics, this thesis takes the year 1998 as
the 50th percentile condition. Sections 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2 simulate the situations before and
after building the coastal reservoir in the Lower Lakes. After simulations, the results are
compared in Section 6.3.3.3.

6.3.3.1 Before Building the Coastal Reservoir (1998)

The model configuration for 1998 is shown in Table 6.6.
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Table 6.6. Model input before the coastal reservoir for 1998
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Initial water level: 0.7 m; initial salinity: 0.5 PSU
Inlets: Lake input flow, salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity, evaporation, precipitation and wind for the model are shown in
Figures 6.39-6.43.

Figure 6.39. Input flow for model structure (1998)
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Figure 6.40. Input salinity for model structure (1998)

Figure 6.41. Evaporation for model structure (1998)

Figure 6.42. Precipitation for model structure (1998)
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Figure 6.43. Windrose for model structure (1998)

The results of the model are as follows.
Milang has the only recorded water level data, and the simulation result and recorded data are
compared in Figure 6.44. It is shown that the model simulation can basically reproduce the
hydrodynamic process.

Figure 6.44. Recorded and simulated water level comparisons at Milang - 1998
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The same six sites were still chosen for comparison of the results (Figure 6.10), which
represent different locations in Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert. The salinity results are
shown in Figure 6.45.

Figure 6.45. Salinity changes before the coastal reservoir in 1998

From Figure 6.45, the salinity changes before building the coastal reservoir in the Lower
Lakes gradually decreased from 0.5 PSU which has the same trend as the initial salinity. The
salinity at Point 6 (in Lake Albert) is also the highest.

6.3.3.2 After Building the Coastal Reservoir (1998) - Design 1

The configuration for the model after building the coastal reservoir is as follows:
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Table 6.7. Model input after the coastal reservoir for1998 - Design 1
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Source
Structure
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Discharge: -4.75 m3/s
Four gates rules
Initial water level: 0.7 m;
initial salinity: 0.5 PSU for the Lower Lakes, 0.3 PSU for
coastal reservoir
Inlets: upstream flow, inflow salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity, evaporation and precipitation for the coastal reservoir model
1998 are the same as those in the model before building the coastal reservoir 1998. The initial
salinity in the coastal reservoir is also 0.3 PSU for the coastal reservoir and 0.5 PSU for all
the lake area except the coastal reservoir (Figure 6.13).
The rules for the four gates are as follows (Figure 6.46):
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Figure 6.46. Gate operations for the coastal reservoir 1998

Figure 6.46 shows one kind of gate operation. In January, Gates A and C would be closed
while Gate B would be open because salinity is high for most of the time in January. From
February to May, Gate A and C would be open to letting lower salinity inflow in to flush the
coastal reservoir and contain water. From June to September, when salinity becomes higher
(up to 0.4PSU), Gates A and C would be closed to prevent higher salinity inflow into the
coastal reservoir. In October, salinity is getting lower again, and Gates A and C would be
opened, and Gate B closed to let more inflow into the coastal reservoir and keep lower
salinity water in the coastal reservoir. The inflow salinity becomes higher again in November
and lower in December. Therefore, Gate A would be closed in November and opened again
in December to flush the coastal reservoir. Gate B would be closed from November to
December to store more fresh and lower salinity water. For Gate C, as around 4000 GL was
flowing into Lake Alexandrina in 1998, there would be enough water for the coastal reservoir
and the Lower Lakes. Gate C is open for most months of the year to allow a large volume of
Murray River water to flow into Lake Alexandrina, which maintains good quality water in
the Lower Lakes.
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The salinity simulation results are shown in Figure 6.47.

Figure 6.47. Salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 1998 with Design 1

From Figure 6.47, it is seen that salinity at Point 1 is around 0.3 PSU from January to
September but drops down in October and then keeps constant at about 0.2 PSU. The reasons
are the inflow salinity (Figure 6.43) is up-and-down from January to September (around 0.250.38 PSU), by operating the gates, salinity in the coastal reservoir can be kept at 0.3 PSU. In
October, there is very low salinity water (about 0.17 PSU) entering the coastal reservoir,
which decreases salinity in the coastal reservoir. In November, inflow salinity increases but
the salinity in the coastal reservoir can still be kept at around 0.2 PSU because Gate A would
be closed in November. So by varying the gates operations, lower salinity water can be stored
in the coastal reservoir.

6.3.3.3 Comparison Between Before and After the Coastal Reservoir (1998) with Design 1
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Salinity changes between before and after building the coastal reservoir (Design 1) is
compared in this section. Figures 6.48-6.53 show the salinity comparison results for each
point.

Figure 6.48. Point 1 salinity comparisons in 1998 - Design 1

Figure 6.49. Point 2 salinity comparisons in 1998 - Design 1

Figure 6.50. Point 3 salinity comparisons in 1998 - Design 1
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Figure 6.51. Point 4 salinity comparisons in 1998 - Design 1

Figure 6.52. Point 5 salinity comparisons in 1998 - Design 1

Figure 6.53. Point 6 salinity comparisons in 1998 - Design 1

For Point 1, before building the coastal reservoir, salinity ranges from 0.2-0.6 PSU. After
building the coastal reservoir, lower salinity (0.2-0.3 PSU) can be maintained in the reservoir.
For Points 2, 3, 4 and 5 salinity after building the coastal reservoir is basically in accordance
with that before building the coastal reservoir. This is because the inflow from the Murray
River into the Lower Lakes Is about 4000 GL per year; the volume is relatively large and
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coastal reservoir only occupies about 1/5 of Lake Alexandrina. So building the coastal
reservoir would have little effect on the Lower Lake’s salinity. Conversely, it can decrease
the salinity in the reservoir.

6.4

APPLYING THE COASTAL RESERVOIR STRATEGY IN LAKE

ALEXANDRINA - DESIGN 2
This section applies Design 2 of the coastal reservoir strategy in the Lower Lakes. Again
three kinds of different typical years (2007, 2002and 1998) were used to simulate the
characteristics of Design 2. Then Design 1 and Design 2 are compared.

6.4.1

Extreme Drought Condition (2007) for 150GL/year - Design 2

6.4.1.1 After Building the Coastal Reservoir (2007) - Design 2

The configuration for the model after building the coastal reservoir is as follows.

Table 6.8. Model input after the coastal reservoir for2007 - Design 2
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Sources
Initial Conditions

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Discharge: -4.75 m3/s
Initial water level: 0.7 m; initial salinity: 0.3 PSU for coastal
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(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

reservoir, 0.5 PSU for the Lower Lakes
Inlets: Upstream flow, salinity
Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Discharge, water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity, evaporation and precipitation for the coastal reservoir model
are the same as those in the model before the coastal reservoir (Figures 6.5-6.9). The salinity
in the coastal reservoir is shown in Figure 6.54.

Figure 6.54. Initial salinity of coastal reservoir model - Design 2

Four gates (Gate 1, Gate 2, Gate 3 and Gate 4) would be required in the Lower Lakes for
good operation of the coastal reservoir (shown in Figure 6.55). The upstream flow would be
through Gates 1 and 2 to the Lower Lakes (outside of the coastal reservoir). Murray River
water from upstream passes through Gate 3 into the coastal reservoir, and Gate 4 is built for
water to flow from the coastal reservoir to the Lower Lakes.
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Figure 6.55. Gate locations for the coastal reservoir - Design 2

During the coastal reservoir model (2007) simulation, the gates’ operating conditions are
shown in Figure 6.56. 1 stands for gate open, 0 stands for gate closed. Gate 1 and Gate 2
would be closed from January to August while Gate 3 would be open from January to August.
This is because, during that time, the salinity of the Murray River water is below 0.3 PSU;to
open Gate 3 and close Gate 1 and Gate 2 can let water with a salinity below 0.3 PSU into the
coastal reservoir. Thus, the coastal reservoir contains good quality water. From September to
December, the salinity of water from the Murray River increases up to 0.4 PSU. At this time,
close Gate 3 and open Gates 1 and 2 to let Murray River water flow into Lake Alexandrina.
Gate 4, would be opened or closed depending on whether the coastal reservoir has filled up.
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Figure 6.56. Gates open for coastal reservoir 2007 - Design 2

The salinity simulation results are shown in Figure 6.57.

Figure 6.57. Salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 2007 - Design 2
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From Figure 6.57, it is shown the salinity at Point 3 is around 0.3 PSU, which reaches the
South Australia usable water standard. Salinity at the other sites is above 0.5 PSU. The
salinity at Point 6 (in Lake Albert) is the highest.

6.4.1.2 Comparison between Before and After the Coastal Reservoir (2007) With Design 2

For every site, the salinity comparison before and after building the coastal reservoir is shown
in Figures 6.58-6.63.

Figure 6.58. Salinity comparison at Point 1 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2007

Figure 6.59. Salinity comparison at Point 2 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2007
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Figure 6.60. Salinity comparison at Point 3 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2007

Figure 6.61. Salinity comparison at Point 4between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2007

Figure 6.62. Salinity comparison at Point 5 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2007
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Figure 6.63. Salinity comparison at Point 6 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2007

From the salinity comparison, it is seen that salinity is basically the same as before and after
building the coastal reservoir. The difference in salinity at Point 1 after building the coastal
reservoir is a little bit higher than that before building the coastal reservoir from January to
August. From September to December, salinity at Point 1 after building the coastal reservoir
is lower than that before building the coastal reservoir. This is because Gate 1 and Gate 2 are
closed from January to August while the Murray River water flows into the coastal reservoir;
from September to December, Gates 1 and 2 are open, and Gate 3 is closed, which means that
more Murray River flows into the northern and southern parts of Lake Alexandrina (except
the part of coastal reservoir) than before building the coastal reservoir. For Point 2, the
salinity after building the coastal reservoir is a little bit higher than the salinity before
building the coastal reservoir. This is because after building the coastal reservoir, Gate 1 from
January to August in 2007 conditions would be closed, and there would not be as much water
flow at Point 2. But the maximum increase is only 0.1 PSU. Salinity at Point 3 after building
the coastal reservoir is obviously lower than that before building the coastal reservoir, which
is maintained at around 0.3 PSU compared to 0.5 PSU before building the coastal reservoir.
This is because the salinity in the coastal reservoir is lowered through the gate operations that
let more low salinity Murray River water enter the coastal reservoir. The usable drinking
water standard in South Australia is 0.4 PSU. Salinity at Point 3 is all below 0.4 PSU, which
is usable. Salinity at Points 4, 5 and 6 after building the coastal reservoir would also be lower
than that before building the coastal reservoir, which means that building the coastal reservoir
has a good effect on the Lower Lakes. The coastal reservoir can provide 150 GL of water to
pump to Adelaide.
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6.4.2

10th percentile Condition (Historical Lake Alexandrina Inflow Statistics) (2002) -

Design 2

As in the above list, according to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics, a year for the
10th percentile condition is 2002. The model will be used to simulate the situations before and
after building the coastal reservoir in the Lower Lakes and compare them.

6.4.2.1 After Building the Coastal Reservoir (2002) - Design 2

The configuration for the model after building the coastal reservoir is as follows.

Table 6.9. Model input after the coastal reservoir for2002 - Design 2
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)
Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Source
Structure
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Discharge: -4.75 m/s
Four gates rules
Initial water level: 0.6 m;
initial salinity: 0.5 PSU for the Lower Lakes, 0.3 PSU for
coastal reservoir
Inlets: Upstream flow, salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
water levels, salinity
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The input flow, input salinity, evaporation and precipitation for the coastal reservoir model
are the same as those in the model before coastal reservoir (Figures 6.5-6.9). The initial
salinity in the coastal reservoir is also 0.3 PSU for the coastal reservoir and 0.5 PSU for the
Lower Lakes (except the coastal reservoir), which is shown in Figure 6.54.

The rules for the four gates are shown in Figure 6.64. From January to April a large volume
of Murray River flows into the Lower Lakes (Figure 6.24). Salinity at this period is at around
0.3 PSU (Figure 6.25). Gates 1 and 2 would be closed, and Gates 3 and 4 would be open in
January and February to let fresh water enter and flush the coastal reservoir. Then from
March to September, Gates 1 and 2 would be opened to let Murray River flow into Lake
Alexandrina. Gate 3 would be open from January to March, when there is a large volume of
lower salinity flow. Gate 4 would be closed from March to September to retain the Murray
River flow. In June and July, there is less volume of water flowing into the Lower Lakes
(about 18m3/s), and the salinity is up to 0.35 PSU. Gate 3 would be closed to let this water
into Lake Alexandrina. From August, the water volume from the Murray River is increasing,
and the salinity is also lower than that in June and July. Gate 3 is open to replenish water
storage in the coastal reservoir. From October to December, the inflow salinity decreases
from 0.28 PSU to 0.17 PSU (Figure 6.25), so Gate 4 would be opened to let the lower salinity
water enter and flush the coastal reservoir (Figure 6.64).

Figure 6.64. Gateoperationsfor the coastal reservoir 2002 - Design 2
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The salinity simulation results are shown in Figure 6.65.

Figure 6.65. Salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 2002 - Design 2

From Figure 6.65, it is shown that after building the coastal reservoir the salinity at Point 3 is
around 0.3 PSU, which is low salinity. Salinities at other sites are mainly under 0.5 PSU. The
salinity at Point 6 (in Lake Albert) is still the highest, which is shown in Figure 6.65.

6.4.2.2 Comparison between Before and After the Coastal Reservoir (2002) with Design 2

A comparison of salinity at the six chosen sites before and after building the coastal reservoir
with Design 2 is shown in Figures 6.66-6.71.
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Figure 6.66. Salinity comparison at Point 1 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2002

Figure 6.67. Salinity comparison at Point 2 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2002

Figure 6.68.Salinity comparison at Point 3 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2002
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Figure 6.69.Salinity comparison at Point 4 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2002

Figure 6.70. Salinity comparison at Point 5 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2002

Figure 6.71. Salinity comparison at Point 6 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 2002

From Figures 6.66-6.71, it is seen that nearly all salinities at the six sites after building the
coastal reservoir are lower than those before the coastal reservoir. For Point 1 (Figure 6.66),
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salinity after building the coastal reservoir is a little bit higher than before building the coastal
reservoir during January and February, which is because Gates 1 and 2 are closed, and there
is no water flowing into the Lower Lakes. Yet for the period from March to October, Gate 1
and 2 would be open, and Gate 3 would also open except in May and June. In the latter two
months, a lot of water would flow into Lake Alexandrina, which causes the salinity at Point 1
after building the coastal reservoir to be lower than before building the coastal reservoir. For
Point 3 (Figure 6.68), which is in the coastal reservoir, the salinity can be maintained at
around 0.3 PSU. For other points in the Lower Lakes, salinity after building the coastal
reservoir is lower than before building the coastal reservoir during most of the year. For
Points 4 and 5 (Figures 6.69-6.70), salinity is much lower in February. This is because Gate 4
would be open at that time. When Gate 3 is opened to let lower salinity Murray River flow
into Lake Alexandrina, Gate 4 would also be opened to let the good quality water flush the
coastal reservoir, which can decrease the salinity of the area around Gate 4 and improve the
environment. Salinity at Point 6 after building the coastal reservoir is also lower than before
building the coastal reservoir (Figure 6.71). One reason for the salinity to decrease is that the
salinity in the coastal reservoir would be around 0.3 PSU, and the gates’ rational operation
would store more good quality water in the Lower Lakes.

6.4.3

50th percentile Condition (Historical Lake Alexandrina Inflow Statistics) (1998) -

Design 2
6.4.3.1 After Building the Coastal Reservoir (1998) - Design 2

The configuration for the model after building the coastal reservoir is as follows.

Table 6.10. Model input after the coastal reservoir for 1998 - Design 2
Domain
Module selection
Solution
technique
Depth correction
type
Flood and Dry (h)
Density (ρ)

Bathymetry mesh for the coastal reservoir;
Map projection: Non-UTM
Hydrodynamic, Transport module
Low order, fast algorithm; Min time step = 0.01 second;
Max time step = 30 seconds; Critical number = 0.8
No depth correction
Enabled; Drying depth = 0.005 m; Flooding depth = 0.05 m;
Wetting depth = 0.1 m
Baroclinic
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Eddy Viscosity
(𝑇𝑥𝑥 , 𝑇𝑥𝑦 , 𝑇𝑦𝑥 , 𝑇𝑦𝑦 )
Bed Resistance
Coriolis Forcing
Wind forcing
PrecipitationEvaporation
Source
Structure
Initial Conditions
(𝜂)
Boundary
Conditions
Inlets
Outlet
Outputs

Smagorinsky formulation; Constant value of 0.28
Manning number
Coriolis force
Varying in time, constant in domain
Varying in time, constant in domain;
Discharge: -4.75 m3/s
Four gates rules
Initial water level: 0.7 m;
initial salinity: 0.5 PSU for the Lower Lakes, 0.3 PSU for
coastal reservoir
Inlets: Upstream flow, salinity
Five barrages, Land boundary
Inlets: specified discharge; varying in time, constant along
boundary
Outlet: specified level; varying in time, constant along boundary
Water levels, salinity

The input flow, input salinity, evaporation and precipitation for the coastal reservoir model
are the same as those in the model before the coastal reservoir (Figures 6.39-6.43). The initial
salinity in the coastal reservoir is also 0.3 PSU for the coastal reservoir and 0.5 PSU for the
Lower Lakes (except the coastal reservoir), which is shown in Figure 6.54.
The rules for the four gates are shown in Figure 6.72.
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Figure 6.72. Gates open and closed for the coastal reservoir 1998 - Design 2

Figure 6.72 shows one of the gate’s operational ways. The operation for Gates 1 and 2 are the
same. Gate 3 would be closed while Gates 1 and 2 are open in January because the input
salinity is above 0.3 PSU. Higher salinity water would flow through Gates 1 and 2 into Lake
Alexandrina and is blocked from entering the coastal reservoir. From February to May,
inflow salinity is under 0.3 PSU. Gates 3 and 4 would be opened to let the fresh water flush
the coastal reservoir. As the inflow volume is large, Gates 1 and 2 are also open during these
months, which imports good quality water into the Lower Lakes and to prevent overflowing
of the coastal reservoir. From June to September, inflow salinity is higher (around 0.35 PSU).
Gates 3 and 4 would be closed, and Gates 1 and 2 would be opened to let Murray River water
flow into the Lower Lakes. In October, inflow salinity has decreased to 0.17 PSU. Gate 3
would be opened, and Gates 1, 2 and 4 would be closed to let lower salinity water enter and
be stored in the coastal reservoir. In November, inflow salinity is getting higher, and the
Murray River flow volume is large; the coastal reservoir would have already stored enough
water in October. At this time, Gates 3 and 4 would be closed to let Murray River flow into
Lake Alexandrina through Gates 1 and 2. For December, inflow salinity is lower again
(approximately 0.2 PSU) and also the Murray River flow volume is large (200 m3/s). Gates1,
2 and 3 would be opened at the same time to let Murray River flow into Lake Alexandrina
and the reservoir. Gate 4 would be closed to keep more fresh water in the coastal reservoir.
The salinity results for Design 2 (1998) are as follows.
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Figure 6.73. Salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 1998 - Design 2

Figure 6.73 shows salinity changes after the coastal reservoir in 1998 with Design 2, where
the trend basically follows the inflow salinity changes. More details are discussed in Section
6.4.3.2. It is seen that salinity at Point 6 is still the highest.

6.4.3.2 Comparison between Before and After the Coastal Reservoir (1998) with Design 2

A comparison of salinity at the six chosen sites before and after building the coastal reservoir
with Design 2 is shown in Figures 6.74-6.79.
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Figure 6.74. Salinity comparison at Point 1 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 1998

Figure 6.75. Salinity comparison at Point 2 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 1998

Figure 6.76. Salinity comparison at Point 3 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 1998
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Figure 6.77. Salinity comparison at Point 4 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 1998

Figure 6.78. Salinity comparison at Point 5 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 1998

Figure 6.79. Salinity comparison at Point 6 between before and after the coastal
reservoir (Design 2) 1998

For Point 1 (Figure 6.74) the salinity after building the coastal reservoir (Design 2) is lower
from January to the middle of March compared with salinity before building the coastal
reservoir. The salinity would be a little bit higher from April to June and then became lower
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from July to December. Gates 1 and 2 would be closed in February, which would cause the
salinity to go up. For conditions like 1998, Gates 1 and 2 are open for most of the year. For
the northwest part of Lake Alexandrina (Point 1), salinity after building the coastal reservoir
would be lower than before building the coastal reservoir. This is because, under the
conditions with the annual inflow of 4000 GL, it is easy to flush and store water in the coastal
reservoir. The days required for opening Gate 3 are less than for an annual inflow of around
1000 GL (the year 2002). When Gate 3 is closed, the whole upstream water flows into Lake
Alexandrina, which improves the lake’s environment. The same principle also applies to
Point 2 in northeastern Lake Alexandrina (Figure 6.75). Salinity at Points 1 and 2 would be a
little bit higher than before the coastal reservoir when Gates 1 and 2 are closed, and Gate 3 is
open. But as the flow volume is large, Gates 1 and 2 would not be closed for a long time. As
soon as Gates 1 and 2 are reopened, the salinity in the southeast part (Point 1) and northeast
part (Point 2) would become lower again. Figure 6.76 shows that the salinity in the coastal
reservoir (Point 3) can be kept at around 0.3 PSU. At Point 4 the salinity is unaffected since
Point 4 (Figure 6.77) is located at the western edge of Lake Alexandrina and it is not affected
too much by a 4000 GL annual flow (1998). For Point 5, its salinity after building the coastal
reservoir is much lower than that before coastal reservoir (Figure 6.78). This is because when
Gate 4 is open, there is a good freshwater flow from Gate 4 to Point 5. For Point 6, salinity
after building the coastal reservoir does not show much change compared to that before the
coastal reservoir (Figure 6.79). So for the situation like 1998 (around 4000 GL), salinity after
building the coastal reservoir (Design 2) is basically the same as that before building the
coastal reservoir.

6.5

SALINITY COMPARISON BETWEEN DESIGN 1 AND DESIGN 2

6.5.1

Salinity Comparison between Design 1 and Design 2 for 2007

For 2007, salinity comparisons for Design 1 and Design 2 are shown in Figure 6.80.
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Figure 6.80. Salinity comparisons between Design 1 and Design 2 for 2007

From Figure 6.80, it is seen that for extreme drought periods, like 2007, salinity in the coastal
reservoir (both Design 1 and Design 2) can be kept around 0.3 PSU, which can be provided
for Adelaide water supply. For Design 1, salinity at Point 2 and Point 3 is a little higher than
before the coastal reservoir. But salinities at the other points are lower than before the coastal
reservoir. For Design 2, salinities at Point 1 and Point 2 are higher than before the coastal
reservoir. Salinities at the other points are also lower than before the coastal reservoir.
Comprehensively, for an extreme drought year like 2007, the inflow is very limited. Design 1
is much better than Design 2. This is mainly because the reservoir area for Design 1 is
smaller than that of Design 2, which is only 86.5 km2 for Design 1 compared with 149.5 km2
for Design 2. But to achieve Design1, dredging is necessary, and this would increase the cost
considerably.

6.5.2

Salinity Comparison between Design 1 and Design 2 for 2002

For 2002, salinity comparisons for Design 1 and Design 2 are shown in Figure 6.81.
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Figure 6.81. Salinity comparison between Design 1 and Design 2 for 2002
Under the 10th percentile conditions (annual inflow of 1000 GL), both Design 1 and Design 2
can keep about 0.3 PSU water in the coastal reservoir (Figure 6.81), which can be provided to
Adelaide. For Design 2, salinity at Point 1 and 2 is a little bit higher than before the coastal
reservoir and higher than the salinity predicted from Design 1 for some months of 2002
(Figure 6.81). But the range is very small. For Points 4 and 5, salinities for Design 2 are
obviously lower than those for Design 1 and the salinities before building the coastal
reservoir. So when the annual inflow volume is 1000 GL, the coastal reservoir size is not a
big issue. The advantage of Design 2 is revealed. Further, Design 2 uses the deepest part of
Lake Alexandrina, which does not need to be dredged, which would save a lot of excavation
costs.

6.5.3

Salinity Comparison between Design 1 and Design 2 for 1998

For 50% conditions like 1998, salinity comparisons for Design 1 and Design 2 are shown in
Figure 6.82.
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Figure 6.82. Salinity comparison between Design 1 and Design 2 for 1998
Under the 50th percentile conditions (annual inflow of 4000 GL), both Design 1 and Design 2
can provide about 0.3 PSU water from the coastal reservoir to Adelaide. For Design 1 and
Design 2, salinities at Points 2 and 4 are basically consistent, while at Point 5 the salinity
from Design 2 is obviously lower than that for Design 1. The main reason is the inflow
volume (around 4000 GL annually) is larger than that of 2002, which reduces the variation
between Design 1 and Design 2.

6.5.4

Comparison Conclusion

Based on Sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2 and 6.5.3, both Design 1 and Design 2 can provide around 0.3
PSU water for Adelaide. For the designs’ effects on the Lower Lakes, Design 2 has an
obvious advantage in decreasing the salinity in the middle of Lake Alexandrina, the
northwestern part (Point 4) and the southwestern part (Point 5) of the lake. Although the
salinity in the northeast (Point 1) and southeast (Point 2) parts of the lake is a slightly higher
for Design 2 than that in Design 1 during an extreme drought period, the discrepancy
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becomes smaller and smaller with the increasing inflow volume. Like in 1998, which is 50th
percentile condition according to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics; salinity for
Design 1 and Design 2 at Point 1 and Point 2 is nearly consistent. Furthermore, Design 1
needs to be dredged to -6 m, which would be a much larger project cost. On the contrary,
Design 2 makes good use of the deepest part of Lake Alexandrina. So for these two designs,
Design 1 is suitable, but from a comprehensive perspective, Design 2 is better. There may be
other kinds of coastal reservoir designs that could be studied in the future.
As the water crisis was very serious in Adelaide in 2007 (an extreme drought year), Section
6.6 investigates whether a coastal reservoir (Design 2) could provide much more water to
Adelaide.

6.6

COMPARISON WITH AND WITHOUT COASTAL RESERVOIR

6.6.1

Velocities Comparison with and without Coastal Reservoir (Take 2007 as an

example)

Take 2007 as an example, the six sites are chosen, which is the same sites as them in Figure
6.11. Figure 6.83 shows the velocity simulation results before building a coastal reservoir.
Figure 6.84 shows the velocity simulation results after building a coastal reservoir.
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Figure 6.83. Velocity Before Building Coastal Reservoir 2007

Figure 6.84. Velocity After Building Coastal Reservoir 2007
Figure 6.85 shows the velocity comparisons for the six sites between before and after
building a coastal reservoir, where Vp’ means velocity after building coastal reservoir and Vp
means velocity before building a coastal reservoir. Vp’-Vp is velocity after building coastal
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reservoir minus velocity before building a coastal reservoir. If Vp’-Vp >0, it means velocity
after building coastal reservoir is faster than velocity before building a coastal reservoir.
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Figure 6.85. Velocity Comparisons before and after Building Coastal Reservoir (2007)
For Point 1, from late January to March, velocity after building coastal reservoir is slower
than that before building a coastal reservoir. For other months, velocity after building coastal
reservoir is faster than that before building a coastal reservoir. So, for most months of the
year, velocity after building coastal reservoir is faster than that before building a coastal
reservoir, which has a positive effect on this part of the lake environment. For Point 2, at
most times of the year, velocity after building coastal reservoir is faster than that before
building the coastal reservoir, which has a positive effect on this part of the lake environment.
For Point 3, at most times of the year, velocity after building the coastal reservoir is slower
than that before building a coastal reservoir, which is reasonable because the coastal reservoir
is a relatively enclosed space. For Point 4, velocity after building the coastal reservoir is
sometimes faster and sometimes slower than that before building the coastal reservoir. The
range of the part for Vp4’-Vp4 is from 0 to 0.002. For Point 5, at most times of the year,
velocity after building the coastal reservoir is faster than that before building the coastal
reservoir, which has a positive effect on this part of the lake environment. For Point 6,
velocity after building the coastal reservoir is smaller than that before building the coastal
reservoir. The range of the part for Vp6’-Vp6 is from 0 to 0.01.

Overall, for the velocity change in the lower lakes, for the northwest and northeast parts of
Lake Alexandrina, velocity after building the coastal reservoir is faster than that before
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building the coastal reservoir. For other parts of Lake Alexandrina, velocity after building the
coastal reservoir and before building the coastal reservoir did not show much difference. For
Lake Albert, velocity after building the coastal reservoir is a bit slower than that before
building the coastal reservoir.

6.6.2

The Salinity and Outflow Comparison with and without Coastal Reservoir

The summarized comparison of salinity and outflow with and without coastal reservoir for
the three years is listed in Table 6.11.

Table 6.11. Comparison with and without coastal reservoir
Years
2007
2002
1998

Without Coastal
Reservoir
0.552
0
0.503
185
0.501
3315

Items
Average Salinity (PSU)
Outflow (GL)
Average Salinity (PSU)
Outflow (GL)
Average Salinity (PSU)
Outflow (GL)

With Coastal
Reservoir
0.497
0
0.462
35
0.435
3165

For the year 2007, as all the five barrages are closed, there is no flow coming out through the
five barrages. For the condition without a coastal reservoir, the average salinity for Lake
Alexandrina is around 0.552 PSU. For the condition of the coastal reservoir, the average
salinity for the lake is calculated to 0.497 PSU, so the average salinity with the coastal
reservoir is lower than that without the coastal reservoir. For the year 2002, the outflow for
the condition without coastal reservoir is 185 GL as recorded (source from MDBA, 2012);
while the outflow for the condition with the coastal reservoir would be 35 GL as 150 GL is
pumped and provided to Adelaide. The average salinity before the coastal reservoir is around
0.503 PSU. For average salinity after the coastal reservoir, it is around 0.497 PSU, which is
lower than that before the coastal reservoir. For the outflow from barrages in 1998, it is
recorded as 3315 GL (source from MDBA, 2012). As the coastal reservoir provides 150
GL/year for Adelaide, after the coastal reservoir, the outflow for the barrages is 3165 GL.
This is 4.5% of the 3315 GL, which is a small proportion, so under this condition, the
pumping 150 GL would not make any changes to flows into the Coorong. For the condition
2002, the outflow before the coastal reservoir is 185 GL, compared to 35 GL after coastal
reservoir, which may cause many changes to flow into the Coorong. The above table is a
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rough summary. For practical conditions, the coastal reservoir would already contain enough
water (at 0.7 mAHD water level) in high flow years, so there is more water stored in the
Lower Lakes. The barrage outflow would, therefore, be much greater than 35 GL, which
would reduce the effect of the modelled decreased outflow on the Coorong.

6.7

EXTREME DROUGHT CONDITION (2007) - 315 GL/YEAR

Under extreme drought conditions and to satisfy the Adelaide water demand, it is assumed
that 315 GL/year could be provided to Adelaide, which is more than double the former water
supply to Adelaide (150 GL/year). This would require all of the flow from the Murray River
to go into the coastal reservoir. Water withdrawal of 315 GL/year is around 9.99 m3/s. In
order to facilitate calculation, -10 m3/s was applied in the model set-up and simulation
process. The simulation is as follows. The initial water level is assumed to be -0.5 mAHD,
which is an average water level for a drought year. The initial salinity is 0.3 PSU.

Figure 6.86. Coastal reservoir configuration for an extreme drought year - 315 GL/year

The location of C1, C2 and C3 is shown in Figure 6.86, which separately stands for the
entrance, middle and back of the coastal reservoir. The water level and salinity simulation
results are shown in Figures 6.87 and 6.88.
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Figure 6.87. Water levels for coastal reservoirs under extreme conditions - 315 GL/year

Figure 6.88. Water level for the coastal reservoirs under extreme conditions 315 GL/year

For the conditions of 2007, if all flow from Murray River goes into the coastal reservoir, the
water level in the coastal reservoir is around 0.5m, which is shown in Figure 6.84. At C1
salinity is from upstream, which is under 0.4 PSU (about 800EC). For salinity at C2 and C3,
the salinity can be maintained at around 0.3 PSU, which can be provided to Adelaide (Figure
6.85).

Therefore, for the extreme conditions, the coastal reservoir could provide 315 GL/year to
Adelaide. The water level in the coastal reservoir is maintained at around 0.5 m. Outside the
coastal reservoir, seawater can be imported into Lake Alexandrina (outside the coastal
reservoir) to maintain the lake evaporation at the same time; this also can be an option to
manage the impacts of acidification.
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6.8

SUMMARY
This chapter investigated the coastal reservoir size in Lake Alexandrina and proposed two
kinds of coastal reservoir design. One is coastal reservoir sited in the southeastern part of
Lake Alexandrina close to the fluvial entrance to the lake, which can get the first arrival
water from Murray River. The other is coastal reservoir sited in the middle of Lake
Alexandrina where it occupies the deepest portion of Lake Alexandrina.

For each design, three kinds of typical years are chosen to simulate the scenarios under
different inflow volumes, which separately are 2007 (an extreme drought year), 2002
(10th percentile condition according to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow statistics), and
1998 (50th percentile condition). The results are compared and discussed to assess the
differences before building the coastal reservoir and after building the coastal reservoir.
The salinity comparison between Design 1 and Design 2 has been analysed in Section 6.5.
From Sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2 and 6.5.3, both Design 1 and Design 2 can provide around 0.3
PSU water for Adelaide. But for the designs’ effects on the Lower Lakes, Design 2 has an
obvious advantage in decreasing the salinity in the middle of Lake Alexandrina, the
northwestern part (Point 4) and the southwestern part (Point 5) of the lake. Although
during an extreme drought period the salinity in the northeast (Point 1) and southeast
(Point 2) parts of the lake is a slightly higher for Design 2 than that in Design 1, the
discrepancy becomes smaller and smaller with the increasing inflow volume. Like in
1998, which is 50th percentile condition according to historical Lake Alexandrina inflow
statistics; salinity for Design 1 and Design 2 at Point 1 and Point 2 is nearly consistent.
Furthermore, Design 1 needs to be dredged to -6 m, which would be a much larger project
cost. On the contrary, Design 2 makes good use of the deepest part of Lake Alexandrina.
So for these two designs, Design 1 is suitable, but from a comprehensive perspective,
Design 2 is better.

An additional simulation was undertaken to assess the probability that the coastal
reservoir could provide 315 GL annually (more than double the current volume of 150
GL) for Adelaide. This simulation showed that even for an extreme year like 2007, the
coastal reservoir could provide 315 GL water for Adelaide.
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Finally, this chapter has explored the two designs for a coastal reservoir in the Lower
Lakes, and indicates that after building the coastal reservoir, it will provide at least 150
GL water for Adelaide, and will not have an obvious effect on the Lower Lakes.
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CHAPTER 7
WIND EFFECTS ON THE LAKE HYDRODYNAMICS AFTER
BUILDING A COASTAL RESERVOIR
7.1

INTRODUCTION

Based on Chapter 6, Design 2 is chosen to investigate and compare the flow field
characteristics under winds from different directions in the Lower Lakes after building a
coastal reservoir.

Four scenarios (wind direction 000°, 090°, 180° and270°) are considered and simulated in
this chapter. Under each scenario, four kinds of gate operations are chosen to investigate the
flow pattern characteristics.

7.2

WIND EFFECT AFTER BUILDING A COASTAL RESERVOIR

The following four sections (7.2.1-7.2.4) use the same time period as that in Chapter 5 to
simulate the four scenarios - wind directions 000°, 090°, 180° and270°. The simulation
results are as follows.

7.2.1

Scenario 1: Wind Direction 000° after building a Coastal Reservoir

This section is to simulate the flow pattern under the wind from the north after building the
coastal reservoir. For the gates’ operation, there are four configurations. They are Gates 1, 2
open and Gates 3, 4 (coastal reservoir) closed, when water flows into the Lower Lakes
without the coastal reservoir part; Gates 1, 2 open and Gates 3, 4 open, when water flows
through Gate 3 into the coastal reservoir and out through Gate 4 into the Lower Lakes; Gates
1, 2 closed and Gates 3, 4 open, when water just flows into the coastal reservoir and then into
the Lower Lakes; Gates 1, 2, 4 closed and only Gate 3 open, which means all the water from
upstream flows into the coastal reservoir.
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7.2.1.1 Wind Direction 000° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Closed

Figure 7.1 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed with the
wind direction of 000° (from the north).

Figure 7.1. Flow field under wind direction 000° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4
closed

From Figure 7.1, the flow field change in the Lower Lakes is shown when the wind direction
was 000° (north direction). Under this situation, Gates 3 and 4 are closed; the upstream water
did not flow into coastal reservoir but flowed into Lake Alexandrina. Compared to the flow
field before the coastal reservoir, the velocity in the Lower Lakes after the coastal reservoir is
larger than that before the coastal reservoir. For the transport between Lake Alexandrina and
Lake Albert, flow is still mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. The flow pattern in
Lake Albert under this situation is the same as that before coastal reservoir (Figure 5.4).

7.2.1.2 Wind Direction 000° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Open
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Figure 7.2 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are also open to
the wind direction of 000° (from the north).

Figure 7.2. Flow field under wind direction 000° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4 open

Under this scenario, upstream river water flows into Lake Alexandrina. This is divided into
three parts - northeast part, coastal reservoir and southeast part. There is also more flow in the
middle of Lake Alexandrina (around Gate 4). The northerly wind blows across the lake; it
exerted a shear stress on the water surface, with momentum transfer from the air into the
water. This causes the surface water to move southwards, which is reflected by the water
level change (for the Lower Lakes, the water level increased from north to south).Under wind
direction000°, the flow pattern in the Lower Lakes is relatively simple. The transport between
Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert is also mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. The
flow pattern in Lake Albert under this scenario is also the same as that before building the
coastal reservoir.

7.2.1.3 Wind Direction 000° with Gates 1, 2 Closed and Gates 3, 4 Open
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Figure 7.3 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are closed and Gates 3, 4 are open with the
wind direction from 000° (from the north).

Figure 7.3. Flow field under wind direction 000° with gates 1, 2 closed and gates 3, 4
open

Under this scenario, upstream water flows into the coastal reservoir. Anti-clockwise gyres are
formed in the northeastern and southeastern parts of Lake Alexandrina. The northerly wind
blows across the lake, which causes the surface water to move southwards. There are some
flows from Gate 4, which increases flow in the southern part of Lake Alexandrina. For flow
pattern in Lake Albert, two circulations occurred in Figure 5.4, which means under this
scenario, building the coastal reservoir did not affect the circulations in Lake Albert. For the
transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, as there is no flow from Gate 2
but the wind is from north to south, the flow at the connection is back and forth (Figure 7.3).

7.2.1.4 Wind Direction 000° with Gates 1, 2, 4 Closed and Gate 3 Open
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Figure 7.4 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2, 4 are closed, and only Gate 3 is open with
the wind direction of 000° (from the north).

Figure 7.4. Flow field under wind direction 000° with gates 1, 2, 4 closed and gate 3 open

Under this situation, the water level in the coastal reservoir is higher than that in the Lower
Lakes. Water level at Lake Albert is higher than that in Lake Alexandrina, which means for
this situation; firstly it will affect the hydrology in Lake Alexandrina, then in Lake Albert.
There are two closed circulation patterns in north-eastern and south-eastern parts of Lake
Alexandrina. The circulations in Lake Albert are the same as that before building the coastal
reservoir (Figure 5.4). The transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert is back
and forth.
7.2.2

Scenario 2: Wind Direction 090° after building a Coastal Reservoir

This section is to analysis the scenarios that a wind direction 090° from the east would have
for different combinations of gates being open and closed.
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7.2.2.1 Wind Direction090° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Closed

Figure 7.5 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed with the
wind direction from 090° (from the east).

Figure 7.5. Flow field under wind direction 090° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4
closed

For this scenario, Murray River flows into Lake Alexandrina through north-eastern and
south-eastern part of the lake. From Figure 7.5, the flow pattern in Lake Alexandrina is
similar to the pattern for the same gate configuration when wind direction is from 000°; this
is because water from Murray River plays a dominant role in the Lower Lakes circulation.
East wind affects only minor water level and flow pattern changes in Lake Alexandrina and
has a minor influence on the circulation in Lake Albert (Figure 7.5). For transportation
between the two lakes, the flow is from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. Yet, when Gates 1,
2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed, there is more water flow in the eastern part of Lake
Alexandrina which increases the probability that more water enters Lake Albert through the
connection. Water also flows from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina with the effect of an east
wind.
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7.2.2.2 Wind Direction 090° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Open

Figure 7.6 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are open with the
wind direction from 090° (from the east).

Figure 7.6. Flow field under wind direction 090° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4 open

Under this situation, Murray River flows into the coastal reservoir, as well as the northeastern side and south-eastern side of Lake Alexandrina. Water also flows out from the
coastal reservoir (Gate 4). This makes a change to the flow patterns in the middle of Lake
Alexandrina, compared to that before building the coastal reservoir (Figure 5.6). The
circulation in Lake Albert is the same as that before building the coastal reservoir. For the
transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, the flow is mainly from Lake
Albert to Lake Alexandrina.

7.2.2.3 Wind Direction 090° with Gates 1, 2 Closed and Gates 3, 4 Open

Figure 7.7 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are closed and Gates 3, 4 are open with the
wind direction from 090° (from the east).
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Figure 7.7. Flow field under wind direction 090° with gates 1, 2 closed and gates 3, 4
open

From Figure 7.7, there are two closed circulations in the north-eastern and south-eastern parts
of the lake. Murray River water flows into the coastal reservoir and flows out through Gate 4.
Flow volume in the middle of Lake Alexandrina will be increased. As there is no flow from
Gate 2 and also the added wind effect, transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake
Albert is mainly from Lake Albert into Lake Alexandrina. Flow circulation in Lake Albert is
the same as shown in Figure 5.6.

7.2.2.4 Wind Direction 090° with Gates 1, 2, 4 Closed and Gate 3 Open

Figure 7.8 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2, 4 are closed, and Gate 3 is open with the
wind direction from 090° (from the east).
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Figure 7.8. Flow field under wind direction 090° with gates 1, 2, 4 closed and gate 3 open

Under this situation, the water level in the coastal reservoir is higher than that in the Lower
Lakes. Anti-clockwise circulation is formed in the north-eastern and south-eastern parts of
Lake Alexandrina. Water in Lake Alexandrina still flows towards the five barrages due to the
topography issue. For the transportation between the two lakes, flow is mainly from Lake
Albert to Lake Alexandrina.

7.2.3

Scenario 3: Wind Direction 180° after building a Coastal Reservoir

7.2.3.1 Wind Direction 180° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Closed

Figure 7.9 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed with the
wind direction from 180° (from the south).
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Figure 7.9. Flow field under wind direction 180° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4
closed

Under this scenario, Murray River flows through the north-eastern and south-eastern sides
into the Lower Lakes, and is the dominant flow. The southern wind blows across the lake,
which resulted in momentum transfer from the air into the water and caused the shallow
coastal surface water to move northwards and exert an influence on the inflow from the
Murray River. In the western part of Lake Alexandrina (near Milang), there is a clockwise
flow circulation which is caused by the southern wind. There is also an anti-clockwise
circulation in the north-eastern part of Lake Alexandrina. Two circulations exist in Lake
Albert, which is the similar to that before building the coastal reservoir (Figure 5.8). Also,
there is more water flow from Lake Alexandrina into Lake Albert, but there are still flows
from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina under the southern wind effect.

7.2.3.2 Wind Direction 180° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Open

Figure 7.10 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are open with the
wind direction from 180° (from the south).
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Figure 7.10. Flow field under wind direction 180° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4
open

Under this situation, flow divides into three parts in Lake Alexandrina, which is to the
northeast part, the coastal reservoir and the southeast part. There is an anti-clockwise
circulation formed in the northeastern part of the lake. There is also a clockwise circulation in
the western part of Lake Alexandrina, which is like Figure 7.9. But this circulation current is
a bit weaker than that when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed because quite a
large amount of water volume flows out from the coastal reservoir. The current circle in the
middle-south of Lake Alexandrina is different from that before building the coastal reservoir.
The circulation in Lake Albert is the same as it was before building the coastal reservoir. The
transportation is mainly from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina.

7.2.3.3 Wind Direction 180° with Gates 1, 2 Closed and Gates 3, 4 Open

Figure 7.11 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are closed and Gates 3, 4 are open with
the wind direction from 180° (from the south).
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Figure 7.11. Flow field under wind direction 180° with gates 1, 2 closed and gates 3, 4
open

Under this situation, there is no water flowing into the northeast and southeast parts of Lake
Alexandrina. A clockwise current is formed in the northeast (near Mulgudawa) while an anticlockwise current exists in the southeast of Lake Alexandrina. The current circulation in the
west of Lake Alexandrina is also present, but is smaller than that in the same wind direction
with Gates 1, 2 open and Gates 3, 4 open (or closed). This is mainly because quite large
amounts of water flow from the coastal reservoir (Gate 4) into the lake. For Lake Albert, the
flow patterns are the same as that before building the coastal reservoir and other gates
combinations under the same direction wind. Flows mainly transport water and salt from
Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. As there is no flow from Gate 2 in this situation, flow from
Lake Albert even goes upstream and forms a small circulation current at the exit from Lake
Albert to Lake Alexandrina (near Narrung; Figure 7.11).

7.2.3.4 Wind Direction 180° with Gates 1, 2, 4 Closed and Gate 3 Open
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Figure 7.12 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2, 4 are closed, and Gate 3 is open with the
wind direction from 180° (from the south).

Figure 7.12. Flow field under wind direction 180° with gates 1, 2, 4 closed and gate 3
open

Under this situation, flow only goes into the coastal reservoir. There are clockwise circulation
currents in the western and northeast parts of the lake while an anti-clockwise circulation
current occurs at the southeastern part of Lake Alexandrina. The flow transports water and
salt from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina.

7.2.4

Scenario 4: Wind Direction 270° after building a Coastal Reservoir

This section analyses the scenarios that west wind (270°) produces under different gate
configurations.

7.2.4.1 Wind Direction 270° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Closed
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Figure 7.13 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed with
the wind direction from 270° (from the west).

Figure 7.13. Flow field under wind direction 270° with gates 1, 2 open and gates 3, 4
closed

Under this situation, Murray River flows into the northeast and southeast parts of Lake
Alexandrina. There are clockwise circulation currents in the northeastern and western (near
Milang) parts of Lake Alexandrina. For another current in Lake Alexandrina, it is different
from that before building the coastal reservoir, but it is similar to that under other wind
directions because of the coastal reservoir’s configuration and because inflow from Murray
River is dominant. For the transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, flow is
mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. The circulation in Lake Albert is the same as
that before building the coastal reservoir (Figure 5.10).

7.2.4.2 Wind Direction 270° with Gates 1, 2 Open and Gates 3, 4 Open
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Figure 7.14 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are open with the
wind direction from 270° (from the west).

Figure 7.14. Flow field under wind direction 270° with gates 1, 2 open and gates3, 4
open

Under this situation, Murray River flows into Lake Alexandrina and the coastal reservoir. A
clockwise circulation occurs in the northwestern, and an anticlockwise circulation occurs in
the northeastern parts of the lake, which is affected by the west wind. Currents are more
active in the middle of Lake Alexandrina by opening gate 4. The transportation between the
two lakes is mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. The circulation in Lake Albert is
similar to that before building the coastal reservoir (Figure 5.10) and to the situation when
Gates 1, 2 are open, and Gates 3,4 are closed (Figure 7.13).

7.2.4.3 Wind Direction 270° with Gates 1, 2 Closed and Gates 3, 4 Open

Figure 7.15 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2 are closed and Gates 3, 4 are open with
the wind direction from 270° (from the west).
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Figure 7.15. Flow field under wind direction 270° with gates 1, 2 closed and gates 3, 4
open

Under this situation, Murray River water only flows into the coastal reservoir. There are three
anticlockwise circulations in Lake Alexandrina that are located in northwest, northeast and
southeast parts of the lake. The circulation in the west part of the lake is smaller than that
with Gates 1, 2 open and Gates 3, 4 open (or closed). More flow from the coastal reservoir
affects the flow pattern in the middle of Lake Alexandrina. As there is no water flow through
Gate 2 into the lake, the transportation between the two lakes is back and forth, which is from
Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina as it lacks inflow from Lake Alexandrina and from Lake
Alexandrina to Lake Albert due to the wind effect. With the effect of the western wind, the
flow from Lake Albert traces back to the east in Lake Alexandrina. The circulation in Lake
Albert doesn't change much compared to other situations.

7.2.4.4 Wind Direction 270° with Gates 1, 2, 4 Closed and Gate 3 Open

Figure 7.16 shows the flow pattern when Gates 1, 2, 4 are closed, and Gate 3 is open with the
wind direction from 270° (from the west).
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Figure 7.16. Flow field under wind direction 270° with gates 1, 2, 4 closed and gate 3
open

Under this situation, Murray River only flows into the coastal reservoir. Clockwise
circulation occurred in two gyres along the northern shoreline of Lake Alexandrina, and an
anticlockwise circulation occurred in the southeast part of Lake Alexandrina. A single
clockwise circulation is generated in Lake Albert. For the transportation between the two
lakes, as there is no flow from Gate 2, flow is back and forth, which is from Lake
Alexandrina to Lake Albert under wind effects and from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina
under the effect of flow volume. The latter flow also diffuses to the southeast part of Lake
Alexandrina.

7.3

SUMMARY
In this chapter, sixteen situations related to north, east, south and west wind directions
and four kinds of gate operation rules were analysed.
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From the discussion, for Lake Alexandrina, it is seen that after building the coastal
reservoir, circulation currents are different to those before building the coastal reservoir,
especially for the middle part of Lake Alexandrina. For the northeast and southeast parts
of the lake, the trend is to form clockwise or anticlockwise gyres when Gates 1 and 2 are
closed. For the middle part of Lake Alexandrina, the currents are more active than those
before building the coastal reservoir due to much more water flow from the coastal
reservoir when Gate 4 is open. The circulation in the western part of the lake still exists
when wind direction is 180° (from the south) and 270° (from the west) for both before
and after building the coastal reservoir. But the circulation is a little bit weaker and
smaller when Gate 4 is open, and water flows from the coastal reservoir into Lake
Alexandrina, which means the coastal reservoir alleviates the circulation effect in the
middle and southern parts of Lake Alexandrina.

The flow pattern in Lake Albert does not change too much before and after building the
coastal reservoir, which has been verified through the simulation results of the sixteen
situations. For the transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, when Gates
1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are closed, flow is back and forth but mainly transported
from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert under the four directions of winds. This is because
when Gates 3 and 4 are closed; there is more flow through Gate 2, which provides more
water for transferring into Lake Albert. The wind direction may affect flow transportation,
but flow volumes played the dominant role. When Gates 1, 2 are open and Gates 3, 4 are
open, transportation between the lakes is different under the four wind directions. Under
this situation, when the wind is from the north (000°) or west (270°), the transportation is
from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert with the influence of Murray River flows and
northern or western wind. When the wind is from the east (090°) or south (180°), the flow
is mainly from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. All of the flows these are consistent
with those before building the coastal reservoir. When Gates 1, 2 or 1, 2, 4 are closed, the
transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert is back and forth. Under this
situation, when wind direction is from the south (180°) or from the west (270°), flow
from Lake Albert even goes upstream (east) and forms a small circulation current at the
connection of Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert (near Narrung).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS ANDRECOMMENDATIONS
8.1

CONCLUSIONS

The Lower Lakes is at the terminus of the Murray River and about 100 km southeast of
Adelaide, South Australia. This study set up the numerical model by using MIKE 11 and
MIKE 21 software for the Lower Lakes to understand the mechanisms of the hydrodynamic
and salinity transmission. A coastal reservoir strategy was then applied in the Lower Lakes to
solve the water shortage in Adelaide. The main conclusions from this study are as follows.

8.1.1

Numerical Model for the Lower Lakes by Using MIKE Software

The principles and features of 1D and 2D models have been summarized and discussed in the
thesis. It is concluded that a two-dimensional model can be applied to a lake model for the
Lower Lakes, while a one-dimensional model can be used to represent the five barrages in the
Lower Lakes. This study has set up a two-dimensional numerical model with the use of
MIKE (by DHI) software to simulate water level and salinity changes in the Lower Lakes.
Four sites in Lake Alexandrina and two sites in Lake Albert are chosen to calibrate and
validate the model. For the model calibration period, the error analysis R2 and NSE for water
level are above 0.940 and 0.939, respectively; the error analysis R2 and NSE for salinity are
above 0.833 and 0.813, respectively. For the model performance assessment period, the error
analysis R2 and NSE for water level are above 0.940 and 0.930, respectively; the error
analysis R2 and NSE for salinity are above 0.852 and 0.845, respectively. So the model can
reproduce the water level and salinity changes in the Lower Lakes. This lays the foundation
to predict future changes in water level and salinity of the Lower Lakes.

8.1.2

Wind Effect on the Lower Lakes before building a Coastal Reservoir

Wind effect is an important factor which can determine lake circulation. Eight models were
set up to investigate lake hydrodynamic characteristics, with each model set up for a different
wind direction (from 000° to 315°). As the entrance from the Murray River to Lake
Alexandrina faced southwest, when the wind direction is from the north, northeast, east or
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southeast, the main flow field in Lake Alexandrina would be from northeast to southwest.
When the wind direction comes from the south, southwest, west or northwest, sub-circulation
patterns developed along the northern shoreline of Lake Alexandrina that causes
perturbations in the circulation of the lake. The predominant circulation was still from
northeast to southwest. For transportation between Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert, when
wind direction was from the north, northeast or northwest the transportation was oriented
from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert, and salinity was also transported by following the
flows from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. As salinity in Lake Alexandrina is lower than
that in Lake Albert, the salinity in Lake Albert decreased by the exchanges of lower saline
water from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. This is more obvious at the entrance of Lake
Albert. When the wind direction comes from the south, southeast or southwest flow is
dominantly from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. In these situations, the salinity and
accompanying flow are mainly transported from Lake Albert into Lake Alexandrina, which
increases the salinity around Narrung in Lake Alexandrina.

8.1.3

Coastal Reservoir Strategy in Lake Alexandrina

This study proposed a coastal reservoir strategy to solve water shortage crises in Adelaide.
The water demand for Adelaide and water quantity feasibility for building a coastal reservoir
in Lake Alexandrina are analysed in the study. Based on the projected water demand for
Adelaide in 2050, the proposed coastal reservoir storage is set to about 1/4 of the Lake
Alexandrina storage. Two kinds of coastal reservoir design were investigated and three
typical years were chosen to analyse and discuss salinity change before and after building the
coastal reservoir. It is concluded: that after building a coastal reservoir, it could provide 150
GL/year water for Adelaide for all three typical very low to moderate flow conditions. The
salinity in the coastal reservoir can be kept at around 0.3 PSU. The average salinity at sites
outside the coastal reservoir is a bit lower than that without a coastal reservoir. For example,
during the extreme drought period (2007), without the coastal reservoir, the average salinity
is around 0.552 PSU. With the coastal reservoir, the average salinity is calculated to be 0.497
PSU. This strategy may provide a useful reference for solving water shortages in Adelaide.
Also, under the extreme drought conditions, like 2007, if the coastal reservoir contains all the
flow from the Murray River, it can provide 315 GL/year water for Adelaide, which may be a
choice for Adelaide to solve its water crisis under extreme conditions.
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8.1.4

Wind Effect in the Lower Lakes after building a Coastal Reservoir

This study listed sixteen situations to analyse wind effect in the Lower Lakes after building a
coastal reservoir. Through comparison and analysis, after building a coastal reservoir,
circulation currents in Lake Alexandrina are different to those before building the coastal
reservoir, especially for the middle part of Lake Alexandrina. Flow patterns in Lake Albert do
not change much before and after building a coastal reservoir. For effects on transportation
between the two lakes, Gate 2 being open or close played an important role. When Gate 2 is
closed, there is not enough water flowing through the southern part of the lake and
transportation tends to be from Lake Albert to Lake Alexandrina. When Gate 2 is open, the
transportation is mainly from Lake Alexandrina to Lake Albert. For other conditions, flows in
Lake Albert basically follow a similar pattern to that before building the coastal reservoir
under different wind directions.

8.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

Future research work can be divided into the following main parts:
(1) The model calibration and validation in the thesis indicate that the model can predict the
variation of water level and salinity, but the current has not been calibrated and validated
because of the lack of measured current data. In the future, current data at the 4 km west
of Pomanda, Mulgundawa, Poltalloch, Milang, Waltowa and Meningie in the lower lakes
need to be measured.
(2) This thesis has analysed the salinity simulation and comparison before and after
constructing a coastal reservoir as salinity is one of the most important parameters in the
lower lakes system and salinity data was available. Other parameters, like nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P) and other eutrophication elements and dissolved oxygen, have not been
studied due to the lack of data. In the future, such data should be obtained and analysed.
Sedimentation and ecological studies would also be required.
This thesis has analysed the sensitivity analysis of the model. Currently, uncertainty analysis
has not been done because of a lack of the uncertainty range for flow, salinity and wind data.
In the future, this part can be done when data are available.
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APPENDIX A
Typical run files for the 1D and 2Dmodel sample for Lake including the weirs.
======================= Computing Environment ========================
Computer name
: UOW-CG62F02
Number of processors: 8
==================================================================
Section: SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------------mike11 : True
RiverEngine : 0
urban : False
mike21_path : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm
==================================================================
Target: FemEngineHD
Section: TIME -----------------------------------------------------start_time : 2011 2 22 0 0 0
time_step_interval : 30
number_of_time_steps : 276480
Section: DOMAIN ---------------------------------------------------number_of_dimensions : 2
number_of_meshes : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\coastal reservoir 1-4 new.mesh
check_mesh : 1 (default)
datum_depth : 0
minimum_depth : 3.38189
thresshold_depth : 3.38189 (default)
number_of_domains : 16
type_of_reordering : 1
========================== Mesh information ==========================
Number of elements
: 5896
Number of faces
: 9301
Number of nodes
: 3406
Number of sections
:7
Min x-coordinate (m)
: 298963.359
Max x-coordinate (m)
: 353020.059
Min y-coordinate (m)
: 6044065.21
Max y-coordinate (m)
: 6091173.58
Min z-coordinate (m)
: -3.378737
Max z-coordinate (m)
: 3.38189
======================== Boundary information ========================
number
code number of points number of faces
1
1
896
890
2
2
7
6
3
3
8
7
4
4
9
8
5
5
2
1
6
6
2
1
7
7
2
1
==================================================================
Section: MODULE_SELECTION -----------------------------------------mode_of_hydrodynamic_module : 2
hydrodynamic_features : 1
mode_of_transport_module : 0
mode_of_mud_transport_module : 0
mode_of_sand_transport_module : 0
mode_of_eco_lab_module : 0
Section: HYDRODYNAMIC_MODULE --------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------formulation : 4
time_formulation : 2 (default)

1
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Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
time_step_factor : 1
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_geometry : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_velocity : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_elevation : 1
Section: FLOOD_AND_DRY ------------------------------------------type : 2
drying_depth : 0.005
flooding_depth : 0.05
mass_depth : 0.1
maximum_number_of_iterations : 10 (default)
Section: DEPTH --------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DENSITY ------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: EDDY_VISCOSITY -----------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------type : 3
Section: SMAGORINSKY_FORMULATION ----------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 0.28
minimum_eddy_viscosity : 0.000001
maximum_eddy_viscosity : 2.1474E+09
Section: BED_RESISTANCE -----------------------------------------type : 4
Section: MANNING_NUMBER ---------------------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 45
Section: CORIOLIS -----------------------------------------------type : CORIOLIS
Section: WIND_FORCING -------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\wind from 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011-2.dfs0
item_number_for_speed : 1
item_number_for_direction : 2
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\wind from 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011-2.dfs0
Title : wind from 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
wind speed
Wind speed
1.66667 9.55556 m/s
wind direction
Wind Direction
15
342 degree
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 3600
Section: WIND_FRICTION -----------------------------------------
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type : 1
linear_friction_low : 0.0002
linear_speed_low : 1
linear_friction_high : 0.0036
linear_speed_high : 25
Warning: The projection for the mesh is NON-UTM. The directions are
assumed to be given relative to model north.
Section: ICE ----------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: TIDAL_POTENTIAL ----------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
Section: PRECIPITATION ----------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\rainfall 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\rainfall 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : rainfall 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
rainfall 22-2-2011 t Precipitation Rate
0
15.2 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ------------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 3600
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\evaporaion mean daily 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\evaporaion mean daily 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : evaporation mean daily net loss(mm/day) 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
evaporation mean dai Evaporation Rate
0.819999
5.33 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: INFILTRATION -------------------------------------------Section: RADIATION_STRESS ---------------------------------------type : 0
Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------number_of_sources : 2
Section: SOURCE_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 0
Section: SOURCE_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 0
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Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
type_of_entropy_fix : 1 (default)
bed_resistance_discretisation : 1 (default)
CFL_critical_HD : 0.8
dt_min_HD : 0.01
dt_max_HD : 10
CFL_correction_HD : 0 (default)
CFL_critical_AD : 0.8
dt_min_AD : 0.01
dt_max_AD : 10
CFL_critical_substeps_AD : 0.8 (default)
type_of_land_condition : 2 (default)
error_level : 0
maximum_number_of_errors : 200
Section: STRUCTURE_MODULE ---------------------------------------relaxation_factor : 0 (default)
Section: STRUCTURES ---------------------------------------------Section: WEIR -------------------------------------------------output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: DIKES ------------------------------------------------number_of_dikes : 0
output_of_link_data : 0
Section: GATES ------------------------------------------------number_of_gates : 0
output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: PIERS ------------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_piers : 0
Section: TURBINES ---------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_turbines : 0
Section: SHIP -------------------------------------------------Section: RIVER_LINKS ------------------------------------------========================== Link information ==========================
Link no.
:1
Link type
:2
Direction
: 39.336304
Distribution
:0
Side of river
: -1
Number of points
:2
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 -6011 0.319858E+06 0.606096E+07 0.320088E+06 0.606050E+07
2 -6016 0.320088E+06 0.606050E+07 0.320458E+06 0.606012E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 1046.17513
========================== Link information ==========================
Link no.
:2
Link type
:2
Direction
: 37.018494
Distribution
:0
Side of river
: -1
Number of points
:2
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No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 -8015 0.316037E+06 0.606283E+07 0.316505E+06 0.606256E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 537.525641
========================== Link information ==========================
Link no.
:3
Link type
:2
Direction
: 65.55603
Distribution
:0
Side of river
: -1
Number of points
:2
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 8678 0.314085E+06 0.606385E+07 0.314545E+06 0.606368E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 490.699511
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
========================== Link information ==========================
Link no.
:4
Link type
:2
Direction
: 59.036255
Distribution
:0
Side of river
: -1
Number of points
:2
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 -8986 0.310046E+06 0.606543E+07 0.310432E+06 0.606514E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 481.763796
========================== Link information ==========================
Link no.
:5
Link type
:2
Direction
: 270
Distribution
:0
Side of river
:1
Number of points
:2
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 8746 0.300183E+06 0.606775E+07 0.299355E+06 0.606724E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 973.425277
==================================================================
type_of_coupling : 2
line_information : 2
output_of_link_data : 0
Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------type : 1
surface_elevation_constant : 0.85
u_velocity_constant : 0
v_velocity_constant : 0
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------internal_land_boundary_type : 1
Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------type : 1
Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
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approach : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\lock 1 discharge 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\lock 1 discharge 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : lock 1 discharge 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
lock 1 discharge 22- Discharge
273.302094 914.351868 m^3/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
approach : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
approach : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
approach : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
approach : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
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type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
approach : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
Section: TEMPERATURE_SALINITY_MODULE ----------------------------temperature_mode : 0
salinity_mode : 0
Section: DECOUPLING ---------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 2
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm - Result Files\area.dfsu
title : area
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 0
precision : 2 (default)
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 1
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 298419.874
y : 6043582.76
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Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 298419.874
y : 6091649.24
Section: POINT_3 ------------------------------------------x : 353553.526
y : 6091649.24
Section: POINT_4 ------------------------------------------x : 353553.526
y : 6043582.76
Section: OUTPUT_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
title : sites
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
precision : 2 (default)
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 1
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 7
Section: POINT_1
name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507 y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2
name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3
name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4
name : Near Waltowa
x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5
name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6
name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7
name : Milang
x : 316338
y : 6080045
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element
x (m)
y (m)
z (m) code
2108 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.18891882E+01 1
2274 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30269533E+01 2
271 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.96142180E+00 3
533 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.12045134E+01 4
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4682 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.20123228E+01 5
2370 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.16799668E+01 6
4860 0.31633800E+06 0.60800450E+07 -0.29993133E+00 7
==================================================================
print_total_mass_budget : 2 (default)
=======================COMPUTATIONSTARTED======================
=======================COMPUTATION ENDED========================
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm - Result Files\area.dfsu
Title : area
tart date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 2 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3406 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.378737 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5896 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3406 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.422953 1.625569 meter
Total water depth Water Depth
-7.332E-19 4.093522 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.44087 0.202697 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.400524 0.169844 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 0.483465 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.91864 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
Title : sites
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 2 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Surface Elevation 0.843036
0.85 meter
4km W Pomanda Point: Surface Elevation 0.846263
0.85 meter
2km N Warringee: Sur Surface Elevation 0.841174
0.85 meter
Near Waltowa: Surfac Surface Elevation
0.844544
0.85 meter
Mulgundawa: Surface Surface Elevation
0.85 0.851829 meter
Poltalloch: Surface Surface Elevation 0.842816
0.85 meter
Milang: Surface elev Surface Elevation
0.85 0.855958 meter
3km West Point McLea u-velocity component -0.044368
0 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: u-velocity component -0.014135
0 m/s
2km N Warringee: U v u-velocity component -0.012288
0 m/s
Near Waltowa: U velo u-velocity component
0 0.009277 m/s
Mulgundawa: U veloci u-velocity component -0.018082
0 m/s
Poltalloch: U veloci u-velocity component -0.009918
0 m/s
Milang: U velocity u-velocity component
0 0.018148 m/s
3km West Point McLea v-velocity component -0.066032
0 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: v-velocity component
0 0.008013 m/s
2km N Warringee: V v v-velocity component
0 0.008388 m/s
Near Waltowa: V velo v-velocity component
0 0.01297 m/s
Mulgundawa: V veloci v-velocity component -0.004922
0 m/s
Poltalloch: V veloci v-velocity component
0 0.004602 m/s
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Milang: V velocity v-velocity component
0 0.022426 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Speed
0 0.079618 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Speed
0 0.016534 m/s
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Speed
0 0.016258 m/s
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Speed
0 0.01853 m/s
Mulgundawa: Current Current Speed
0 0.018834 m/s
Poltalloch: Current Current Speed
0 0.015176 m/s
Milang: Current spee Current Speed
0 0.029206 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Direction
0 213.948395 degree
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Direction
0 299.582123 degree
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Direction
0 304.035919 degree
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Direction
0 51.306717 degree
Mulgundawa: Current Current Direction
0 255.380066 degree
Poltalloch: Current Current Direction
0 328.020752 degree
Milang: Current dire Current Direction
0 40.958523 degree
3km West Point McLea Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
2km N Warringee: Eva Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
Near Waltowa: Evapor Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
Mulgundawa: Evaporat Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
Poltalloch: Evaporat Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
Milang: Evaporation Evaporation
0 6.1689E-08 m/s
================= Hydrodynamic Simulation Diagnostic =================
Shallow water equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 54797
Minimum time step (s) : 1.5
Maximum time step (s) : 3
Average time step (s) : 2.98593
=========================== Volume balance ===========================
Initial volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.9121E+09
Final volume in wet area (m**3)
: 1.8992E+09
Final volume in dry area (m**3)
: 211.575906
Final volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.8992E+09
Source inflow (m**3)
:0
MIKE 11 inflow target (m**3)
: 28954.8946
MIKE 11 inflow correction (m**3)
:0
Source outflow (m**3)
:0
MIKE 11 outflow target (m**3)
: 137182346
MIKE 11 outflow correction (m**3)
: 5.9604E-08
Total volume from source (m**3)
: -137153391
Total volume from precipitation/evaporation (m**3) : -8282179.5
Total volume from boundaries (m**3)
: 132469264
Continuity balance (m**3)
: -0.000004
================================================================== C:\jianli new model\couple
model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm : C:\jianli new model\couple model 2011\1barrage land-revised.m21fm (default)
================== Hydrodynamic Simulation Timings ===================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
16.60
5.28
Solve Shallow Water eq.
310.74
90.98
Temperatur/Salinity Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Turbulence Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
225.08
68.88
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
554.24
165.41
=================== MIKE Flood Simulation Timings ====================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Solve MIKE 11
6.90
1.76
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Insert/extract data
0.12
0.03
Perform MIKE 11 calculations
6.66
1.72
Solve MOUSE/MIKE URBAN
0.00
0.00
Insert/extract data
0.00
0.00
Perform MOUSE/MIKE URBAN calcula
0.00
0.00
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
6.96
1.77
========================== Overall Timings ===========================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Pre-processing
1.31
2.58
Calculation
566.33
168.41
Post-processing
0.64
0.47
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
568.39
171.53
============================Memory Usage ===========================
Peak memory usage (MB)
52.84
============================Performance =============================
Number of threads: 4
==================================================================
Normal run completion
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APPENDIX B
Typical run files for calibration of water level and salinity.
==================================================================
Target: FemEngineHD
======================= Computing Environment ========================
Computer name
: UOW-CG62F02
Number of processors: 8
==================================================================
Section: SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------------Section: TIME -----------------------------------------------------start_time : 2010 12 1 9 0 0
time_step_interval : 300
number_of_time_steps : 25920
Section: DOMAIN ---------------------------------------------------number_of_dimensions : 2
number_of_meshes : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-3-2011\lower lakes new mesh4-barrages.mesh
datum_depth : 0
minimum_depth : 3.38189
thresshold_depth : 3.38189 (default)
number_of_domains : 16
type_of_reordering : 1
========================== Mesh information ==========================
Number of elements
: 5306
Number of faces
: 8401
Number of nodes
: 3096
Number of sections
:7
Min x-coordinate (m)
: 298963.359
Max x-coordinate (m)
: 353020.059
Min y-coordinate (m)
: 6044065.21
Max y-coordinate (m)
: 6091173.58
Min z-coordinate (m)
: -3.308972
Max z-coordinate (m)
: 3.38189
======================== Boundary information ========================
number
code number of points number of faces
1
1
874
868
2
2
3
2
3
3
8
7
4
4
5
4
5
5
2
1
6
6
2
1
7
7
2
1
==================================================================
MODULE_SELECTION -----------------------------------------mode_of_hydrodynamic_module : 2
hydrodynamic_features : 1
mode_of_transport_module : 2
mode_of_mud_transport_module : 0
mode_of_sand_transport_module : 0
mode_of_eco_lab_module : 0
mode_of_particle_tracking_module : 2
Section: HYDRODYNAMIC_MODULE --------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------formulation : 4
time_formulation : 2 (default)
Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
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time_step_factor : 1
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_geometry : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_velocity : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_elevation : 1
Section: FLOOD_AND_DRY ------------------------------------------type : 2
drying_depth : 0.005
flooding_depth : 0.05
mass_depth : 0.1
Section: DEPTH --------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DENSITY ------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: EDDY_VISCOSITY -----------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------type : 3
Section: SMAGORINSKY_FORMULATION ----------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 0.28
minimum_eddy_viscosity : 0.000001
maximum_eddy_viscosity : 2.1474E+09
Section: BED_RESISTANCE -----------------------------------------type : 4
Section: MANNING_NUMBER ---------------------------------------format : 2
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\manning new.dfsu
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\manning new.dfsu
Title :
Axis Sets Interval Axis origin Unit
Static items:
Item name
Item type
node id
Undefined
x coordinate
Undefined
y coordinate
Undefined
z coordinate
Undefined
node code
Undefined
element id
Undefined
element code
Undefined
# nodes in elements Undefined
indices of nodes in Undefined

Minimum Maximum Unit
1
3096 undefined
298963.343 353020.062 undefined
6044065 6091173.5 undefined
-3.308972 3.38189 undefined
0
7 undefined
1
5306 undefined
21
21 undefined
3
3 undefined
1
3096 undefined

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
manning based on new Manning's M
40
66 m^(1/3)/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CORIOLIS -----------------------------------------------type : CORIOLIS
Section: WIND_FORCING -------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 1
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file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\Wind from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number_for_speed : 1
item_number_for_direction : 2
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\Wind from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Wind from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Speed
Wind Velocity
1.666667 10.222222 m/s
Direction
Wind Direction
15
355 degree
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
Section: WIND_FRICTION ----------------------------------------type : 0
constant_friction : 0.001255
Warning: The projection for the mesh is NON-UTM. The directions are
assumed to be given relative to model north.
Section: ICE ----------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: TIDAL_POTENTIAL ----------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
Section: PRECIPITATION ----------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-3-2011\input\rainfall 1-11-2010-1-3-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\rainfall 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : rainfall 1-11-2010-1-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
rainfall 1/11/2010 Precipitation Rate -8.19549 41.578899 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ------------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\evo 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\evo 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Evaporative Mean Daily Net Loss (mm/day) 1-11-2010-1-5-2010
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
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Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Evaporative Mean Dai Evaporation Rate
0.819999
5.72 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: RADIATION_STRESS ---------------------------------------type : 0
Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------number_of_sources : 0
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
type_of_entropy_fix : 1 (default)
CFL_critical_HD : 0.8
dt_min_HD : 0.01
dt_max_HD : 30
CFL_critical_AD : 0.8
dt_min_AD : 0.01
dt_max_AD : 30
type_of_land_condition : 2 (default)
error_level : 0
maximum_number_of_errors : 200
Section: STRUCTURE_MODULE ---------------------------------------relaxation_factor : 0 (default)
Section: STRUCTURES ---------------------------------------------Section: WEIR -------------------------------------------------output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: DIKES ------------------------------------------------number_of_dikes : 0
output_of_link_data : 0
Section: GATES ------------------------------------------------number_of_gates : 0
output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: PIERS ------------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_piers : 0
Section: TURBINES ---------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_turbines : 0
Section: SHIP -------------------------------------------------Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------type : 2
file_name_2d : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\initial wl 2010-12-1\initial water level2010-12-1.dfsu
surface_elevation_item_no : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: Mesh Generator
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\initial wl 2010-12-1\initial water level-2010-12-1.dfsu
Title : Mesh data
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2000-01-01 12:00:00 1
1 second
Static items:
Item name

Item type

Minimum Maximum Unit
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Node numbers
Undefined
1
3096 undefined
X-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 298963.343 353020.062 meter
Y-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 6044065 6091173.5 meter
Z-Coordinates
Water Level
0.638122 0.835733 meter
Z-Coordinates
Undefined
0
1 undefined
Element numbers
Undefined
1
5306 undefined
Element type
Undefined
21
21 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
3
3 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
1
3096 undefined
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
initial water level Water Level
0.63898 0.835501 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Warning: nlayers_sigma not found in file
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------internal_land_boundary_type : 1
Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------type : 1
Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\lock 1 inflow\lock 1 inflow from 1-112010to 1-5-2011\lock 1 flow1-11-2010 m3-s.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-3-2011\input\lock 1 inflow\lock 1 inflow from 1-11-2010to 1-32011\lock 1 flow1-11-2010 m3-s.dfs0
Title : Lock 1 Flow m3/s
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Lock 1 Flow
Discharge
290.509247 914.351868 m^3/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 15-2011\Tauwitchere Us wl 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Tauwitchere Us wl 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
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Title : Tauwitchere US water level
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Tauwichere US water Water Level
0.556999 0.885999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 15-2011\Ewe Island US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Ewe Island US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Ewe Island US WL from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Ewe Island US Level Water Level
0.444999 0.763999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 15-2011\Boundary Creek US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Boundary Creek US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Boundary Creek US WL from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Boundary Creek US wa Water Level
0.337999 0.763999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
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type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 15-2011\Mundoo US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Mundoo US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Mundoo US water level
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Mundoo US water leve Water Level
0.393999 0.867999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 15-2011\Goolwa US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Goolwa US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Goolwa US WL from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Goolwa US WL (m) Water Level
0.423999 0.742999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: TEMPERATURE_SALINITY_MODULE ----------------------------temperature_mode : 0
salinity_mode : 0
Section: DECOUPLING ---------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 9
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
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file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\area1.dfsu
title : area1
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 24
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
title : sits
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
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CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 8
Section: POINT_1
name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507
y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2
name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3
name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4
name : Near Waltowa
x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5
name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6
name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7
name : Meningie
x : 349421
y : 6050128
Section: POINT_8
name : Milang
x : 316538
y : 6080045
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element
x (m)
y (m)
z (m) code
393 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.19396909E+01 1
3556 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30588124E+01 2
5126 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.99285717E+00 3
4272 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.12236045E+01 4
4504 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.19951199E+01 5
4770 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.18385715E+01 6
4975 0.34942100E+06 0.60501280E+07 -0.82373316E+00 7
1799 0.31653800E+06 0.60800450E+07 -0.51060957E+00 8
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_3 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\area2.dfsu
title : area2
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
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EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
x : 298422.792
x : 353560.626
x : 353560.626

y : 6043594.12
y : 6091644.66
y : 6091644.66
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_4 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\Massbudget.dfs0
title : Output 4
type : 3
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: MASSBUDGET -----------------------------------------FLOW : 1
MASS_TOTAL : 1 (default)
MASS_WET : 1 (default)
MASS_REAL_WET : 1 (default)
MASS_DRY : 1 (default)
MASS_TRANSPORT : 1 (default)
MASS_SOURCE : 1 (default)
MASS_PROCES : 1 (default)
MASS_DEFECT : 0 (default)
MASS_ERROR : 1 (default)
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_5 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\goo.dfs0
title : goo
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
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Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 301504.994
y_first : 6066047.46
x_last : 301550.131
y_last : 6066469.26
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1184 0.301505E+06 0.606605E+07 0.301550E+06 0.606647E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 424.212249
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_6 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\mundoo.dfs0
title : mundoo
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 309934.230
y_first : 6065115.79
x_last : 310222.650
y_last : 6064755.50
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1
1 0.309934E+06 0.606512E+07 0.310223E+06 0.606476E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 461.511698
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_7 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
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file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\bou.dfs0
title : bou
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 314084.59
y_first : 6063847
x_last : 314545.041
y_last : 6063677.38
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 586 0.314085E+06 0.606385E+07 0.314545E+06 0.606368E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 490.699511
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_8 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\ewe.dfs0
title : ewe
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 314931.946
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y_first : 6063121.96
x_last : 317898.036
y_last : 6061750.83
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1123 0.314932E+06 0.606312E+07 0.315248E+06 0.606273E+07
2 1128 0.315248E+06 0.606273E+07 0.315877E+06 0.606290E+07
3 -1136 0.315877E+06 0.606290E+07 0.316107E+06 0.606227E+07
4 -1138 0.316107E+06 0.606227E+07 0.316576E+06 0.606249E+07
5 1159 0.316576E+06 0.606249E+07 0.316901E+06 0.606207E+07
6 -1161 0.316901E+06 0.606207E+07 0.317640E+06 0.606201E+07
7 -1150 0.317640E+06 0.606201E+07 0.317898E+06 0.606175E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 3977.81716
Warning: Section contains 3 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_9 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\tau.dfs0
title : tau
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 318307.358
y_first : 6060947.27
x_last : 320824.779
y_last : 6059319.19
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1041 0.318307E+06 0.606095E+07 0.318515E+06 0.606081E+07
2 1070 0.318515E+06 0.606081E+07 0.318722E+06 0.606067E+07
3 1092 0.318722E+06 0.606067E+07 0.319140E+06 0.606039E+07
4 1102 0.319140E+06 0.606039E+07 0.319557E+06 0.606012E+07
5 1091 0.319557E+06 0.606012E+07 0.319982E+06 0.605986E+07
6 1069 0.319982E+06 0.605986E+07 0.320403E+06 0.605959E+07
7 1054 0.320403E+06 0.605959E+07 0.320825E+06 0.605932E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 2998.26928
Warning: Section contains 7 boundary faces
==================================================================
TRANSPORT_MODULE ------------------------------------------
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mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_concentration : 1
Section: COMPONENTS ---------------------------------------------number_of_components : 2
Section: COMPONENTS ---------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 2
dimension : 3
description : Concentration - component 1
EUM_type : 100201
EUM_unit : 99000
minimum_value : 0
maximum_value : 35
Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type : 2
dimension : 3
description : Concentration - component 2
EUM_type : 100201
EUM_unit : 99000
minimum_value : 0
maximum_value : 100
Section: DISPERSION ---------------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_DISPERSION --------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
Section: SCALED_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------format : 0
sigma : 1
minimum_dispersion : 0 (default)
maximum_dispersion : 1.E+10 (default)
Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
Section: SCALED_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------format : 0
sigma : 1
minimum_dispersion : 0 (default)
maximum_dispersion : 1.E+10 (default)
Section: DECAY --------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
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Section: PRECIPITATION --------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ----------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
Section: PRECIPITATION --------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ----------------------------------------Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 2
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\initial saliniyt\initial salinity 2010-12-1.dfsu
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: Mesh Generator
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\input\initial saliniyt\initial salinity 2010-12-1.dfsu
Title : Mesh data
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2000-01-01 12:00:00 1
1 second
Static items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Node numbers
Undefined
1
3096 undefined
X-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 298963.343 353020.062 meter
Y-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 6044065 6091173.5 meter
Z-Coordinates
Salinity
0.118744 4.075785 PSU
Z-Coordinates
Undefined
0
1 undefined
Element numbers
Undefined
1
5306 undefined
Element type
Undefined
21
21 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
3
3 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
1
3096 undefined
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
initial salinity 201 Salinity
0.123731 4.052734 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Warning: nlayers_sigma not found in file
Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 100
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\2km DS Wellington Ferry Sal 1-11-20101-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
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soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\2km DS Wellington Ferry Sal 1-11-2010-1-52011.dfs0
Title : 2km DS Wellington Ferry salinity
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
PSU
Salinity
0.099888 0.199288 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Tauwitchere 2 Sal
1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Tauwitchere 2 Sal 1-112010-1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Tauwitchere salinity
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 210 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
PSU
Salinity
0.182927 12.2279 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Ewe Island2 Sal
1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
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reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Ewe Island2 Sal 1-11-20101-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Ewe Island salinity
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 210 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
PSU
Salinity
0.008684 6.663981 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Boundary Creek2
Sal 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Boundary Creek2 Sal 1-112010-1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Boundary Creek salinity
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 210 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
PSU
Salinity
0.01132 22.312599 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Mundoo2 Sal 111-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
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soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Mundoo2 Sal 1-11-2010-1-52011.dfs0
Title : Mundoo salinity
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 210 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
PSU
Salinity
0.01132 6.673921 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Goolwa2 Sal 111-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\salinity\five barrages salinity 2\Goolwa2 Sal 1-11-2010-1-52011.dfs0
Title : Goolwa salinity
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 210 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
PSU
Salinity
0.183412 30.2686 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
h_min : 0.005 (default)
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 4
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Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\saliniity sites.dfs0
title : salinity sites
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 0
V_VELOCITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 8
Section: POINT_1
name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507
y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2
name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3
name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4
name : Near Waltowa
x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5
name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6
name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7
name : Meningie
x : 349421
y : 6050128
Section: POINT_8
name : Milang
x : 316538
y : 6080045
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element
x (m)
y (m)
z (m) code
393 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.19396909E+01 1
3556 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30588124E+01 2
5126 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.99285717E+00 3
4272 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.12236045E+01 4
4504 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.19951199E+01 5
4770 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.18385715E+01 6
4975 0.34942100E+06 0.60501280E+07 -0.82373316E+00 7
1799 0.31653800E+06 0.60800450E+07 -0.51060957E+00 8
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_2 --------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\sanlinity area.dfsu
title : salinity area
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 0
V_VELOCITY : 0
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CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_3 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\water age sites.dfs0
title : water age sites
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 0
V_VELOCITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 8
Section: POINT_1
name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507
y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2
name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3
name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4
name : Near Waltowa
x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5
name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6
name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7
name : Meningie
x : 349421
y : 6050128
Section: POINT_8
name : Milang
x : 316538
y : 6080045
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element
x (m)
y (m)
z (m) code
393 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.19396909E+01 1
3556 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30588124E+01 2
5126 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.99285717E+00 3
4272 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.12236045E+01 4
4504 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.19951199E+01 5
4770 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.18385715E+01 6
4975 0.34942100E+06 0.60501280E+07 -0.82373316E+00 7
1799 0.31653800E+06 0.60800450E+07 -0.51060957E+00 8
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_4 --------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\water age area.dfsu
title : water age area
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
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last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12

Section: PARTICLE_TRACKING_MODULE ---------------------------------mode : 2
Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
time_step_factor : 1
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_concentration : 1
Section: CLASSES ------------------------------------------------number_of_classes : 1
Section: CLASS_1 ----------------------------------------------include : True
name : Class 1
description :
EUM_type : 100039
EUM_unit : 1201
minimum_particle_mass : 1
maximum_particle_mass : 1.E+10 (default)
maximum_particle_age : 34560000
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------number_of_Sources : 1
Section: SOURCE_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
type : 1
format : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
vertical_type : 1
vertical_layer_width : 0
casts : 1
fail_on_misplaced : True
initial_source : False
coordinates : 351500 6085000 0.5
Section: CLASS_1 --------------------------------------------type : 1
type_value : 1
type_particle : 1
format_particle : 0
number_of_particles_per_timestep : 5
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Section: LAGRANGE_STATE_VARIABLE_1 ------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 20
Section: DECAY --------------------------------------------------Section: CLASS_1 ----------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: SETTLING -----------------------------------------------Section: CLASS_1 ----------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DISPERSION ---------------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_DISPERSION --------------------------------Section: CLASS_1 --------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: VERTICAL_DISPERSION ----------------------------------Section: CLASS_1 --------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: EROSION ------------------------------------------------Section: CLASS_1 ----------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DRIFT_PROFILE ------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 1
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\particle tracking.dfsu
title : Output 1
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 43488
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------CLASS_1 : 1
SUSP_CLASS_1 : 1
SEDI_CLASS_1 : 1
ZRANGE_CLASS_1 : 0
SURFACE_ELEVATION : 0
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
DEPTH_AVERAGE_U_VELOCITY : 0
DEPTH_AVERAGE_V_VELOCITY : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
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Section: POINT_1
x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
Section: POINT_2
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_3
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_4
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12
===================== COMPUTATION STARTED =======================
======================COMPUTATION ENDED ========================
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\area1.dfsu
Title : area1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 1813
7200 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.077804 0.976069 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.730046 0.32439 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -1.17726 0.51673 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 1.181027 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.999901 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
Title : sits
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Surface Elevation 0.595962 0.900103 meter
4km W Pomanda Point: Surface Elevation 0.616156 0.922027 meter
2km N Warringee: Sur Surface Elevation
0.50186 0.830176 meter
Near Waltowa: Surfac Surface Elevation
0.522309 0.885097 meter
Mulgundawa: Surface Surface Elevation 0.617878 0.93748 meter
Poltalloch: Surface Surface Elevation 0.612841 0.9192 meter
Meningie: Surface el Surface Elevation
0.511524 0.853628 meter
Milang: Surface elev Surface Elevation 0.625662 0.924248 meter
3km West Point McLea u-velocity component -0.075125 0.009957 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: u-velocity component -0.115403 0.017788 m/s
2km N Warringee: U v u-velocity component -0.039034 0.019933 m/s
Near Waltowa: U velo u-velocity component -0.035308 0.017835 m/s
Mulgundawa: U veloci u-velocity component -0.032332 0.057588 m/s
Poltalloch: U veloci u-velocity component -0.052261 0.016045 m/s
Meningie: U velocity u-velocity component -0.016501 0.05415 m/s
Milang: U velocity u-velocity component -0.034956 0.081471 m/s
3km West Point McLea v-velocity component -0.097882 0.013425 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: v-velocity component
0 0.016961 m/s
2km N Warringee: V v v-velocity component -0.021119 0.016652 m/s
Near Waltowa: V velo v-velocity component -0.035107 0.042192 m/s
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Mulgundawa: V veloci v-velocity component -0.040167 0.021236 m/s
Poltalloch: V veloci v-velocity component -0.011806 0.015847 m/s
Meningie: V velocity v-velocity component -0.017154 0.054331 m/s
Milang: V velocity v-velocity component -0.032842 0.076328 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Speed
0 0.118544 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Speed
0 0.116059 m/s
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Speed
0 0.043877 m/s
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Speed
0 0.051156 m/s
Mulgundawa: Current Current Speed
0 0.066713 m/s
Poltalloch: Current Current Speed
0 0.058714 m/s
Meningie: Current sp Current Speed
0 0.078761 m/s
Milang: Current spee Current Speed
0 0.113317 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Direction
0 271.400026 degree
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Direction
0 358.305331 degree
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Direction
0 356.554726 degree
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Direction
0 339.326393 degree
Mulgundawa: Current Current Direction
0 342.106991 degree
Poltalloch: Current Current Direction
0 339.633807 degree
Meningie: Current di Current Direction
0 333.340443 degree
Milang: Current dire Current Direction
0 346.630297 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\area2.dfsu
Title : area2
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.078202 0.971129 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.729997 0.32439 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -1.17726 0.516659 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 1.181027 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.999108 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\Massbudget.dfs0
Title : Output 4
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Total area, Flow Water Volume
1.7211E+09 1.9607E+09 m^3
Wet area, Flow
Water Volume
1.7211E+09 1.9607E+09 m^3
Real wet area, Flow Water Volume
1.7207E+09 1.9605E+09 m^3
Dry area, Flow
Water Volume
-3.421E-11 36125.4101 m^3
Transport, Flow Water Volume
-71629728 713720896 m^3
Source, Flow
Water Volume
0
0 m^3
Proces, Flow
Water Volume
-707688320 43197416 m^3
Error, Flow
Water Volume
-0.001205 9.9837E-07 m^3
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--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\goo.dfs0
Title : goo
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-140.89950 76.285957 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-875513600
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\mundoo.dfs0
Title : mundoo
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-223.58898 60.230457 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-1.779E+09
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\bou.dfs0
Title : bou
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-233.04060
0 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-2.164E+09
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\ewe.dfs0
Title : ewe
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-135.12049 45.138176 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-832082432
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\tau.dfs0
Title : tau
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-695.18103 596.343018 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-3.156E+09
0 m^3
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
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--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\saliniity sites.dfs0
Title : salinity sites
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Concentration Non Di 0.144949 0.711446 ()
4km W Pomanda Point: Concentration Non Di 0.117194 0.235043 ()
2km N Warringee: Con Concentration Non Di 2.117931
4 ()
Near Waltowa: Concen Concentration Non Di 2.013656 3.800716 ()
Mulgundawa: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.139293 0.928252 ()
Poltalloch: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.117496 0.313879 ()
Meningie: Concentrat Concentration Non Di 2.054917 3.881656 ()
Milang: Concentratio Concentration Non Di 0.170033 0.857057 ()
3km West Point McLea Concentration Non Di 0.060081
100 ()
4km W Pomanda Point: Concentration Non Di 9.5308E-07
100 ()
2km N Warringee: Con Concentration Non Di 59.255795
100 ()
Near Waltowa: Concen Concentration Non Di 56.091091
100 ()
Mulgundawa: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.000137
100 ()
Poltalloch: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.000276
100 ()
Meningie: Concentrat Concentration Non Di 57.338554
100 ()
Milang: Concentratio Concentration Non Di 0.594374
100 ()
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\sanlinity area.dfsu
Title : salinity area
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di 0.002628 11.539765 ()
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0
100 ()
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\water age sites.dfs0
Title : water age sites
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Concentration Non Di 0.144949 0.711446 ()
4km W Pomanda Point: Concentration Non Di 0.117194 0.235043 ()
2km N Warringee: Con Concentration Non Di 2.117931
4 ()
Near Waltowa: Concen Concentration Non Di 2.013656 3.800716 ()
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Mulgundawa: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.139293 0.928252 ()
Poltalloch: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.117496 0.313879 ()
Meningie: Concentrat Concentration Non Di 2.054917 3.881656 ()
Milang: Concentratio Concentration Non Di 0.170033 0.857057 ()
3km West Point McLea Concentration Non Di 0.060081
100 ()
4km W Pomanda Point: Concentration Non Di 9.5308E-07
100 ()
2km N Warringee: Con Concentration Non Di 59.255795
100 ()
Near Waltowa: Concen Concentration Non Di 56.091091
100 ()
Mulgundawa: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.000137
100 ()
Poltalloch: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.000276
100 ()
Meningie: Concentrat Concentration Non Di 57.338554
100 ()
Milang: Concentratio Concentration Non Di 0.594374
100 ()
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\water age area.dfsu
Title : water age area
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di 0.002628 11.539765 ()
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0
100 ()
U-velocity
u-velocity component -0.729997 0.32439 m/s
V-velocity
v-velocity component -1.17726 0.516659 m/s
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 1-12-2010 to 1-5-2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new bathymetry salinity3particle.m21fm - Result Files\particle tracking.dfsu
Title : Output 1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-01 09:00:00 152 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Total, Class 1 - Mas Concentration
0 290.032672 g/m^3
Suspended, Class 1 - Concentration
0 273.224064 g/m^3
Sedimented, Class 1 Mass per Unit Area
0 29.511038 g/m^2
================= Hydrodynamic Simulation Diagnostic =================
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Shallow water equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 1739520
Minimum time step (s) : 7.5
Maximum time step (s) : 7.5
Average time step (s) : 7.5
Transport equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 434880
Minimum time step (s) : 30
Maximum time step (s) : 30
Average time step (s) : 30
=========================== Volume balance ===========================
Initial volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.8471E+09
Final volume in wet area (m**3)
: 1.8094E+09
Final volume in dry area (m**3)
: 182.545513
Final volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.8094E+09
Total volume from source (m**3)
:0
Total volume from precipitation/evaporation (m**3) : -707688342
Total volume from boundaries (m**3)
: 669985187
Continuity balance (m**3)
: -0.00119
==================== Particle Tracking Statistics ====================
Class 1
-----------------------------------------------------------------Number of particles from sources
: 217445
Number of dynamic spawned particles
:0
Maximum number of active particles
: 77265
Number of suspended particles
: 60810
Number of sedimented particles
: 14935
Number of particles lost at boundary : 141700
Number of dead particles
:0
Number of particles moved to other domain : 0
Maximum number of allocated particles : 81920
Mass (gram)
Total amount from sources
: 260934000
Total amount in domain
: 90894000
Total amount lost at boundary
: 170040000
Total amount lost due to ageing
:0
Total amount lost due to process
:0
================== Hydrodynamic Simulation Timings ===================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
844.36
232.93
Solve Shallow Water eq.
12519.06
3290.25
Temperatur/Salinity Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Turbulence Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
10698.56
2880.28
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
24177.18
6426.44
==================== Transport Simulation Timings ====================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
450.55
110.35
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
2074.88
577.44
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
2535.84
689.85
================= Particle Track Simulation Timings ==================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
5.40
1.64
Calculate particle tracks
2153.33
557.85
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
2160.21
559.81
========================== Overall Timings ===========================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Pre-processing
1.00
1.00
Calculation
29149.58
7751.84
Post-processing
52.73
14.19
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
29204.29
7767.26
========================== Memory Usage ============================
Peak memory usage (MB)
52.26
=========================== Performance =============================
Number of threads: 4
Normal run completion
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APPENDIX C
Typical run files for validation of water level and salinity.
==================================================================
Target: FemEngineHD
======================= Computing Environment ========================
Computer name
: UOW-CG62F02
Number of processors: 8
==================================================================
Section: SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------------Section: TIME -----------------------------------------------------start_time : 2011 2 22 0 0 0
time_step_interval : 30
number_of_time_steps : 276480
Section: DOMAIN ---------------------------------------------------number_of_dimensions : 2
number_of_meshes : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lower lakes new
mesh3.mesh
datum_depth : 0
minimum_depth : 3.38189
thresshold_depth : 3.38189 (default)
number_of_domains : 16
type_of_reordering : 1
========================== Mesh information ==========================
Number of elements
: 5306
Number of faces
: 8401
Number of nodes
: 3096
Number of sections
:7
Min x-coordinate (m)
: 298963.359
Max x-coordinate (m)
: 353020.059
Min y-coordinate (m)
: 6044065.21
Max y-coordinate (m)
: 6091173.58
Min z-coordinate (m)
: -3.308972
Max z-coordinate (m)
: 3.38189
======================== Boundary information ========================
number
code number of points number of faces
1
1
874
868
2
2
3
2
3
3
8
7
4
4
5
4
5
5
2
1
6
6
2
1
7
7
2
1
==================================================================
Section: MODULE_SELECTION -----------------------------------------mode_of_hydrodynamic_module : 2
hydrodynamic_features : 1
mode_of_transport_module : 2
mode_of_mud_transport_module : 0
mode_of_sand_transport_module : 0
mode_of_eco_lab_module : 0
mode_of_particle_tracking_module : 0
Section: HYDRODYNAMIC_MODULE --------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------formulation : 4
time_formulation : 2 (default)
Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
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time_step_factor : 1
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_geometry : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_velocity : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_elevation : 1
Section: FLOOD_AND_DRY ------------------------------------------type : 2
drying_depth : 0.005
flooding_depth : 0.05
mass_depth : 0.1
Section: DEPTH --------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DENSITY ------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: EDDY_VISCOSITY -----------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------type : 3
Section: SMAGORINSKY_FORMULATION ----------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 0.28
minimum_eddy_viscosity : 0.000001
maximum_eddy_viscosity : 2.1474E+09
Section: BED_RESISTANCE -----------------------------------------type : 4
Section: MANNING_NUMBER ---------------------------------------format : 2
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\manning new.dfsu
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\manning new.dfsu
Title :
Axis Sets Interval Axis origin Unit
Static items:
Item name
Item type
node id
Undefined
x coordinate
Undefined
y coordinate
Undefined
z coordinate
Undefined
node code
Undefined
element id
Undefined
element code
Undefined
# nodes in elements Undefined
indices of nodes in Undefined

Minimum Maximum Unit
1
3096 undefined
298963.343 353020.062 undefined
6044065 6091173.5 undefined
-3.308972 3.38189 undefined
0
7 undefined
1
5306 undefined
21
21 undefined
3
3 undefined
1
3096 undefined

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
manning based on new Manning's M
40
66 m^(1/3)/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CORIOLIS -----------------------------------------------type : CORIOLIS
Section: WIND_FORCING -------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 1
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file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\wind from 22-2-2011
to 29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number_for_speed : 1
item_number_for_direction : 2
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\wind from 22-2-2011 to 29-52011.dfs0
Title : wind from 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
wind speed
Wind speed
1.666667 9.555555 m/s
wind direction
Wind Direction
15
342 degree
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
Section: WIND_FRICTION ----------------------------------------type : 1
linear_friction_low : 0.001255
linear_speed_low : 7
linear_friction_high : 0.0036
linear_speed_high : 25
Warning: The projection for the mesh is NON-UTM. The directions are
assumed to be given relative to model north.
Section: ICE ----------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: TIDAL_POTENTIAL ----------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
Section: PRECIPITATION ----------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\rainfall 22-2-2011 to
29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\rainfall 22-2-2011 to 29-52011.dfs0
Title : rainfall 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
rainfall 22-2-2011 t Precipitation Rate
0
15.2 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ------------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\evaporaion mean
daily 22-2-2011 to 29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
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--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\evaporaion mean daily 22-22011 to 29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : evaporation mean daily net loss(mm/day) 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
evaporation mean dai Evaporation Rate
0.819999
5.33 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: RADIATION_STRESS ---------------------------------------type : 0
Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------number_of_sources : 0
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
type_of_entropy_fix : 1 (default)
CFL_critical_HD : 0.8
dt_min_HD : 0.01
dt_max_HD : 30
CFL_critical_AD : 0.8
dt_min_AD : 0.01
dt_max_AD : 30
type_of_land_condition : 2 (default)
error_level : 0
maximum_number_of_errors : 200
Section: STRUCTURE_MODULE ---------------------------------------relaxation_factor : 0 (default)
Section: STRUCTURES ---------------------------------------------Section: WEIR -------------------------------------------------output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: DIKES ------------------------------------------------number_of_dikes : 0
output_of_link_data : 0
Section: GATES ------------------------------------------------number_of_gates : 0
output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: PIERS ------------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_piers : 0
Section: TURBINES ---------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_turbines : 0
Section: SHIP -------------------------------------------------Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------type : 2
file_name_2d : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\initial wl 22-22011.dfsu
surface_elevation_item_no : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary ---------------------------
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Creator: Mesh Generator
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\initial wl 22-2-2011.dfsu
Title : Mesh data
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2000-01-01 12:00:00 1
1 second
Static items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Node numbers
Undefined
1
3096 undefined
X-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 298963.343 353020.062 meter
Y-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 6044065 6091173.5 meter
Z-Coordinates
Water Level
0.546146 0.866773 meter
Z-Coordinates
Undefined
0
1 undefined
Element numbers
Undefined
1
5306 undefined
Element type
Undefined
21
21 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
3
3 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
1
3096 undefined
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
inital wl 22-2-2011 Water Level
0.551914 0.866506 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Warning: nlayers_sigma not found in file
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------internal_land_boundary_type : 1
Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------type : 1
Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lock 1 discharge 222-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lock 1 discharge 22-2-201129-5-2011.dfs0
Title : lock 1 discharge 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
lock 1 discharge 22- Discharge
271.388885 914.351868 m^3/s
Outflow
Discharge
-1213
-27 m^3/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Tauwitchere US at A4261048 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
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type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Tauwitchere US at A4261048 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Tauwitchere US at A4261048 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Tauwitchere US at A4 Water Level
0.565999 0.805 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Ewe Island US 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Ewe Island US 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Ewe Island US 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Ewe Island US 22-2-2 Water Level
0.444999 0.658999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Boundary Creek US 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Boundary Creek US 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Boundary Creek US 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
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Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Boundary Creek US 22 Water Level
0.388
0.657 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Mundoo A4261041 US 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Mundoo A4261041 US 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Mundoo A4261041 US 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Mundoo A4261041 US 1 Water Level
0.442999 0.665 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Goolwa US at Beacon 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\us water level five
barrages\Goolwa US at Beacon 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Goolwa US at Beacon 12 22-2-2011-29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Goolwa US at Beacon Water Level
0.377999 0.686999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: TEMPERATURE_SALINITY_MODULE ----------------------------temperature_mode : 0
salinity_mode : 0
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Section: DECOUPLING ---------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 9
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\area1.dfsu
title : area1
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 240
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
x : 298422.792
x : 353560.626
x : 353560.626

y : 6043594.12
y : 6091644.66
y : 6091644.66
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
title : sits
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
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Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 7
Section: POINT_1
name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507
y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2
name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3
name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4
name : Near Waltowa
x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5
name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6
name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7
name : Meningie
x : 349421
y : 6050128
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element
x (m)
y (m)
z (m) code
393 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.19396909E+01 1
3556 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30588124E+01 2
5126 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.99285717E+00 3
4272 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.12236045E+01 4
4504 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.19951199E+01 5
4770 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.18385715E+01 6
4975 0.34942100E+06 0.60501280E+07 -0.82373316E+00 7
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_3 --------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\area2.dfsu
title : area2
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
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WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
x : 298422.792
x : 353560.626
x : 353560.626

y : 6043594.12
y : 6091644.66
y : 6091644.66
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_4 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\Massbudget.dfs0
title : Output 4
type : 3
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)

Section: MASSBUDGET -----------------------------------------FLOW : 1
MASS_TOTAL : 1 (default)
MASS_WET : 1 (default)
MASS_REAL_WET : 1 (default)
MASS_DRY : 1 (default)
MASS_TRANSPORT : 1 (default)
MASS_SOURCE : 1 (default)
MASS_PROCES : 1 (default)
MASS_DEFECT : 0 (default)
MASS_ERROR : 1 (default)
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
x : 298422.792
x : 353560.626
x : 353560.626

y : 6043594.12
y : 6091644.66
y : 6091644.66
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_5 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\goo.dfs0
title : goo
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
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flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 301504.994
y_first : 6066047.46
x_last : 301550.131
y_last : 6066469.26
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1184 0.301505E+06 0.606605E+07 0.301550E+06 0.606647E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 424.212249
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_6 --------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\mundoo.dfs0
title : mundoo
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 309934.230
y_first : 6065115.79
x_last : 310222.650
y_last : 6064755.50
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1
1 0.309934E+06 0.606512E+07 0.310223E+06 0.606476E+07
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------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 461.511698
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
Section: OUTPUT_7 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\bou.dfs0
title : bou
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 314084.59
y_first : 6063847
x_last : 314545.041
y_last : 6063677.38
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 586 0.314085E+06 0.606385E+07 0.314545E+06 0.606368E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 490.699511
Warning: Section contains 1 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_8 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\ewe.dfs0
title : ewe
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
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Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 314931.946
y_first : 6063121.96
x_last : 317898.036
y_last : 6061750.83
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1123 0.314932E+06 0.606312E+07 0.315248E+06 0.606273E+07
2 1128 0.315248E+06 0.606273E+07 0.315877E+06 0.606290E+07
3 -1136 0.315877E+06 0.606290E+07 0.316107E+06 0.606227E+07
4 -1138 0.316107E+06 0.606227E+07 0.316576E+06 0.606249E+07
5 1159 0.316576E+06 0.606249E+07 0.316901E+06 0.606207E+07
6 -1161 0.316901E+06 0.606207E+07 0.317640E+06 0.606201E+07
7 -1150 0.317640E+06 0.606201E+07 0.317898E+06 0.606175E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 3977.81716
Warning: Section contains 3 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_9 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\tau.dfs0
title : tau
type : 4
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: DISCHARGE ------------------------------------------type : 1
FLOW : 1
DISCHARGE : 1
ACCUMULATED_DISCHARGE : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: LINE -----------------------------------------------input_format : 1 (default)
number_of_points : 0 (default)
x_first : 318307.358
y_first : 6060947.27
x_last : 320824.779
y_last : 6059319.19
======================= Discharge information ========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1041 0.318307E+06 0.606095E+07 0.318515E+06 0.606081E+07
2 1070 0.318515E+06 0.606081E+07 0.318722E+06 0.606067E+07
3 1092 0.318722E+06 0.606067E+07 0.319140E+06 0.606039E+07
4 1102 0.319140E+06 0.606039E+07 0.319557E+06 0.606012E+07
5 1091 0.319557E+06 0.606012E+07 0.319982E+06 0.605986E+07
6 1069 0.319982E+06 0.605986E+07 0.320403E+06 0.605959E+07
7 1054 0.320403E+06 0.605959E+07 0.320825E+06 0.605932E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 2998.26928
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Warning: Section contains 7 boundary faces
==================================================================
Section: TRANSPORT_MODULE -----------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_concentration : 1
Section: COMPONENTS ---------------------------------------------number_of_components : 1
Section: COMPONENTS ---------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 2
dimension : 3
description : Concentration - component 1
EUM_type : 100201
EUM_unit : 99000
minimum_value : 0
maximum_value : 35
Section: DISPERSION ---------------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_DISPERSION --------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
Section: SCALED_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------format : 0
sigma : 1
minimum_dispersion : 0 (default)
maximum_dispersion : 1.E+10 (default)
Section: DECAY --------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
Section: PRECIPITATION --------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ----------------------------------------Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 2
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\initial
salinity 22-5-2011.dfsu
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: Mesh Generator
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\initial salinity 22-52011.dfsu
Title : Mesh data
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Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2000-01-01 12:00:00 1
1 second
Static items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Node numbers
Undefined
1
3096 undefined
X-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 298963.343 353020.062 meter
Y-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 6044065 6091173.5 meter
Z-Coordinates
Salinity
0.162239 4.196867 PSU
Z-Coordinates
Undefined
0
1 undefined
Element numbers
Undefined
1
5306 undefined
Element type
Undefined
21
21 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
3
3 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
1
3096 undefined
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
initial salinity 22- Salinity
0.164322 4.193303 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Warning: nlayers_sigma not found in file
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\upstream
2km DS Wellington salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\upstream 2km DS
Wellington salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : upstream 2km DS Wellington salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
upstream 2km DS Well Salinity
0.146829 0.211122 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name
:
C:\jianli
new
model\lake
model
22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake
2011\salinity\Tauwitchere US A4261207 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
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File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Tauwitchere US
A4261207 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Tauwitchere US A4261207 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Tauwitchere US A4261 Salinity
0.182927 12.227852 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Ewe Island
US A4261206 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File
: C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Ewe Island US
A4261206 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Ewe Island US A4261206 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Ewe Island US A42612 Salinity
0.012 5.746909 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Boundary
Creek US A4261205 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Boundary Creek US
A4261205 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Boundary Creek US A4261205 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Boundary Creek US A4 Salinity
0.145873 22.312578 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
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file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Mundoo US
salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Mundoo US salinity
22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Mundoo US salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Mundoo US salinity 2 Salinity
0.012 5.746909 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Goolwa US
A4261123 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\salinity\Goolwa US A4261123
salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Goolwa US A4261123 salinity 22-2-2011 -29-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Goolwa US A4261123 s Salinity
0.183411 30.268553 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
h_min : 0.005 (default)
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 2
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\saliniity sites.dfs0
title : salinity sites
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
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interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 7
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4
Section: POINT_5
Section: POINT_6
Section: POINT_7

name :
name :
name :
name :
name :
name :
name :

x : 325991.709
x : 325991.709
x : 325991.709
x : 325991.709
x : 325991.709
x : 325991.709
x : 325991.709

y : 324507
y : 342837
y : 341651
y : 349308
y : 340441
y : 350272
y : 349421

Warning: SetupPointDomain: No points inside domain
Section: OUTPUT_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge
wl-new bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\sanlinity area.dfsu
title : salinity area
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 276480
time_step_frequency : 2880
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
x : 298422.792
x : 353560.626
x : 353560.626

y : 6043594.12
y : 6091644.66
y : 6091644.66
y : 6043594.12

===================== COMPUTATION STARTED =======================
====================== COMPUTATION ENDED ========================
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\area1.dfsu
Title : area1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 1153
7200 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id

Item type
Grid Codes

Minimum Maximum Unit
1
3096 Integer
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X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.360241 0.976369 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.498959 0.419991 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.534027 0.395538 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 0.619783 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.999764 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
Title : sits
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97
86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Surface Elevation 0.604356 0.855716 meter
4km W Pomanda Point: Surface Elevation 0.611542 0.864705 meter
2km N Warringee: Sur Surface Elevation 0.627144 0.830211 meter
Near Waltowa: Surfac Surface Elevation
0.63451 0.829266 meter
Mulgundawa: Surface Surface Elevation 0.602543 0.885969 meter
Poltalloch: Surface Surface Elevation 0.611457 0.884958 meter
Meningie: Surface el Surface Elevation
0.633639 0.827677 meter
3km West Point McLea u-velocity component -0.073037 0.011441 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: u-velocity component -0.125971 0.010636 m/s
2km N Warringee: U v u-velocity component -0.040669 0.021104 m/s
Near Waltowa: U velo u-velocity component -0.03924 0.014497 m/s
Mulgundawa: U veloci u-velocity component -0.029744 0.065054 m/s
Poltalloch: U veloci u-velocity component -0.050937 0.023056 m/s
Meningie: U velocity u-velocity component -0.016461 0.041533 m/s
3km West Point McLea v-velocity component -0.092642 0.023173 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: v-velocity component -0.005806 0.017218 m/s
2km N Warringee: V v v-velocity component -0.023898 0.015199 m/s
Near Waltowa: V velo v-velocity component -0.030731 0.038121 m/s
Mulgundawa: V veloci v-velocity component -0.042124 0.017962 m/s
Poltalloch: V veloci v-velocity component -0.016041 0.014395 m/s
Meningie: V velocity v-velocity component -0.017307 0.039239 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Speed
0 0.114052 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Speed
0 0.126439 m/s
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Speed
0 0.044184 m/s
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Speed
0 0.053111 m/s
Mulgundawa: Current Current Speed
0 0.07345 m/s
Poltalloch: Current Current Speed
0 0.056893 m/s
Meningie: Current sp Current Speed
0 0.059503 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Direction
0 242.672824 degree
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Direction
0 350.896078 degree
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Direction
0 353.948708 degree
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Direction
0 338.106658 degree
Mulgundawa: Current Current Direction
0 339.742243 degree
Poltalloch: Current Current Direction
0 358.245608 degree
Meningie: Current di Current Direction
0 333.293643 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\area2.dfsu
Title : area2
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Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.360241 0.973906 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.497103 0.398661 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.533315 0.395538 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 0.619783 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.999764 degree
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\Massbudget.dfs0
Title : Output 4
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Total area, Flow Water Volume
1.7320E+09 1.9197E+09 m^3
Wet area, Flow
Water Volume
1.7320E+09 1.9197E+09 m^3
Real wet area, Flow Water Volume
1.7315E+09 1.9195E+09 m^3
Dry area, Flow
Water Volume
-5.107E-12 21883.4042 m^3
Transport, Flow Water Volume
-24714892 149528880 m^3
Source, Flow
Water Volume
0
0 m^3
Proces, Flow
Water Volume
-157172656
0 m^3
Error, Flow
Water Volume
-0.000384 0.000041 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\goo.dfs0
Title : goo
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-160.28028 123.188232 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-807654464
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\mundoo.dfs0
Title : mundoo
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux

Minimum Maximum Unit
-0.252013
0 m^3/s
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Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-20115.826
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\bou.dfs0
Title : bou
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
0
0 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-25029.968
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\ewe.dfs0
Title : ewe
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-47.871273 18.293831 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-86743936
0 m^3
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\tau.dfs0
Title : tau
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Discharge, Flow Volume Flux
-868.47229 483.216492 m^3/s
Acc. discharge, Flow Water Volume
-5.302E+09
0 m^3
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : C:\jianli new model\lake model 22-2-2015-29-5-2015\lake model discharge-wl 2011\lake modeldischarge wl-new
bathymetry salinity3 .m21fm - Result Files\sanlinity area.dfsu
Title : salinity area
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2011-02-22 00:00:00 97 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0 29.831514 ()
U-velocity
u-velocity component -0.497103 0.398661 m/s
V-velocity
v-velocity component -0.533315 0.395538 m/s
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================= Hydrodynamic Simulation Diagnostic =================
Shallow water equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 1105920
Minimum time step (s) : 7.5
Maximum time step (s) : 7.5
Average time step (s) : 7.5
Transport equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 276480
Minimum time step (s) : 30
Maximum time step (s) : 30
Average time step (s) : 30
=========================== Volume balance ===========================
Initial volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.8930E+09
Final volume in wet area (m**3)
: 1.7320E+09
Final volume in dry area (m**3)
: 2549.23983
Final volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.7320E+09
Total volume from source (m**3)
:0
Total volume from precipitation/evaporation (m**3) : -136256933
Total volume from boundaries (m**3)
: -24714892
Continuity balance (m**3)
: -0.000192
================== Hydrodynamic Simulation Timings ===================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
659.68
195.00
Solve Shallow Water eq.
9458.01
2630.65
Temperatur/Salinity Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Turbulence Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
8293.31
2382.61
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
18487.37
5222.91
==================== Transport Simulation Timings ====================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
153.02
37.83
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
877.88
260.51
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
1038.23
299.66
========================== Overall Timings ===========================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Pre-processing
0.95
0.42
Calculation
19840.49
5613.51
Post-processing
33.43
8.95
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
19880.83
5624.09
========================== Memory Usage ============================
Peak memory usage (MB)
29.79
=========================== Performance =============================
Number of threads: 4
==================================================================
Normal run completion
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APPENDIX D
Typical run files for wind simulation sample (0˚).
Target: FemEngineHD
======================= Computing Environment ========================
Computer name
: UOW-CG62F02
Number of processors: 8
======================================================================
Section: SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------------Section: TIME -----------------------------------------------------start_time : 2010 12 10 9 0 0
time_step_interval : 300
number_of_time_steps : 1440
Section: DOMAIN ---------------------------------------------------number_of_dimensions : 2
number_of_meshes : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lower lakes new mesh4-barrages.mesh
datum_depth : 0
minimum_depth : 3.38189
thresshold_depth : 3.38189 (default)
number_of_domains : 16
type_of_reordering : 1
========================== Mesh information ==========================
Number of elements
: 5306
Number of faces
: 8401
Number of nodes
: 3096
Number of sections
:7
Min x-coordinate (m)
: 298963.359
Max x-coordinate (m)
: 353020.059
Min y-coordinate (m)
: 6044065.21
Max y-coordinate (m)
: 6091173.58
Min z-coordinate (m)
: -3.308972
Max z-coordinate (m)
: 3.38189
======================== Boundary information ========================
number
code number of points number of faces
1
1
871
865
2
2
6
5
3
3
8
7
4
4
5
4
5
5
2
1
6
6
2
1
7
7
2
1
======================================================================
Section: MODULE_SELECTION -----------------------------------------mode_of_hydrodynamic_module : 2
hydrodynamic_features : 1
mode_of_transport_module : 0
mode_of_mud_transport_module : 0
mode_of_sand_transport_module : 0
mode_of_eco_lab_module : 0
mode_of_particle_tracking_module : 0
Section: HYDRODYNAMIC_MODULE --------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------formulation : 4
time_formulation : 2 (default)
Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
time_step_factor : 1
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Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_geometry : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_velocity : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_elevation : 1
Section: FLOOD_AND_DRY ------------------------------------------type : 2
drying_depth : 0.005
flooding_depth : 0.05
mass_depth : 0.1
Section: DEPTH --------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DENSITY ------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: EDDY_VISCOSITY -----------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------type : 3
Section: SMAGORINSKY_FORMULATION ----------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 0.28
minimum_eddy_viscosity : 0.000001
maximum_eddy_viscosity : 2.1474E+09
Section: BED_RESISTANCE -----------------------------------------type : 4
Section: MANNING_NUMBER ---------------------------------------format : 2
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\manning new.dfsu
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\manning new.dfsu
Title :
Axis Sets Interval Axis origin Unit
Static items:
Item name
Item type
node id
Undefined
x coordinate
Undefined
y coordinate
Undefined
z coordinate
Undefined
node code
Undefined
element id
Undefined
element code
Undefined
# nodes in elements Undefined
indices of nodes in Undefined

Minimum Maximum Unit
1
3096 undefined
298963.343 353020.062 undefined
6044065 6091173.5 undefined
-3.308972 3.38189 undefined
0
7 undefined
1
5306 undefined
21
21 undefined
3
3 undefined
1
3096 undefined

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
manning based on new Manning's M
40
66 m^(1/3)/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CORIOLIS -----------------------------------------------type : CORIOLIS
Section: WIND_FORCING -------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 0
constant_speed : 5
constant_direction : 0
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type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
Section: WIND_FRICTION ----------------------------------------type : 0
constant_friction : 0.001255
Warning: The projection for the mesh is NON-UTM. The directions are
assumed to be given relative to model north.
Section: ICE ----------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: TIDAL_POTENTIAL ----------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 1
Section: PRECIPITATION ----------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\rainfall 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\rainfall 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : rainfall 1-11-2010-1-5-2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
rainfall 1/11/2010 Precipitation Rate -8.19549 41.578899 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ------------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\evo 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\evo 1-11-2010-1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Evaporative Mean Daily Net Loss (mm/day) 1-11-2010-1-5-2010
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Evaporative Mean Dai Evaporation Rate
0.819999
5.72 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: RADIATION_STRESS ---------------------------------------type : 0
Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------number_of_sources : 2
Section: SOURCE_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
coordinates : 308015.666 6072424.62
type : 1
format : 0
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constant_value : 0.04
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: SOURCE_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
coordinates : 305096.836 6067619.39
WARNING: Source outside domain
Source placed in nearest element
type : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0.03
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
======================= Discrete nodal points ========================
source con. source 2D element
x
y
1

0
861 0.308016E+06 0.607242E+07
2
0
814 0.305097E+06 0.606762E+07
======================================================================
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
type_of_entropy_fix : 1 (default)
CFL_critical_HD : 0.8
dt_min_HD : 0.01
dt_max_HD : 30
CFL_critical_AD : 0.8
dt_min_AD : 0.01
dt_max_AD : 30
type_of_land_condition : 2 (default)
error_level : 0
maximum_number_of_errors : 200
Section: STRUCTURE_MODULE ---------------------------------------relaxation_factor : 0 (default)
Section: STRUCTURES ---------------------------------------------Section: WEIR -------------------------------------------------output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: DIKES ------------------------------------------------number_of_dikes : 0
output_of_link_data : 0
Section: GATES ------------------------------------------------number_of_gates : 0
output_of_link_data : 0 (default)
Section: PIERS ------------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_piers : 0
Section: TURBINES ---------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_turbines : 0
Section: SHIP -------------------------------------------------Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS --------------------------------------
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type : 2
file_name_2d : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\initial wl 2010-12-1\initial water level-2010-12-1.dfsu
surface_elevation_item_no : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: Mesh Generator
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\initial wl 2010-12-1\initial water level-2010-12-1.dfsu
Title : Mesh data
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2000-01-01 12:00:00 1
1 second
Static items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Node numbers
Undefined
1
3096 undefined
X-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 298963.343 353020.062 meter
Y-Coordinates
Geographical coordin 6044065 6091173.5 meter
Z-Coordinates
Water Level
0.638122 0.835733 meter
Z-Coordinates
Undefined
0
1 undefined
Element numbers
Undefined
1
5306 undefined
Element type
Undefined
21
21 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
3
3 undefined
Nodes per element Undefined
1
3096 undefined
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
initial water level Water Level
0.63898 0.835501 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Warning: nlayers_sigma not found in file
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------internal_land_boundary_type : 1
Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------type : 1
Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\lock 1 inflow\lock 1 inflow from 1-11-2010to 1-52011\lock 1 flow1-11-2010 m3-s.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\lock 1 inflow\lock 1 inflow from 1-11-2010to 1-5-2011\lock 1
flow1-11-2010 m3-s.dfs0
Title : Lock 1 Flow m3/s
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Lock 1 Flow
Discharge
290.509247 914.351868 m^3/s
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Tauwitchere Us wl 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
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type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011\Tauwitchere
Us wl 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Tauwitchere US water level
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Tauwichere US water Water Level
0.556999 0.885999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011\Ewe
Island US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011\Ewe Island
US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Ewe Island US WL from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Ewe Island US Level Water Level
0.444999 0.763999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Boundary Creek US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
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File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011\Boundary
Creek US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Boundary Creek US WL from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Boundary Creek US wa Water Level
0.337999 0.763999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Mundoo US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011\Mundoo US
WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Mundoo US water level
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Mundoo US water leve Water Level
0.393999 0.867999 meter
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------type : 6
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-52011\Goolwa US WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_coriolis_correction : 0
type_of_wind_correction : 0
type_of_pressure_correction : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\input\boundary\five barrages from 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011\Goolwa US
WL 1-11-2010 to 1-5-2011.dfs0
Title : Goolwa US WL from 1/11/2010 to 1/5/2011
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-11-01 09:00:00 182 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Goolwa US WL (m) Water Level
0.423999 0.742999 meter
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Section: TEMPERATURE_SALINITY_MODULE ----------------------------temperature_mode : 0
salinity_mode : 0
Section: DECOUPLING ---------------------------------------------type : 1
file_name_flux : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0_DecouplingFlux.dfsu
file_name_area : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0_DecouplingArea.dfsu
first_time_step : 0
time_step_frequency : 1
last_time_step : 1440
type_velocity : 1 (default)
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 9
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\area1.dfsu
title : area1
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 1440
time_step_frequency : 24
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
x : 298422.792
x : 353560.626
x : 353560.626

y : 6043594.12
y : 6091644.66
y : 6091644.66
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
title : sits
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
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flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 1440
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 8
Section: POINT_1
name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507
y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2
name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3
name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4
name : Near Waltowa
x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5
name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6
name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7
name : Meningie
x : 349421
y : 6050128
Section: POINT_8
name : Milang
x : 316538
y : 6080045
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element
x (m)
y (m)
z (m) code
393 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.19396909E+01 1
3556 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30588124E+01 2
5126 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.99285717E+00 3
4272 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.12236045E+01 4
4504 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.19951199E+01 5
4770 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.18385715E+01 6
4975 0.34942100E+06 0.60501280E+07 -0.82373316E+00 7
1799 0.31653800E+06 0.60800450E+07 -0.51060957E+00 8
======================================================================
Section: OUTPUT_3 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\area2.dfsu
title : area2
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 1440
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D ---------------------------------------
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SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 0
Q_FLUX : 0
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 0
EVAPORATION : 0
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_4 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\Massbudget.dfs0
title : Output 4
type : 3
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 1440
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: MASSBUDGET -----------------------------------------FLOW : 1
MASS_TOTAL : 1 (default)
MASS_WET : 1 (default)
MASS_REAL_WET : 1 (default)
MASS_DRY : 1 (default)
MASS_TRANSPORT : 1 (default)
MASS_SOURCE : 1 (default)
MASS_PROCES : 1 (default)
MASS_DEFECT : 0 (default)
MASS_ERROR : 1 (default)
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
write_section : 0 (default)
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1
Section: POINT_2
Section: POINT_3
Section: POINT_4

x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12

Section: OUTPUT_5
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include : 0
Section: OUTPUT_6 ---------------------------------------------include : 0
Section: OUTPUT_7 ---------------------------------------------include : 0
Section: OUTPUT_8 ---------------------------------------------include : 0
Section: OUTPUT_9 ---------------------------------------------include : 0
======================== COMPUTATION STARTED =========================
========================= COMPUTATION ENDED ==========================
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\area1.dfsu
Title : area1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-10 09:00:00 61
7200 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.526356 0.87117 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.428778 0.352787 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.883413 0.28975 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 0.88611 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.998507 degree
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\sites.dfs0
Title : sits
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-10 09:00:00 6
86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Surface Elevation 0.709024 0.835454 meter
4km W Pomanda Point: Surface Elevation 0.696541 0.823481 meter
2km N Warringee: Sur Surface Elevation 0.658769 0.801876 meter
Near Waltowa: Surfac Surface Elevation
0.711376 0.785291 meter
Mulgundawa: Surface Surface Elevation 0.684671 0.812077 meter
Poltalloch: Surface Surface Elevation 0.699958 0.834 meter
Meningie: Surface el Surface Elevation
0.729773 0.802853 meter
Milang: Surface elev Surface Elevation 0.692013 0.819163 meter
3km West Point McLea u-velocity component -0.054735 0.0225 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: u-velocity component -0.030527
0 m/s
2km N Warringee: U v u-velocity component
0 0.02215 m/s
Near Waltowa: U velo u-velocity component -0.003727
0 m/s
Mulgundawa: U veloci u-velocity component
0 0.012302 m/s
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Poltalloch: U veloci u-velocity component
0 0.024838 m/s
Meningie: U velocity u-velocity component -0.017686
0 m/s
Milang: U velocity u-velocity component -0.036775
0 m/s
3km West Point McLea v-velocity component -0.094656 0.009164 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: v-velocity component
0 0.01151 m/s
2km N Warringee: V v v-velocity component -0.007122
0 m/s
Near Waltowa: V velo v-velocity component -0.01893
0 m/s
Mulgundawa: V veloci v-velocity component
0 0.020119 m/s
Poltalloch: V veloci v-velocity component -0.019069
0 m/s
Meningie: V velocity v-velocity component -0.017854
0 m/s
Milang: V velocity v-velocity component -0.035487
0 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Speed
0 0.109469 m/s
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Speed
0 0.032016 m/s
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Speed
0 0.025356 m/s
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Speed
0 0.025393 m/s
Mulgundawa: Current Current Speed
0 0.024896 m/s
Poltalloch: Current Current Speed
0 0.032105 m/s
Meningie: Current sp Current Speed
0 0.028626 m/s
Milang: Current spee Current Speed
0 0.052229 m/s
3km West Point McLea Current Direction
0 210.126385 degree
4km W Pomanda Point: Current Direction
0 295.57477 degree
2km N Warringee: Cur Current Direction
0 107.243286 degree
Near Waltowa: Curren Current Direction
0 225.105085 degree
Mulgundawa: Current Current Direction
0 40.839709 degree
Poltalloch: Current Current Direction
0 126.762014 degree
Meningie: Current di Current Direction
0 238.00245 degree
Milang: Current dire Current Direction
0 228.03413 degree
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\area2.dfsu
Title : area2
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-10 09:00:00 6 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation 0.526356 0.86883 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.408709 0.189175 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.875459 0.28975 m/s
Current speed
Current Speed
0 0.87813 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.99124 degree
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0.m21fm - Result Files\Massbudget.dfs0
Title : Output 4
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-10 09:00:00 6 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Total area, Flow Water Volume

Minimum Maximum Unit
1.8000E+09 1.8901E+09 m^3
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Wet area, Flow
Water Volume
1.8000E+09 1.8901E+09 m^3
Real wet area, Flow Water Volume
1.7998E+09 1.8899E+09 m^3
Dry area, Flow
Water Volume
-1.363E-12 483.650391 m^3
Transport, Flow Water Volume
-38266552 73172368 m^3
Source, Flow
Water Volume
0 30240 m^3
Proces, Flow
Water Volume
-35475848
0 m^3
Error, Flow
Water Volume
-3.129E-07 5.2154E-08 m^3
======================= Decoupling Statistics ========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0_DecouplingFlux.dfsu
Title : Flux data - decoupling
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-10 09:00:00 1441
300 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Flux
Undefined
-0.850406 1.148736 undefined
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : E:\jianli model use\different wind direction\lake model wind 0_DecouplingArea.dfsu
Title : Area data - decoupling
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2010-12-10 09:00:00 1441
300 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.308972 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
5306 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
3096 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Total water depth Water Level
-2.591E-18 4.046626 meter
U velocity
u-velocity component -0.442876 0.430052 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.884385 0.295356 m/s
Precipitation rate Rainfall rate
-6.873E-08
0 m/s
Evaporation rate Rainfall rate
0 5.8333E-08 m/s
================= Hydrodynamic Simulation Diagnostic =================
Shallow water equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 52592
Minimum time step (s) : 7.291667
Maximum time step (s) : 8.823529
Average time step (s) : 8.214177
=========================== Volume balance ===========================
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Initial volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.8471E+09
Final volume in wet area (m**3)
: 1.8364E+09
Final volume in dry area (m**3)
: 431.3035
Final volume in model area (m**3)
: 1.8364E+09
Total volume from source (m**3)
: 30240
Total volume from precipitation/evaporation (m**3) : -35475848
Total volume from boundaries (m**3)
: 24746565.5
Continuity balance (m**3)
: 5.2154E-08
================== Hydrodynamic Simulation Timings ===================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
46.13
27.20
Solve Shallow Water eq.
515.18
261.16
Temperatur/Salinity Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Turbulence Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
455.32
260.56
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
1019.06
549.75
========================== Overall Timings ===========================
Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Pre-processing
0.56
0.69
Calculation
1019.70
550.09
Post-processing
13.85
7.23
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
1034.15
558.02
============================ Memory Usage ============================
Peak memory usage (MB)
29.07
============================ Performance =============================
Number of threads: 4
======================================================================
Normal run completion
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APPENDIX E
Typical run files forcoastal reservoir model sample.
Target: FemEngineHD
======================= Computing Environment ========================
Computer name
: UOW-CG62F02
Number of processors: 8
======================================================================
Section: SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------------Section: TIME -----------------------------------------------------start_time : 2007 1 1 9 0 0
time_step_interval : 300
number_of_time_steps : 104832
Section: DOMAIN ---------------------------------------------------number_of_dimensions : 2
number_of_meshes : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes design2-2.mesh
datum_depth : 0
minimum_depth : 3.38189
thresshold_depth : 3.38189 (default)
number_of_domains : 16
type_of_reordering : 1
========================== Mesh information ==========================
Number of elements
: 2181
Number of faces
: 3713
Number of nodes
: 1533
Number of sections
:7
Min x-coordinate (m)
: 298963.359
Max x-coordinate (m)
: 353020.059
Min y-coordinate (m)
: 6044065.21
Max y-coordinate (m)
: 6091173.58
Min z-coordinate (m)
: -3.383472
Max z-coordinate (m)
: 3.38189
======================================================================
======================== Boundary information ========================
number
code number of points number of faces
1
1
870
864
2
2
3
2
3
3
8
7
4
4
8
7
5
5
2
1
6
6
2
1
7
7
2
1
======================================================================
Section: MODULE_SELECTION -----------------------------------------mode_of_hydrodynamic_module : 2
hydrodynamic_features : 1
mode_of_transport_module : 2
mode_of_mud_transport_module : 0
mode_of_sand_transport_module : 0
mode_of_eco_lab_module : 0
mode_of_particle_tracking_module : 0
Section: HYDRODYNAMIC_MODULE --------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------formulation : 4
time_formulation : 2 (default)
Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
time_step_factor : 1
Section: SPACE ---------------------------------------------------
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number_of_2D_mesh_geometry : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_velocity : 1
number_of_2D_mesh_elevation : 1
Section: FLOOD_AND_DRY ------------------------------------------type : 2
drying_depth : 0.005
flooding_depth : 0.05
mass_depth : 0.1
Section: DEPTH --------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: DENSITY ------------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: EDDY_VISCOSITY -----------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------type : 3
Section: SMAGORINSKY_FORMULATION ----------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 0.28
minimum_eddy_viscosity : 0.000001
maximum_eddy_viscosity : 1.E+10
Section: BED_RESISTANCE -----------------------------------------type : 4
Section: MANNING_NUMBER ---------------------------------------format : 0
constant_value : 32
Section: CORIOLIS -----------------------------------------------type : CORIOLIS
Section: WIND_FORCING -------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\input cr1\2007\wind 2007.dfs0
item_number_for_speed : 1
item_number_for_direction : 2
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\input cr1\2007\wind 2007.dfs0
Title : wind 2007
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
wind velocity
Wind Velocity
0.5 9.944445 m/s
wind direction
Wind Direction
21
333 degree
---------------------------------------------------------------------type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0

Section: WIND_FRICTION ----------------------------------------type : 0
constant_friction : 0.001255
Warning: The projection for the mesh is NON-UTM. The directions are
assumed to be given relative to model north.
Section: ICE -----------------------------------------------------
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type : 0
Section: TIDAL_POTENTIAL ----------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------type_of_precipitation : 0
type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ------------------------------------------format : 1
soft_time_interval : 0
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\input cr1\2007\evaporation (mm) 2007.dfs0
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\input cr1\2007\evaporation (mm) 2007.dfs0
Title : evaporation 2007
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
evaporation 2007 Evaporation Rate
0.019999
5.72 mm/day
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: RADIATION_STRESS ---------------------------------------type : 0
Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------number_of_sources : 1
Section: SOURCE_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
coordinates : 350162.226 6085095.83
type : 1
format : 0
constant_value : -4.75
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
======================= Discrete nodal points ========================
source con. source 2D element

x

y

1
0
2096 0.350162E+06 0.608510E+07
======================================================================
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
type_of_entropy_fix : 1 (default)
CFL_critical_HD : 0.8
dt_min_HD : 0.01
dt_max_HD : 30
CFL_critical_AD : 0.8
dt_min_AD : 0.01
dt_max_AD : 30
type_of_land_condition : 2 (default)
error_level : 0
maximum_number_of_errors : 200
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Section: STRUCTURE_MODULE ---------------------------------------relaxation_factor : 0 (default)
number_of_composit_structures : 2
Section : COMPOSIT_STRUCTURE_1 --------------------------------name = Weir 1
relaxation_factor = 0
coordinate_type = NON-UTM
number_of_points : 31
Section : POINT_1 -------------------------------------------x = 336512.204
y = 6071877.69
Section : POINT_2 -------------------------------------------x = 336374.261
y = 6072361.49
Section : POINT_3 -------------------------------------------x = 336204.801
y = 6072836.21
Section : POINT_4 -------------------------------------------x = 336178.914
y = 6073336.18
Section : POINT_5 -------------------------------------------x = 336615.013
y = 6073591.82
Section : POINT_6 -------------------------------------------x = 337076.922
y = 6073789.64
Section : POINT_7 -------------------------------------------x = 337537.651
y = 6073992.25
Section : POINT_8 -------------------------------------------x = 337997.678
y = 6074196.00
Section : POINT_9 -------------------------------------------x = 338457.492
y = 6074400.35
Section : POINT_10 ------------------------------------------x = 338917.902
y = 6074603.32
Section : POINT_11 ------------------------------------------x = 339378.773
y = 6074805.26

Section : POINT_12 ------------------------------------------x = 339839.358
y = 6075007.84

Section : POINT_13 ------------------------------------------x = 340298.913
y = 6075212.75

Section : POINT_14 ------------------------------------------x = 340756.591
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y = 6075421.82

Section : POINT_15 ------------------------------------------x = 341211.451
y = 6075636.95

Section : POINT_16 ------------------------------------------x = 341663.990
y = 6075856.92

Section : POINT_17 ------------------------------------------x = 342115.711
y = 6076078.57

Section : POINT_18 ------------------------------------------x = 342568.140
y = 6076298.76

Section : POINT_19 ------------------------------------------x = 343022.808
y = 6076514.30

Section : POINT_20 ------------------------------------------x = 343480.145
y = 6076724.12

Section : POINT_21 ------------------------------------------x = 343939.161
y = 6076930.23

Section : POINT_22 ------------------------------------------x = 344398.945
y = 6077134.62

Section : POINT_23 ------------------------------------------x = 344858.676
y = 6077339.14

Section : POINT_24 ------------------------------------------x = 345317.585
y = 6077545.49

Section : POINT_25 ------------------------------------------x = 345775.541
y = 6077753.95

Section : POINT_26 ------------------------------------------x = 346232.800
y = 6077963.93

Section : POINT_27 ------------------------------------------x = 346689.580
y = 6078174.96
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Section : POINT_28 ------------------------------------------x = 347146.059
y = 6078386.63

Section : POINT_29 ------------------------------------------x = 347602.394
y = 6078598.61

Section : POINT_30 ------------------------------------------x = 348058.730
y = 6078810.60

Section : POINT_31 ------------------------------------------x = 348515.213
y = 6079022.26

=================== Composit structure information ===================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 997 0.336512E+06 0.607188E+07 0.336374E+06 0.607236E+07
2 1026 0.336374E+06 0.607236E+07 0.336205E+06 0.607284E+07
3 -1074 0.336205E+06 0.607284E+07 0.336179E+06 0.607334E+07
4 -1078 0.336179E+06 0.607334E+07 0.336615E+06 0.607359E+07
5 -1036 0.336615E+06 0.607359E+07 0.337077E+06 0.607379E+07
6 1045 0.337077E+06 0.607379E+07 0.337538E+06 0.607399E+07
7 1457 0.337538E+06 0.607399E+07 0.337998E+06 0.607420E+07
8 1459 0.337998E+06 0.607420E+07 0.338457E+06 0.607440E+07
9 1443 0.338457E+06 0.607440E+07 0.338918E+06 0.607460E+07
10 -2073 0.338918E+06 0.607460E+07 0.339379E+06 0.607481E+07
11 -2087 0.339379E+06 0.607481E+07 0.339839E+06 0.607501E+07
12 -2097 0.339839E+06 0.607501E+07 0.340299E+06 0.607521E+07
13 -2091 0.340299E+06 0.607521E+07 0.340757E+06 0.607542E+07
14 -2079 0.340757E+06 0.607542E+07 0.341211E+06 0.607564E+07
15 -2065 0.341211E+06 0.607564E+07 0.341664E+06 0.607586E+07
16 -2064 0.341664E+06 0.607586E+07 0.342116E+06 0.607608E+07
17 -2052 0.342116E+06 0.607608E+07 0.342568E+06 0.607630E+07
18 -2020 0.342568E+06 0.607630E+07 0.343023E+06 0.607651E+07
19 -2022 0.343023E+06 0.607651E+07 0.343480E+06 0.607672E+07
20 -2021 0.343480E+06 0.607672E+07 0.343939E+06 0.607693E+07
21 -1995 0.343939E+06 0.607693E+07 0.344399E+06 0.607713E+07
22 -1953 0.344399E+06 0.607713E+07 0.344859E+06 0.607734E+07
23 -2799 0.344859E+06 0.607734E+07 0.345318E+06 0.607755E+07
24 -2794 0.345318E+06 0.607755E+07 0.345776E+06 0.607775E+07
25 -2785 0.345776E+06 0.607775E+07 0.346233E+06 0.607796E+07
26 -2778 0.346233E+06 0.607796E+07 0.346690E+06 0.607817E+07
27 -2757 0.346690E+06 0.607817E+07 0.347146E+06 0.607839E+07
28 2746 0.347146E+06 0.607839E+07 0.347602E+06 0.607860E+07
29 2735 0.347602E+06 0.607860E+07 0.348059E+06 0.607881E+07
30 3124 0.348059E+06 0.607881E+07 0.348515E+06 0.607902E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 15095.1018
======================================================================

Section : COMPOSIT_STRUCTURE_2 --------------------------------name = Weir 2
relaxation_factor = 0
coordinate_type = NON-UTM
number_of_points : 5
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Section : POINT_1 -------------------------------------------x = 337431.683
y = 6069537.76

Section : POINT_2 -------------------------------------------x = 337250.650
y = 6070007.24

Section : POINT_3 -------------------------------------------x = 337071.775
y = 6070477.53

Section : POINT_4 -------------------------------------------x = 336896.685
y = 6070949.29

Section : POINT_5 -------------------------------------------x = 336728.947
y = 6071423.61

=================== Composit structure information ===================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 -1584 0.337432E+06 0.606954E+07 0.337251E+06
2 -1582 0.337251E+06 0.607001E+07 0.337072E+06
3 -1581 0.337072E+06 0.607048E+07 0.336897E+06
4 -1570 0.336897E+06 0.607095E+07 0.336729E+06
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.607001E+07
0.607048E+07
0.607095E+07
0.607142E+07

Length (m): 2012.63656
======================================================================
output_of_link_data : 0 (default)

Section: STRUCTURES ----------------------------------------------

Section: WEIR -------------------------------------------------output_of_link_data : 0 (default)

Section: DIKES ------------------------------------------------number_of_dikes : 0
output_of_link_data : 0

Section: GATES ------------------------------------------------number_of_gates : 3

Section: GATE_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
type : 1
type_of_operation : 1
format : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\gate\gate1- design2 2007.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
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soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
input_format : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
number_of_points : 2

Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 348515.213
y : 6079022.26

Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 349339.014
y : 6078816.29
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\gate\gate1- design2 2007.dfs0
Title : gate1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86410 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
gate1
Dimensionless factor
0
1 ()
----------------------------------------------------------------------

========================== Gate information ==========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 3122 0.348515E+06 0.607902E+07 0.349339E+06 0.607882E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 849.159707
======================================================================

Section: GATE_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
type : 1
type_of_operation : 1
format : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\gate\gate2 -design2 2007.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
input_format : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
number_of_points : 2

Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 336512.204
y : 6071877.69

Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 336728.947
y : 6071423.61
--------------------------- Data File Summary ---------------------------
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Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\gate\gate2 -design2 2007.dfs0
Title : gate2
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86410 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
gate2
Dimensionless factor
0
1 ()
----------------------------------------------------------------------

========================== Gate information ==========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1560 0.336512E+06 0.607188E+07 0.336729E+06 0.607142E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 503.159862
======================================================================

Section: GATE_3 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
type : 1
type_of_operation : 1
format : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\gate\gate3 -design2 2007.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
input_format : 1
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
number_of_points : 2

Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 348515.213
y : 6079022.26

Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 347389.421
y : 6079590.95
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\gate\gate3 -design2 2007.dfs0
Title : gate3
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86410 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
gate3
Dimensionless factor
0
1 ()
----------------------------------------------------------------------

========================== Gate information ==========================
No. face FaceID x (first) y (first)
x (last)
y (last)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1 -3124 0.348515E+06 0.607902E+07 0.348059E+06 0.607881E+07
2 2736 0.348059E+06 0.607881E+07 0.347389E+06 0.607959E+07
------------------------------------------------------------------------Length (m): 1531.23517
======================================================================
output_of_link_data : 0 (default)

Section: PIERS ------------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_piers : 0

Section: TURBINES ---------------------------------------------format : 0
number_of_turbines : 0

Section: SHIP --------------------------------------------------

Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------type : 1
surface_elevation_constant : 0.7
u_velocity_constant : 0
v_velocity_constant : 0

Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------internal_land_boundary_type : 1

Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------type : 1

Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------type : 7
type_secondary : 1
format : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\input cr1\2007\lock 1 flow 1-1-2007-31-122007.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
type_of_radiation_stress_correction : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\input cr1\2007\lock 1 flow 1-1-2007-31-12-2007.dfs0
Title : lock 1 flow recorded 2007
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
lock 1 flow recorded Discharge
1.134259 68.171295 m^3/s
lock 1 flow recorded Discharge
-4.86574 62.171299 m^3/s
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------type : 1
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Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------type : 1

Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------type : 1

Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------type : 1

Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------type : 1

Section: TEMPERATURE_SALINITY_MODULE ----------------------------temperature_mode : 0
salinity_mode : 0

Section: DECOUPLING ---------------------------------------------type : 0

Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 1

Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm Result Files\the lower lakes 2002.dfsu
title : Output 1
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 104832
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1

Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------SURFACE_ELEVATION : 1
STILL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
TOTAL_WATER_DEPTH : 0
U_VELOCITY : 1
V_VELOCITY : 1
P_FLUX : 1
Q_FLUX : 1
CURRENT_SPEED : 1
CURRENT_DIRECTION : 1
WIND_U_VELOCITY : 0
WIND_V_VELOCITY : 0
AIR_PRESSURE : 0
PRECIPITATION : 1
EVAPORATION : 1
DRAG_COEFFICIENT : 0
EDDY_VISCOSITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
CONVERGENCE_ANGLE : 0
AREA : 1
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coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_3 ------------------------------------------x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_4 ------------------------------------------x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12
Section: TRANSPORT_MODULE -----------------------------------------mode : 2
Section: EQUATION -----------------------------------------------Section: TIME ---------------------------------------------------start_time_step : 0
Section: SPACE --------------------------------------------------number_of_2D_mesh_concentration : 1
Section: COMPONENTS ---------------------------------------------number_of_components : 2
Section: COMPONENTS ---------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 2
dimension : 3
description : Concentration - component 1
EUM_type : 100201
EUM_unit : 99000
minimum_value : 0
maximum_value : 35
Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type : 2
dimension : 3
description : Concentration - component 2
EUM_type : 100201
EUM_unit : 99000
minimum_value : 0
maximum_value : 100
Section: DISPERSION ---------------------------------------------Section: HORIZONTAL_DISPERSION --------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
Section: SCALED_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------format : 0
sigma : 1
minimum_dispersion : 0 (default)
maximum_dispersion : 1.E+10 (default)
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Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
Section: SCALED_EDDY_VISCOSITY ----------------------------format : 0
sigma : 1
minimum_dispersion : 0 (default)
maximum_dispersion : 1.E+10 (default)
Section: DECAY --------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type :
Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type : 0
Section: PRECIPITATION_EVAPORATION ------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 2
Section: EVAPORATION ----------------------------------------format : 0
soft_time_interval : 0
constant_value : 0
Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type_of_evaporation : 1
Section: EVAPORATION ----------------------------------------Section: SOURCES ------------------------------------------------Section: SOURCE_1 ---------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: INITIAL_CONDITIONS -------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 2
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\initial salinity 2007 design2.dfsu
item_number : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\initial salinity 2007 design2.dfsu
Title :
Axis Sets Interval Axis origin Unit
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Static items:
Item name
Item type
node id
Undefined
x coordinate
Undefined
y coordinate
Undefined
z coordinate
Undefined
node code
Undefined
element id
Undefined
element code
Undefined
# nodes in elements Undefined
indices of nodes in Undefined

Minimum Maximum Unit
1
1533 undefined
298963.343 353020.062 undefined
6044065 6091173.5 undefined
-3.383472 3.38189 undefined
0
7 undefined
1
2181 undefined
21
21 undefined
3
3 undefined
1
1533 undefined

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
initial salinity des Salinity
0.3
0.5 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ------------------------------------------type : 1
format : 0
constant_value : 100
Section: BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS ------------------------------------Section: CODE_1 -----------------------------------------------Section: CODE_2 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\input cr1\2007\lock 1 salinity 2007.dfs0
item_number : 1
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator: MIKE Zero
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\input cr1\2007\lock 1 salinity 2007.dfs0
Title : lock 1 2007
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
lock 1 2007
Salinity
0.152095 0.390571 PSU
---------------------------------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 0
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_3 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 1
Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
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format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_4 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 1
Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_5 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 1
Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_6 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 1
Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: CODE_7 -----------------------------------------------Section: COMPONENT_1 ----------------------------------------type : 1

Section: COMPONENT_2 ----------------------------------------type : 2
format : 0
constant_value : 100
type_of_soft_start : 2
soft_time_interval : 0
reference_value : 0
type_of_time_interpolation : 1
Section: SOLUTION_TECHNIQUE -------------------------------------scheme_of_time_integration : 1
scheme_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 1
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method_of_space_discretisation_horizontal : 0
h_min : 0.005 (default)
Section: OUTPUTS ------------------------------------------------number_of_outputs : 3
Section: OUTPUT_1 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm Result Files\salinity area.dfsu
title : Output 1
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 104832
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 0
V_VELOCITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_3 ------------------------------------------x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_4 ------------------------------------------x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12
Section: OUTPUT_2 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm Result Files\water age area.dfsu
title : Output 2
type : 1
format : 2
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 104832
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 1
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 0
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V_VELOCITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
Section: AREA -----------------------------------------------number_of_points : 4
Section: POINT_1 ------------------------------------------x : 298422.792
y : 6043594.12
Section: POINT_2 ------------------------------------------x : 298422.792
y : 6091644.66

Section: POINT_3 ------------------------------------------x : 353560.626
y : 6091644.66
Section: POINT_4 ------------------------------------------x : 353560.626
y : 6043594.12
Section: OUTPUT_3 ---------------------------------------------include : 1
file_name : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm Result Files\water age sites.dfs0
title : Output 3
type : 1
format : 0
delete_value : 1.E-35 (default)
flood_and_dry : 2
first_time_step : 0
last_time_step : 104832
time_step_frequency : 288
number_of_variables : 0 (default)
interpolation_type : 2
interpolation_subtype : 1 (default)
Section: PARAMETERS_2D --------------------------------------COMPONENT_1 : 1
COMPONENT_2 : 1
U_VELOCITY : 0
V_VELOCITY : 0
CFL_NUMBER : 0
coordinate_type : NON-UTM
input_format : 1
number_of_points : 8
Section: POINT_1 --------------------------------------------name : 3km West Point McLeay
x : 324507
y : 6068218
Section: POINT_2 --------------------------------------------name : 4km W Pomanda Point
x : 342837
y : 6077906
Section: POINT_3 --------------------------------------------name : 2km N Warringee
x : 341651
y : 6050496
Section: POINT_4 --------------------------------------------name : Near Waltowa
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x : 349308
y : 6058801
Section: POINT_5 --------------------------------------------name : Mulgundawa
x : 340441
y : 6087014
Section: POINT_6 --------------------------------------------name : Poltalloch
x : 350272
y : 6075546
Section: POINT_7 --------------------------------------------name : Meningie
x : 349421
y : 6050128
Section: POINT_8 --------------------------------------------name : Milang
x : 316538
y : 6080045
====================== Point Output Information ======================
Element

x (m)

y (m)

z (m) code

248 0.32450700E+06 0.60682180E+07 -0.21780177E+01 1
1191 0.34283700E+06 0.60779060E+07 -0.30750522E+01 2
1979 0.34165100E+06 0.60504960E+07 -0.10646255E+01 3
1710 0.34930800E+06 0.60588010E+07 -0.10000805E+01 4
1106 0.34044100E+06 0.60870140E+07 -0.15707952E+01 5
1888 0.35027200E+06 0.60755460E+07 -0.13523607E+01 6
2001 0.34942100E+06 0.60501280E+07 -0.58347929E+00 7
1389 0.31653800E+06 0.60800450E+07 -0.62675409E+00 8
======================================================================
======================== COMPUTATION STARTED =========================
========================= COMPUTATION ENDED ==========================
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm - Result Files\the
lower lakes 2002.dfsu
Title : Output 1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
1533 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.383472 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
2181 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
1533 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Surface elevation Surface Elevation -0.267907 0.805251 meter
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U velocity
u-velocity component -0.170479 0.220074 m/s
V velocity
v-velocity component -0.251438 0.224162 m/s
P flux
Flow Flux
-0.428814 0.537894 m^3/s/m
Q flux
Flow Flux
-0.329442 0.403536 m^3/s/m
Current speed
Current Speed
0 0.261025 m/s
Current direction Current Direction
0 359.999655 degree
Precipitation rate Rainfall rate
0
0 m/s
Evaporation rate Evaporation
0 6.6203E-08 m/s
Element area
Element area
10999.9335 2553719.5 m^2
---------------------------------------------------------------------======================================================================
========================= Output Statistics ==========================
--------------------------- Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm - Result
Files\salinity area.dfsu
Title : Output 1
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
1533 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.383472 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
2181 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
1533 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0 21.653431 ()
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0
100 ()
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm - Result
Files\water age area.dfsu
Title : Output 2
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Static items:
Item name
Node id
X-coord
Y-coord
Z-coord
Code
Element id
Element type
No of nodes
Connectivity

Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Grid Codes
1
1533 Integer
Geographical coordin 298963.359 353020.059 meter
Geographical coordin 6044065.21 6091173.58 meter
Item geometry 3-dime -3.383472 3.38189 meter
Grid Codes
0
7 Integer
Grid Codes
1
2181 Integer
Grid Codes
21
21 Integer
Grid Codes
3
3 Integer
Grid Codes
1
1533 Integer

Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0 21.653431 ()
Concentration - comp Concentration Non Di
0
100 ()
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Data File Summary --------------------------Creator:
File : I:\thesis PhD\jianli model use\coastal reservoir 1\cr design 2\lower lakes 2007-CR Design2.m21fm - Result
Files\water age sites.dfs0
Title : Output 3
Start date Start time Sets Interval Unit
2007-01-01 09:00:00 365 86400 second
Dynamic items:
Item name
Item type
Minimum Maximum Unit
3km West Point McLea Concentration Non Di
0.5 0.686263 ()
4km W Pomanda Point: Concentration Non Di 0.453916 0.643232 ()
2km N Warringee: Con Concentration Non Di
0.5 0.921942 ()
Near Waltowa: Concen Concentration Non Di
0.5 0.922781 ()
Mulgundawa: Concentr Concentration Non Di
0.5 0.649827 ()
Poltalloch: Concentr Concentration Non Di 0.230777 0.386055 ()
Meningie: Concentrat Concentration Non Di
0.5 0.928561 ()
Milang: Concentratio Concentration Non Di
0.5 0.680884 ()
3km West Point McLea Concentration Non Di 87.953743
100 ()
4km W Pomanda Point: Concentration Non Di 64.599625
100 ()
2km N Warringee: Con Concentration Non Di 96.392944
100 ()
Near Waltowa: Concen Concentration Non Di 96.295151
100 ()
Mulgundawa: Concentr Concentration Non Di 72.582748
100 ()
Poltalloch: Concentr Concentration Non Di 20.611675
100 ()
Meningie: Concentrat Concentration Non Di 96.376541
100 ()
Milang: Concentratio Concentration Non Di 88.095459
100 ()
---------------------------------------------------------------------======================================================================
================= Hydrodynamic Simulation Diagnostic =================
Shallow water equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 2118594
Minimum time step (s) : 10
Maximum time step (s) : 15
Average time step (s) : 14.844562
Transport equations
----------------------Number of time steps : 1048320
Minimum time step (s) : 30
Maximum time step (s) : 30
Average time step (s) : 30
======================================================================
================== Hydrodynamic Simulation Timings ===================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
8436.21
2562.17
Solve Shallow Water eq.
7230.23
1962.48
Temperatur/Salinity Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Turbulence Module
0.00
0.00
Update forcings
0.00
0.00
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
0.00
0.00
Other calculation
5496.35
1552.68
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
21313.73
6107.38
-----------------------------------------------------------------======================================================================
==================== Transport Simulation Timings ====================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Update forcings
430.48
107.89
Solve Advection-Dispersion eq.
2436.00
678.94
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
2893.43
792.55
-----------------------------------------------------------------======================================================================
========================== Overall Timings ===========================
-----------------------------------------------------------------Task
CPU time Elapsed time
-----------------------------------------------------------------Pre-processing
0.56
1.04
Calculation
24520.32
6983.61
Post-processing
45.69
15.38
-----------------------------------------------------------------Total
24569.33
7000.50
-----------------------------------------------------------------======================================================================
============================ Memory Usage ============================
Peak memory usage (MB)
26.61
======================================================================
============================ Performance =============================
Number of threads: 4
======================================================================
Normal run completion
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